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Abstract

The findings presented in this thesis support the hypothesis that Interval Algebra (IA),
as a temporal reasoning language, should perform scheduling of sensor dwells efficiently
and effectively. Scheduling of multistatic radars was identified as a promising research
area, as it builds upon prior research into monostatic and bistatic radars in South Africa.

The hypothesis can be validated by answering three research questions. Can IA allow
a multistatic radar system to make more multistatic measurements of targets? Can IA
perform as well as established multisensor scheduling techniques in terms of computational
requirements? Is it possible to enhance the performance of IA by making use of parallel
processing architectures?

Answering the first two research questions required selecting a comparison algorithm
that is already used extensively in scheduling. The Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search
Procedure (GRASP) was selected as it represents two of the biggest groupings of existing
scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, greedy optimisations are often preferred as they
converge to optimal solutions quicker.

Two scheduling scenarios were devised which made use of a binary mechanically steered
surveillance radar network. One environment made use of a very simplistic model of the
information fusion system, the other implemented all the details rigorously. The first
environment was used to compare IA to GRASP, while the second tested a nimble IA
scheduler. For both these environments Monte-Carlo simulations were used to test random
target locations and motion.

A novel IA algorithm that makes use of reduced point algebra was generated that
allowed execution time to be reduced. Another, simpler novel contribution was an IA
algorithm that ensured that radar tasks are only added to the IA network when required.
Using these two techniques it was possible for IA to meet both the performance and
execution time of GRASP, as allows for a richer set of constraints than required to perform
multistatic scheduling. The Nimble IA Scheduler is a novel contribution which solves the
realistic requirement of handling fast-moving and accelerating targets, and provides a small
performance increase for the surveillance system.

Answering the last research question required implementing IA on a parallel process-
ing architecture. General-Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GP-GPUs) were selected
since no published research made use these architectures and they should be well suited to
solving constraint satisfaction problems. A novel parallel IA path consistency algorithm
was generated in OpenCL building upon parallel versions found in the literature for super-
computers. Monte-Carlo simulations were run where both the serial and parallel versions
were used to solve path consistency for randomly generated IA networks.

The results for the GP-GPU identified that for large networks there was speed-up
of between two to three times for consistent networks under three conditions. Firstly,
the IA network must be sufficiently large to warrant copying the data to the GP-GPU.
Secondly, the IA network must have a percentage of known constraints between 25% and
75%. Thirdly, the average number of IA operators should be less than 9.8.

Thus, IA can provide equivalent performance to GRASP if the constraints are reduced.
Given problems that require a richer set of constraints, these can easily be handled using
IA. Nimble IA scheduling can provide a means to increase the multistatic measurements
made and reduce those that are missed due to prediction inaccuracies. IA path consistency
can also be used on GP-GPUs but only provides speed-ups under specific conditions.
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Glossary

C A general-purpose programming language developed at AT&T Bell Labs. The language

is a procedural computing language, where algorithms are broken up into separate

functions all called from one main function.

CUDA Compute Unified Device Architecture, or CUDA, is a parallel programming lan-
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Chapter 1

Executive Summary

1.1 Introduction

The research documented here falls within the field of information fusion and specifically

focuses on sensor management. The focus is on the scheduling of Mechanically Steered

Multistatic Surveillance Radar Networks (MSMSRNs) to constrain the research within a

limited time period of four years. Mechanically steered radars were chosen as it was the

most prevalent type of radar systems currently employed in South Africa. This is both

in the field of defence and industry, where in the latter radars are used to detect weather

phenomenon. This would allow the research to make impact immediately, as we could test

the theoretical ideas quickly. Furthermore, improvements to be had would immediately

be able to improve the performance of these radar systems.

Section 1.2 introduces the reader to the context of the research conducted and develops

the goal of introducing Interval Algebra (IA) to the sensor management community. This

is followed by a summary of the current state of the art in sensor management, as well

as parallel processing research applied to Interval Algebra (IA) in Section 1.3. Then the

impact this research will have on this field is highlighted in Section 1.4.

At this point the hypothesis statement, research goals and objectives are highlighted

in Section 1.5. Next the methodology used to design the experiments to answer these

questions is provided in Section 1.6. This naturally leads to a set of methods which is

further developed in Section 1.7.

The results and a discussion are then presented in Section 1.8. Then Section 1.9
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1.1 Introduction

highlights the measurable outputs of the research, which were submitted or published as

research papers. In these documents, the results of this research have been shared with the

sensor management community. Finally, conclusions are drawn about the validity of the

research and the degree to which the hypothesis, questions and goals have been addressed

are handled in Section 1.10.
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1.2 Research Aims

This research aims to show how IA [4] can be used to address the scheduling of a MSMSRN.

As such, the task generation and prioritisation steps were simplified to limit the scope of

this research. Furthermore, the radar schedulers were only implemented to a required level

of accuracy. This research is the first introduction of IA to scheduling a MSMSRN and is

also one of few to look at multistatic radar networks.

Specifically the research has focused on optimising the generation of simultaneous

multistatic measurements. Multistatic radar is also an emerging field of research, which

will lead to benefits for surveillance in future. IA scheduling algorithms developed can

schedule radar sensors to make as many multistatic measurements of targets as possible

per scan.

This work adds onto the conference paper presented at FUSION 2011 [1]. Through the

conference paper an IA scheduling algorithm was introduced to the sensor management

community; this was achieved by comparing IA to a simple heuristic algorithm. IA was

used to schedule multistatic measurements of targets by two multistatic search radars.

In the conference paper, it was shown that it was relatively easy to handle uncertain

azimuth order in the list of targets to be measured by using IA. The heuristic algorithm,

however, could not cater for the uncertain azimuth order and thus could not measure as

many targets in a multistatic way per scan. Given a surveillance network of multistatic

radars, which scan an area to detect, track and classify targets. Here the scan starts and

ends at the boundaries of the search volume. The better algorithm should be able to

schedule more multistatic measurements per scan, as it would have found a solution that

is closer to optimal.

This led to the question: what is the practical value of IA? It was not immediately

possible to answer this question, as the heuristic algorithm, while being a conventional

approach, was a tailored algorithm not comparable to results from other researchers.

Furthermore, the initial simulated runs did not record the amount of time required to

generate results using either approach.

To address the shortcomings of our prior research, it was necessary to compare IA

to more established approach. The comparison needed to show that IA can perform as
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well as established approaches within the same processing time budget. Furthermore, the

research aims to show that the nature of IA as a temporal reasoning language matches

the scheduling of sensors in a natural and intuitive way. Thus IA has additional benefits

for scheduling when temporal constraints need to be satisfied.

The research also tested IA scheduling against realistic problems that would be expe-

rienced by a scheduling algorithm for a MSMSRN. For IA to be an effective scheduling

approach, it should be able to cater for these problems and still produce good scheduling

results. Testing against realistic targets which move appreciably during the scan time of

the MSMSRN was especially important.

Finally, the research aimed to show that the use of General-Purpose Graphical Pro-

cessing Units (GP-GPUs) along with IA can improve the performance of IA further.
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1.3 Background

1.3.1 Multistatic radar scheduling

Multisensor data fusion, a part of information fusion, formally recognised in the middle of

the 1980 decade with the formation of the Data Fusion sub-panel and the publication of

the Data Fusion Lexicon in 1991 [5]. Multisensor data fusion is being used frequently in

the field of surveillance to improve the generation of a recognised surveillance picture.

Multisensor management deals with the task of queueing sensors to make measure-

ments that best serve the mission that a Multisensor Data Fusion (MDF) system is in-

tended to complete [6, 7]. In the case of a surveillance system, this means controlling the

sensors so as to gather the most pertinent information about the sensed area.

Multisensor management is contained entirely in level 4, process refinement, of the

Joint Directors of Laboratories’ (JDL) data fusion model [8], as refining the process of

information fusion can best be achieved by controlling the inputs to the process. This is

when the only inputs to the Information Fusion System (IFS) are the sensor measurements.

Recently, the updated Data Fusion Information Group’s (DFIG) data fusion model was

proposed [8–10], where resource and mission management replaces process refinement.

Resource management is a subset incorporating aspects such as tuning all information

fusion functionality. Furthermore, it also looks at how to control information collected by

other means, such as military intelligence. The Data Fusion Information Group (DFIG)1

revision of the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL)2 data fusion model in Figure 1.1

shows the processing and flow of information in a multisensor data fusion system.

On level one of the DFM, or object refinement, tracks are fused, often using the

fusion rule/information filter generated by Bar-Shalom and Li [12]. Either measurement

or track fusion can be performed to incorporate the spatial and kinematic information.

Track fusion is usually more popular in centralised systems as distributed track fusion has

no closed form solution. However, as most radar systems already provide the means to

form tracks it may sometimes be preferable. Measurement fusion can require significant

processing and communication bandwidth, which typically means that a high-performance

1DFIG is a subcommittee of the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL) that focusses on data fusion.
2JDL is the research committee of the United States Department of Defence.
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Mission Management
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Figure 1.1: The Data Fusion Information Group revised Data Fusion Model (2004) [11].
This model is a revision of the original JDL model on data fusion. The mapping to each
of the JDL levels is included in the diagram.

computing cluster is required for optimal processing. Nevertheless, it is more popular in

distributed systems as it can be solved using typical data association techniques.

Similarly, classification information from various sources for the target identity are

fused. Level two of the DFM, or situation assessment, groups objects and determines how

the surveillance picture will progress with time. Threat assessment, DFM level three, is

then used to assign a threat level/hostility indicator to moving targets. Essentially targets

are prioritised by the level of threat they pose to the system or its goals. More hostile

systems have a higher weight than systems that do not have the ability to make a large

impact. Information is then fed to a commander or fusion operator via DFM level five or

cognitive refinement.

The high-level information is also fed to processes refinement, level four of the DFM,

which must control the resources of the fusion system. Recently, resource management

has been proposed as a subset of process refinement. Furthermore, mission management

is also incorporated as part of process refinement. Resources include: sensors, platforms,

humans, as well as intelligence and contextual sources of information. Resource manage-

ment can also receive commands via level five to allow human intervention. The research
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documented here falls into the multisensor management aspect of resource management.

Two preliminary steps can be used to formulate a solution for multisensor management.

The first is to model the sensors, their environment and the goals they must achieve. The

second is the choice of architecture, which dictates how the multisensor manager will be

designed and employed.

Modelling a sensor manager can be achieved using two methods [13]. The first choice

is to make use of a myopic simplification and thus deal with only a very simple model

of the past and the future. The alternative choice is to employ longer-term planning,

which considers more historic information and generates long-term predictions. Common

solutions for the latter choice include partially observed Partially Observed Markov Deci-

sion Processes (POMDPs) [14, 15] and Multiarmed Bandits (MABs), a simplification of

Markov Decision Processes (MDPs) [16, 17]. These are both types of Bayesian networks

and, while they are promising, they often lead to numerically difficult solutions. Thus,

as longer-term planning is desirable, there is still work required to make these practically

feasible in all cases.

There are various architectures used for creating a mulstisensor manager. Tradition-

ally, a centralised architecture has been used, where a central information fusion system

feeds a centralised multisensor manager with information to control all sensors. Another

possibility is a decentralised architecture, where typically both the information fusion sys-

tem and multisensor manager are distributed across each discrete sensor or suite of sensors

[7, 18, 19]. These architectures represent the current state of the art in multisensor man-

agement, as distributed problems are difficult to solve. A hybrid of these approaches has

been proposed by various authors [20, 21], which usually consists of two or more distinct

levels. On the lowest level sensor management is distributed and must keep sensors busy

and tune sensor parameters for high-level tasks. The higher level, sensor coordination,

is centralised and ensures that collectively the sensors are optimally achieving the sensor

fusion system goals.

Sensor coordination consists of planning and scheduling [7], and can be sub-divided

into three functions [22] (refer to Figure 1.2). The first function of sensor coordination

must solve the problem of generating tasks for each sensor. The next function of sensor

coordination is to prioritise the generated tasks. Together the first two functions perform
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the required planning. The final function of the sensor coordination is to place the best set

of tasks in the timeline of sensing actions for each sensor. This is known as the scheduling

function, which is the focus of this investigation.

Prioritise

of
tasks

list Multisensor

data fusion

Level 2

Level 1

Execute tasks

Schedule tasks

Interpret sensed inputs

Generate list of tasks

Figure 1.2: Task decomposition of multisensor management. The sensor scheduling sub-
task of level 2 is the focus for this research.

A sensor coordination algorithm is considered a nimble scheduler when it is able to

rapidly adapt to changes in the surveyed area. This means that, if there are fast-moving

or rapidly accelerating targets, the scheduler will incorporate the updated target locations

in real-time. These targets will not only affect planning but also scheduling within very

short time intervals. Thus the scheduler must be able to recalculate the schedule of tasks

for the sensors concurrently with the execution of these tasks by the sensors. The updated

schedule of tasks can leverage the improved situational picture as it is generated by the

information fusion system.

Current scheduling solutions

Sensor scheduling treats the sensor resources as a timeline extending from the present

towards the future. As such, scheduling is a combinatorial optimisation problem very
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similar to the knapsack problem. The goal is to fill the timeline with tasks such that the

sensor is never idle. Idle time is wasteful since this time is better spent catching up on

tasks that may later cause a bottleneck.

A good overview of types of algorithms for sensor scheduling can be found in the

work of Xiong and Svensson [7], Musick and Malhotra [22], as well as a more recent work

by Ding [23]. There are many approaches that can be followed to schedule individual

sensors. However, not all of them are directly applicable to multisensor scheduling, which

is required for an MDF system.

Early in the history of sensor management scheduling was performed by human op-

erators with only minimal assistance provided by the system that was being managed

[24]. Next, heuristic approaches that captured much of the domain knowledge of human

operators were employed. These approaches are still very popular today as they require

minimal computation time and are easy to develop [21, 25–27].

As research in the field broadens to encompass additional functions of sensor coor-

dination, this aspect is sometimes handled intrinsically by task prioritisation algorithms

[16, 28–31]. Examples are split among those using information and decision theory. This

has the benefit of not wasting computation especially if the mission of the MDF system

changes on a high level. In this case, instead of handling a timeline of tasks, the sensor

manager only deals with the current task to schedule. On the other hand, if a centralised

fusion centre is used and stops operating or if communication is lost in a decentralised

system, there will be no timeline of tasks to continue with in the interim. Just doing

arbitrary tasks during this time can have detrimental effects not only on the optimality of

the scheduling solution, but also on the mission of the MDF system as a whole.

The scheduling problem can be solved through the use of optimisation algorithms when

information-theoretic approaches to task prioritisation are used [32]. These optimisation

algorithms fall into two categories: mathematical programming [26, 33–35] and artificial

intelligent search techniques [36, 37]. Simulation techniques are another possibility, where

possible future timelines are investigated using multiple trials [38–40]. Sometimes random

approaches are followed and these are typically used as an electronic countermeasure [41].

Artificial intelligence techniques have also been proposed in the past and have pre-

dominantly used reasoning/expert systems. Examples include fuzzy-set-based reasoning
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[42, 43] and fuzzy decision trees [43] all within the context of an expert system. In these

systems, the scheduling rules are captured by analysing linguistic rules of thumb provided

by human sensor operators.

Multistatic radars

An interesting application of multisensor management for radars is the possibility of mak-

ing multistatic measurements [44–46], which can be used to increase the probability of

detection of small targets in heavy clutter scenarios. Increasingly, there is a trend where

small boats are used in piracy and terrorist activities to attack larger vessels. Coordinating

the measurements of multiple radars could potentially mitigate some of these problems,

by ensuring that these targets are detected and tracked.

However, most radars of the affected vessels are not very sophisticated, and thus re-

quire a simple solution to benefit from multistatic measurements. The radars are not

sophisticated when considering their antenna and steering mechanisms, as clearly AESA

and digital beam forming require much more sophisticated antennas. However, the pro-

cessing required when adding a multistatic measurement capability will make the radars

more sophisticated.

Multistatic measurements are possible by adequately scheduling each radar to mea-

sure the target simultaneously. Each radar must also be able to receive the transmitted

signals of the other radars, or the signals must combine coherently through constructive

interference to increase the energy on the target. For multistatic radars, where a radar

can distinguish the signals of the other radars, this receiving radar can then also make a

bistatic measurement. A bistatic measurement is made through knowledge of the bistatic

angle and delay experienced. The bistatic measurement can be represented in Cartesian

space as an ellipse, with the receiving and transmitting radars as the ellipsoid foci. The

radar can also make a monostatic measurement by determining the angle of arrival3 and

the delay experienced by the signals it transmits. Using Doppler processing the frequency

shift of the signal can be determined for both measurements, this allows the radar to de-

termine the range rate of the target. Thus, each radar is able to make more measurements

of the target. Each radar then has an increased probability of detection and also makes

3The positioner angle is used and monopulse techniques can improve this angle.
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more accurate estimates of the positional and kinematic attributes of the target.

In many instances, multiple radars are already deployed on the platforms used to survey

an area. For example the radar systems of military and weather monitoring installations.

In these instances using the radars to form a multistatic radar network will improve the

probability of detection (Pd) [47]. The Pd increases if the power of each radar can be

used to increase the signal-to-noise ratio over that of a single radar system. Alternatively,

using orthogonal signals or frequency allocations, the radar network can make more mea-

surements. Bistatic measurements also become possible, which is not possible without

enabling the radars as a multistatic network. In the latter case, while the Pd of each

detection is the same, the Pd of the cumulative number of measurements must increase

as there are simply more measurements that are statistically independent. A distributed

radar system also allows the Pd to increase in areas, which would have been far away from

a single radar. Clutter and target Radar Cross-Section (RCS) diversity further improves

the performance of a multistatic radar network.

1.3.2 Interval Algebra

Interval Algebra (IA) is an artificial intelligence technique that does not require performing

searches. IA falls within the field of constraint satisfaction problems (CSP). Apart from

the author’s conference paper [1], there appear to be no published papers that investigate

the use of IA in information fusion.

Briefly, IA reasons about the start and end points of intervals of time. Hence it is

able to ensure that tasks adhere to temporal constraints (with the potential of adding

duration constraints) but is not able to prioritise tasks. It can also be used to check if

the intervals are consistent with each other, given fixed constraints. As sensor tasks are

defined as taking a specific amount of time and starting at an absolute point in time, they

can easily be represented as intervals. Temporal constraints between sensor tasks are also

often required and these can be captured using IA relationships.

Temporal constraints are captured as relationships between intervals, which can con-

sist of one of the 13 IA temporal operators. The temporal operators are ‘before’, ‘after’,

‘meets’, ‘met by’, ‘overlaps’, ‘overlapped by’, ‘starts’, ‘started by’, ‘during’, ‘containing’,

‘finishes’, ‘finished by’ and ‘equals’. The size of the constraints refers to the number of IA
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operators present in the relationship. The entire group of intervals and their relationships

form a graph, where the labels of the graph are the relationships (containing a number

of IA operators or constraints) and the nodes are the intervals. The graph is more con-

veniently captured as matrix called the IA relation matrix. The degree of constraints is

then the amount of labels that are known, unknown labels contain relationships with all

IA operators present as this is the case for maximum ambiguity in the temporal ordering.

IA as a constraint satisfaction problem (CSP) is solved using arc, path or total con-

sistency algorithms. Arc consistency considers only the relationships between two nodes

at a time. Arc consistency can only be used to fully resolve a small subset of IA, as while

most IA networks can be arc consistent to be totally consistent each label must only have

a single constraint. Path consistency is useful when arc consistency cannot resolve the

solution of the network. It considers the relationships between three nodes at a time.

However, as per arc consistency not all networks that are path consistent will be totally

consistent. To fully resolve consistency of the IA network using all IA operators total

consistency algorithms, such as back-tracking algorithms are required. These algorithms

perform a search over the entire network and typically use along with path consistency to

propagate changes.

Alone IA can also provide a schedule of tasks with a low latency and within few

computation cycles. Thus, IA should be able to efficiently plan a single dwell for advanced

sensor systems. In the case of the surveillance radar systems discussed here, this would

entail planning the tasks for the radars during the next scan of the sensed area. IA can

fill the timeline of the radars with tasks such that temporal constraints are not violated,

but it cannot make decisions about which tasks are best.

IA can also be used with other algorithms such as information-theoretic algorithms to

provide a holistic sensor management solution. IA could be used as a pre-processing step

which eliminates tasks that violate constraints. Thereafter, all tasks not excluded by IA

could be prioritised and the best tasks selected using an information-theoretic algorithm

such as Shannon’s entropy.

IA also does not dictate a specific multisensor management architecture. The form

of IA used here will naturally work for a centralised architecture or the central part of

a hybrid architecture. It can also be used for the scheduling of a single sensor and even
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in a decentralised approach. Nevertheless, it is also possible to use a decentralised CSP

algorithm to solve the constraints [48].

While IA is being used for scheduling here, it should be noted that IA can be used to

resolve constraints wherever decisions need to be made. Thus, IA could be used in other

parts of an information fusion system such as object refinement, situation assessment,

threat assessment and user refinement.

1.3.3 Parallel-processing architectures and constraint satisfaction prob-

lems

The use of parallel processing architectures is increasing due to the physical difficulties

encountered recently in terms of increasing clock frequency. In the past, it has been pos-

sible to gain significantly in terms of processing time by reducing the silicon size required,

thereby increasing clock speed. Parallel processing architectures is one way of maintaining

the applicability of Moore’s law, which will eventually be impossible to maintain through

reduction in silicon size alone. The use of Multicore Central Processing Unit (MCPU)

architectures, General-Purpose Graphical Processing Units (GP-GPUs), Digital Signal

Processors (DSPs) and Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) is increasingly preva-

lent. The ability to leverage these architectures for processing is not only desirable but

required for efficient processing.

In this research, the execution of Interval Algebra (IA) [4] on GP-GPUs is investigated.

OpenCL is used to implement an IA total-path consistency algorithm on a readily available

GP-GPU4. Comparisons are drawn to serial versions of the algorithm on a host CPU5.

To date no published research has considered the application of parallel CSP algorithms

on GP-GPUs. IA is a Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP), and while much research

has been done on parallel techniques for MCPU architectures, this work is not directly

applicable to the GP-GPU architecture. Many problems solve IA networks using path

consistency, an algorithm that considers three nodes in the IA network and ensures that

the constraints captured are consistent.

GP-GPUs have three major limitations over the more general CPU architecture but

4Nvidia GeForce GT540M
5Intel Core i7-2670QM @ 2.2 GHz
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also have many advantages. In GP-GPU processing, branching becomes very expensive

as in this architecture both branches are performed sequentially by all processing nodes

affected by the branch. Secondly, GP-GPUs make use of advanced synchronous dynamic

memories that have high latency, making arbitrary accesses to memory expensive, which

can counteract any gains in processing time reduction. Finally, there is no way to syn-

chronise all parallel processing clusters.6 One major advantage of GP-GPUs is the sheer

number of processing units that are present within the silicon.

Thus, while it may appear that path consistency should be amenable to GP-GPU

processing, this is not necessarily the case. Path consistency contains a high degree of

parallelism [49, 50]. However, CSP algorithms in general access data frequently but only

perform minimal computations (simple logical operations) for each access. Secondly, GP-

GPU processing has an overhead required for copying the data from the host CPU to the

GP-GPU and back. This will generally not be a problem if the algorithm requires a lot of

computations and is highly parallel. Only the latter is true for path consistency and may

result in a non-effective GP-GPU implementation.

Related work

Many parallel versions of arc consistency algorithms have been published [51–55]. This

CSP algorithm checks that for any two nodes in the network the labels are consistent. It

has been the preferred route of checking the consistency for many classes of CSPs. This is

due to the fact that arc consistency requires much less processing that path consistency.

Often arc consistency is sufficient to find solutions to the CSP. Unfortunately, arc consis-

tency does not guarantee that a solution will be obtained for more complex CSPs. Thus,

if full IA is required then arc consistency might not be sufficient, and path consistency

is required. Nevertheless, arc consistency can be used as a pre-processing step to find a

locally optimal arc-consistent solution.

A general consideration of arc consistency and parallel versions for each of the known

serial arc consistency algorithms are proposed by Samal and Henderson [51]. Interestingly,

the parallel version of the simplest serial algorithm almost achieves the maximal theoretical

6However, each cluster consists of 32 parallel threads where synchronisation can be applied.
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speed-up. Results are obtained by running the code on a proprietary super computer7.

Kasif [52] considers parallel versions of discrete relaxation, another arc consistency al-

gorithm. It is shown that propositional CSPs and satisfiability of proposition Horn classes

have a tight connection. Thus, discrete relaxation algorithms are inherently sequential in

the general sense and cannot always gain from parallel processing. This is important to

consider for future CSPs and can be satisfied by checking that the parallel version does

speed up the computation in general.

Cooper and Swain [53] looks at how domain dependence can speed up computation

by removing redundant computations. Theoretical results are obtained for integrated cir-

cuit designs (IC) and practical results using a proprietary super computer8. Future work

should consider how domain dependence can be accommodated for GP-GPU processing,

especially for parallel path consistency. This may be able to reduce the amount of redun-

dant computations and thereby possibly improve the achievable speed-up. Furthermore,

IA processing making use of FPGAs could make use of the documented logic transforms.

Kirousis [54] considers a special form of CSPs known as implicational CSPs. A theo-

retical analysis is given to show that the algorithm is indeed correct. In an implicational

CSP the presence of a value at a node implies certain relationships and vice versa. The

research documenter here does not consider this type of CSP, as it is not clear how sen-

sor scheduling can be accommodated. However, it may be interesting to consider the

application of implicational CSPs and how these can benefit from GP-GPU processing.

Fabiunke [55] looks at distributed agents that act in isolation to solve arc consistency.

In this case, the nodes do not communicate but instead must use the information in the

CSP network to decide on the next value. He effectively proposes a CSP algorithm that

is modelled around parallel distributed processing as originally applied to artificial neural

networks. This approach requires some randomisation and could help FPGA and CPU

algorithms but would not run efficiently on GP-GPUs.

Susswein et al. [49] and Keretho et al. [50] have analysed parallel path consistency

algorithms that can be used to speed up the execution of path-consistent searches on

CSPs. Path consistency looks at three nodes in the CSP and ensures that the relationships

7BBN Butterfly Computer
8The Connection Machine
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are consistent. Again path consistency does not guarantee total consistency but in some

instances a path consistent solution is sufficient.

Path consistency is sufficient for certain types of multisensor scheduling. In particular,

this is the case for mechanically-steered multistatic radar network scheduling. The reason

for this is due to the fact that the target ordering for each of the radars is captured in the

IA network. These must always be a physically possible configuration and, thus, the IA

network of the intervals represents a consistent scenario. That is the individual network

of intervals for each radar is termed n-consistent [56]. Then linking these two consistent

scenarios together using the equality relationships can only result in either a consistent

or inconsistent scenario. This consistency will be found using path consistency, as the

resulting network is also strongly n-consistent. That is the network is consistent in all

respects apart from the newly added node. The solution can be found by applying path

consistency and should either find a solution or declare the network as inconsistent [56].

Ladkin and Maddux [57] also mentions the use of a parallel path consistency algorithm

for IA that computes the set composition over the entire IA relation matrix. The form

presented is the most general form of path consistency for any constraint programming

technique. Several improvements over the basic form are used to reduce the computation

required [58], including only storing half the IA relation matrix and computing only the

required set compositions (as per Allen [4]). The documented algorithms do not use the

improved constraint propagation algorithm of Hogge [59].

Point Algebra (PA) is another temporal language for constraint satisfaction problems

similar to IA, which only has three basic operators (‘before’, ‘equal’ and ‘after’ in IA

terminology). More recent work by Gerevini and Saetti [60] has considered how PA could

be adapted for parallel processing architectures. This time the researchers have applied

the field of mathematics known as metagraph closure for time series and serial-parallel

(SP) metagraph representations of PA. Further work would be required to apply these

techniques to IA but doing so could certainly be advantageous.

For difficult CSPs, path and arc consistency are not sufficient to provide a solution, and

then total network consistency algorithms would be required. Nebel [61] looks at parallel

forms of global consistency and in particular analyses the use of the ORD-Horn subclass

of IA in the splitting function. The ORD-Horn is a special subset of IA [3], which is known
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to be solvable using path consistency. The splitting function checks to see if a relation

belongs to the ORD-Horn class. As the ORD-Horn subclass covers 10% of IA, it results

in the least amount of backtracking. The author finds that in 40% of their tested cases

the ORD-Horn subclass finds the solution first. While total consistency should benefit

from GP-GPU processing we leave this as future work. The three IA subclasses and two

methods of producing random scenarios used in this research are aligned with this work.
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1.4 Impact Statement

IA is a computational intelligence algorithm and has not received any attention from

the sensor scheduling community. Allen [4] devised IA as a way of capturing temporal

information about intervals consistently. Each task given to a sensor or set of sensors

can be seen as an interval in IA. Thus, IA should be a good tool for solving scheduling

problems efficiently. This research is novel as it is the first to apply IA to the field of

multisensor management.

Using multistatic radars would employ knowledge gained in monostatic radar by both

the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research (CSIR) with that gained in bistatic

radar of the University of Cape Town (UCT). Such a radar system has the possibility

of making more accurate measurements of target kinematic attributes. This is possible

through measurement fusion of the bistatic and monostatic measurements that can be

made. Thus, it would be beneficial to the Republic of South Africa (RSA) for researchers

to work in the emerging field of multistatic radars.
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1.5 Hypothesis, Goals and Objectives

Hypothesis statement: Interval Algebra, as a temporal reasoning language, performs

scheduling of sensor dwells efficiently and effectively.

An efficient scheduling algorithm provides good performance, while an effective

scheduling algorithm caters for all real-world constraints. The author aimed to answer

these specific research questions to prove the hypothesis:

1. Can Interval Algebra allow a multistatic radar system to make more multistatic

measurements of targets?

2. Can Interval Algebra perform as well as established multisensor scheduling tech-

niques in terms of computational requirements?

3. Is it possible to enhance the performance of Interval Algebra by making use of parallel

processing architectures? If so, what performance increase is to be gained?

The goals, supporting the hypothesis, of the research are:

1. to make novel contributions to the field of multisensor management,

2. to build on the expertise of South African researchers in the fields of monostatic

and bistatic radar by aiding the multistatic capabilities of existing radar systems in

South Africa,

3. to publish the work to ensure that the research remains current and is ratified by

the international research community, and

4. to use modern parallel processing architectures such that the research remains rele-

vant.
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1.6 Methodology

The methodology section gives an analysis of the methods used during the research. This

includes why the methods were chosen and their applicability to the research questions.

The methods section later on provides the details of the methods that were selected. This

section captures the design of all experiments performed to:

1. validate the hypothesis statement,

2. answer the research questions, and

3. satisfy all the research goals.

Answering the hypothesis statement requires first selecting comparison algorithms,

which is handled in Section 1.6.1. Then each research question must be answered as they

each form part of the holistic view towards proving the hypothesis. This is handled in the

two experiment design sections, namely Section 1.6.1 and Section 1.6.2. Finally, how the

goals of publishing research outputs and thereby validating the research performed will be

accomplished is captured in Section 1.6.3.

1.6.1 Design of multistatic radar scheduling experiments

This section deals with the methodology followed to answer the first two research questions.

Since IA is a new technique for multisensor management, the research paradigm selected is

a comparison experiment. The comparison experiment needed to be sufficiently realistic to

ensure a valid comparison was drawn. However, it is not necessary to test all nuances of the

scheduling environment. To limit the scope of the research, multistatic radar scheduling

was selected as the sample problem. The reason for this was twofold: firstly, scheduling

of multistatic radars is novel and there are few examples of research in this field; and

secondly, this is a research topic that is of interest to both the funding organisations of

this research. Mechanically steered radars was assumed, since both the NextRAD9 and

MECORT10 systems employed by UCT and CSIR respectively are currently mechanically

steered.

9A multistatic research radar facility co-developed by UCT and UCL.
10A tracking radar research facility owned by ARMSCOR and operated by the CSIR.
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Selection of comparison algorithms

In designing the experiments for this research, the first step was to select scheduling

algorithms with which to compare IA scheduling. However, the focus of this research

is not an exhaustive comparison but rather an introduction to IA for the purposes of

multisensor scheduling. While it is theoretically possible to use all existing scheduling

algorithms to draw comparisons, this is impractical for two main reasons.

Firstly, not all existing algorithms are fully disclosed in published literature. Thus, to

use the algorithm, the details required for implementation will first have to be derived from

the mathematics and pseudo code found in the literature. Secondly, the simulation time

and implementation time would be vast. The simulation time is limited by the computing

resources available to the researchers and actual calender time allowed for the research.

The long implementation time arises as there is no sharing of code in this field and the

algorithms make use of various branches of mathematics.

Thus, the author and his supervisors decided to select a single comparison algorithm.

However, the algorithm should satisfy two simple requirements. It should:

1. be representative of algorithms utilised within the field and

2. provide good scheduling solutions while being efficient.

For the comparison simulations it was important to compare the IA scheduling algorithm

to another widely used algorithm.

GRASP was selected from the literature survey conducted to use as another comparison

algorithm. The sample problem to solve is a combinatorial optimisation problem and

GRASP excels at these types of problems for two reasons: firstly, it is designed to handle

combinatorial inputs; and secondly, it converges to good local optimal solutions quicker

than other approaches. Thus it is a computationally efficient solution for combinatorial

optimisation. For all these reasons GRASP was selected.

The research includes a meaningful comparison of IA to GRASP to show that IA can be

used in practical settings. Most scheduling algorithms tend to fall predominantly in three

categories: heuristics, optimisation and information-theoretic approaches. Furthermore,

many scheduling algorithms make use of greedy optimisation, as these tend to lead to
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quicker convergence [7].

GRASP as a meta-heuristic optimisation algorithm seems to be a good representa-

tive algorithm for both of the first two categories. It is neither a full heuristic, as the

search aspect is done in a rigorous manner that should find optimal solutions, nor is it

very cumbersome, as it uses simple heuristics to build locally optimal solutions. GRASP

was chosen as it is a heuristic search algorithm and should require both little processing

time and provide good scheduling performance [33]. This comparison ensures that IA

is computationally feasible while achieving similar performance to that of a conventional

scheduling algorithm. Interested readers can refer to Section 3.4 for the theory of GRASP.

Optimality is not achievable in general and it not necessarily the best approach for

scheduling, mainly for the reason that there are other important requirements such as

meeting deadlines, resource usage, processing requirements and trading off constraints. My

goal is to demonstrate IA to the sensor scheduling community and not prove optimality in

all cases. IA should be seen as a tool that can be used alongside more rigorous approaches,

for example with search procedures either to validate or generate solutions. IA can be used

to validate temporal constraints and this is required for many problems.

Monte-Carlo simulations

Given that mechanically steered surveillance radars typically scan a volume in a defined

pattern: by either rotating or through the use of scan patterns, the metric chosen to decide

performance was selected as the mean number of multistatic measurements generated per

scan. The location of targets within the scan volume and the placement of the radars

together form a target-radar geometry. This geometry limits the amount of multistatic

measurements that can be made. A better scheduling algorithm should make more mul-

tistatic measurements per scan. Multistatic measurements are beneficial to tracking the

targets for various reasons given in Section 1.6.1. To ensure that biases did not result a

target revisiting mechanism was employed. This ensures that the scheduler did not simply

choose the longest possible sequence at the expense of measuring targets. Furthermore,

the processing time required by the algorithm is also important. The scheduler processing

time cannot be longer than the scan time without affecting system performance. Both

these performance metrics require the use of Monte-Carlo analysis to ensure a sufficiently
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representative mean is achieved.

For the multistatic measurements made, it is important to test many target geome-

tries. Thus, many simulations were performed for each Monte-Carlo batch. To keep the

simulations tractable during implementation and testing, the durations of the simulations

had to be reduced. Processing time also fluctuates based on the scheduling performance

of the operating system. All simulations were run on systems that were idle apart from

having to run the Monte-Carlo experiments. Nevertheless, to average out all the effects of

a modern multitasking operating system, multiple runs were also beneficial.

To fully answer the first two research questions it is also important to consider the

other practical considerations encountered when scheduling a multistatic radar network.

These practical concerns that must be addressed include: the effect of target motion

and therefore the need for scheduling nimbleness; and handling of monostatic scanning,

tracking and confirmation tasks. Here an exploration paradigm was followed and a few

techniques for handling these concerns were devised. Again, Monte-Carlo simulations were

run on a more complex simulation environment, to test the effectiveness of the techniques.

The simulations would also determine how important these aspects were to scheduling a

MSMSRN.

1.6.2 Design of parallel architecture experiments

This section highlights the methodology followed to answer the third and last research

question. Given the prevalence of parallel processing architectures, any new research

should also test whether these architectures can be employed with the algorithms de-

veloped. Using parallel processing architectures can give performance gains in terms of

processing time, which can then be used to achieve better performance against other met-

rics, such as the mean multistatic measurements made per scan. OpenCL allows targeting

MCPUs, GP-GPUs and FPGAs. This makes it ideal for transcribing algorithms intended

for parallel processing. Again the research paradigm is a comparative approach, in this

case between parallel processing and serial processing. Thus, C was used to implement

the serial versions of the basic IA algorithms as efficiently as possible.

Monte-Carlo experiments were required to test the processing time of the serial and

parallel algorithms. As mentioned in Section 1.6.1, the processing time fluctuates for
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various reasons on multitasking operating systems. Furthermore, on parallel processing

architectures there are often start-up conditions that take time that is not required on

subsequent executions. These need to be averaged out using sufficient Monte-Carlo simu-

lations runs per experiment.

1.6.3 Accomplishing research goals

The first research goal was achieved by generating novel algorithms. IA was selected as a

novel contribution to the multisensor management field. Using IA in scheduling revealed

a novel optimisation that can be used for IA algorithms in general. Nimble scheduling

could also be investigated and the IA algorithm is a novel approach for a surveillance radar

network. Furthermore, using IA along with GP-GPU technology has not been attempted

thus far. The other research goals are achieved as follows. Interaction opportunities

with other multisensor management researchers were attended. This research made use

of extensive literature surveys to ensure that the published material is both in line with

established research in the field and also performed as per the standards defined for the

field.
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1.7 Methods

1.7.1 Multistatic radar scheduling investigation

The methods followed for the comparisons of IA to GRASP is the same as the experimental

set-up of the author’s previously published work [1]. For this comparison, the simulations

also made use of a target priority queue to prioritise targets as depicted later in Figure

4.1. These simulations also simplify the information fusion system by only simulating

fused tracks. This was done to keep the simulations tractable such that many simulations

could be executed for the Monte-Carlo analysis.

The nimble scheduler simulations require a more realistic approach. Thus, unlike the

previous work, the simulation environment makes use of Kalman tracking filters [62]. The

tracks of the radars are then fed to a central information fusion system. Here the tracks

are associated using the auction algorithm for a global nearest neighbour association [63].

An information filter is then used to fuse the associated tracks [64]. The details of these

algorithms are given in Appendix C.

Finally, the covariance of the information filter is used to prioritise tracks. When

managing real sensors this is a better approach for prioritising targets than simply using

the priority mechanism (as in Figure 4.1 later). It is possible to prioritise tracks which are

about to be lost or where the detections for a target are sporadic using the information

filter covariance. However, it may still be desirable to consider a mechanism such that

all targets are revisited frequently. Using only the covariance of the information filter

may degrade system performance, as the system will only focus on a few bad tracks at

the detriment of all the other tracks. Thus a hybrid approach between using the two

approaches would lead to a better overall system performance.

Scheduling problem

The sensor management problem to solve is selecting the maximum number of targets to

measure with multiple radars. It is assumed that the mechanically steered positioners of

the radars are not allowed to change direction during the scan, as doing so would increase

the cost and complexity of the radars. Thus, each of the radars will temporally scan over
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all targets in a specific sequence.

Uncertain azimuth order in the sequence of targets

Uncertainty arises in the azimuth ordering of the targets for either radar. This is due

to the azimuth angle measurement accuracy of the radar, which cannot be infinitesimally

small. This is an unavoidable situation even if monopulse measurements are made, as in

both cases the angular accuracy is determined by the beam width [65]. Consequently,

when targets are too close together in azimuth angle the radar is unable to discern their

true order.

The MSMSRN scheduling algorithms must be able to exploit these uncertainties, so

that they can be used to schedule more multistatic measurements per scan. Exploiting

the uncertainties means that the scheduler is able to handle uncertain azimuth order in

the sequence without imposing a strict azimuth ordering on the targets. It is possible for

the scheduler to assume a certain order, even if one cannot be easily discerned but doing

so reduced the freedom of the scheduler when choosing targets to measure. For instance,

if it is assume that the targets are in a specific sequence, and this sequence differs for the

sequence for the other radar, then only one of the two targets would be scheduled. Allowing

for the uncertainties, the scheduler can schedule both targets and simply move the radar

beam for which the target ordering is known. Furthermore, no tracking degradation will

be experienced in the case where the target ordering is uncertain. This is due to the fact

that the targets are sufficiently close to the centre of the radar beam in order to receive

maximum antenna gain.

Figure 1.3 illustrates a scenario where targets are measured with uncertain azimuth

ordering. Radar one does not need to discern the true order of targets three and five, as

both targets are simultaneously present in the beam of the radar at the azimuth angle

depicted. Thus, the true ordering of the two targets may not be clear, especially if the

azimuth angle measurement is not sufficiently accurate. Nevertheless, a scheduling algo-

rithm can use this information to simply allow the radar to dwell on this azimuth while

the beam of radar two is steered over both targets
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Figure 1.3: Uncertainties in the sequence of targets and target motion as scheduling
processes.

Target motion and scheduler nimbleness

Since the targets are moving, the geometry of the targets relative to the two radars changes

over time, as depicted in Figure 1.3 by the curved dotted arrows. If the targets move fast

enough and scheduling is performed without any future prediction, then it is possible that

the target will not lie in the beam of one or both radars and a multistatic measurement

will not be made. Similarly, targets that have an uncertain azimuth ordering for a radar

will only remain in this state for a brief period of time.

As a result, the scheduling problem to solve is dependent on the targets that are

scheduled. Each time a target is scheduled, the intersection point of beams of the radars

must move from the current target to the next target. The shortest path is a straight line

between the two targets and is shown in Figure 1.3 as the solid straight arrows. Thus, the

minimum time that will pass is the angular difference between the two targets divided by

the maximum scan rate. This value will be largest for the radar which has the greatest

angular difference to rotate.

During this time, all targets that must still be measured by the radars later in the
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scan will have moved. The distance required to move out of the beam of the radar is

dependent on the target distance from the radar, the beam width of the radar and the

direction of motion. Assuming straight line motion, the last parameter can be simplified

to an aspect angle of the motion. From the distance and the scheduling time between the

two multistatic measurements the minimum velocity can be calculated, which will cause

multistatic measurements to be missed.

Scanning, tracking and confirmation tasks

The multisensor management solution investigated here then uses a hybrid architecture

consisting of two levels. The higher-level radar coordinator attempts to schedule multi-

static measurements for as many targets as possible. The lower-level radar manager is

replicated for each radar and operates independently of the radar coordinator. The radar

manager could also have been implemented using IA; however, it is not the focus of this

research. In this research, the radar manager makes a decision to track, confirm or search

independently.

Thus far, only the multistatic aspect of the radar system has been discussed. However,

nothing stops the radars from scanning for new targets while they are not making multi-

static measurements. Furthermore, targets that will not be measured in the multistatic

mode should still be measured in a monostatic mode by the radar to maintain a stable

track. Finally, it is also possible to confirm the presence of new targets during the same

time.

Performing these types of tasks will not affect the multistatic measurement capability

of the radars for slow targets, as they only require one radar to make the measurement.

Also, they always temporally occur between two multistatic measurements for the radar

performing these tasks. During the time that these tasks are performed the other radar

may only be required to slow down.

These tasks will, however, impact on the maximum scan time, and thus if there is

an upper bound on the scan time or a requirement for a fixed scan time, only a certain

number of these tasks will be possible. This can easily be accommodated in any scheduling

algorithm by keeping a sum of the duration of all tasks. As long as the sum of task

durations is less than the maximum scan time, more of these tasks can be added.
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Simulation set-up

For each of the comparison simulations11 and nimble simulations12 performed a square area

was selected. One radar is situated at coordinate bottom left corner of the area, while

the other radar is situated at the top left corner of the area. Both radars are assumed to

have a maximum detection range that can observe the entire area. The maximum slew

rate of the positioners of the radar was selected to be 90◦ rotation every second. The

radars always scan over the area in opposing directions, therefore if one radar is scanning

clockwise the other will scan anti-clockwise.

A number of targets are then generated with random starting points and random

motion profiles. The relative positions of the targets in relation to the two radars represents

a target geometry. During the scan, the radars are not allowed to change scan direction

until they have reached the boundaries of the surveyed area. With these constraints and

any given target geometry there is a different upper limit of multistatic measurements that

can be generated. The target geometry will change slowly as the targets move during the

simulation. Target motion, for the nimble simulations, is modelled according to the Singer

random-walk acceleration model [20]. The details of this model are given in Appendix C.1.

Three Monte-Carlo simulation batches were performed to analyse the performance of

IA scheduling. The first two batches compared IA to GRASP, where one batch varied

the number of targets, and the other varied the radar beam width. The final batch of

simulations determined the nimbleness of the IA scheduler when used in highly dynamic

scenarios. During a simulation run, the target geometries vary slowly due to the target

movements. The initial target geometry is generated randomly and varies greatly between

two different random seeds.

A global counter was used as the random seed and was only incremented after testing all

scheduling algorithms. A 100 different global counter values were used for each simulation

run in the batch of simulations. The random seed determines the initial placement and

paths of the targets, as well as the priority change of each target within the priority

queue when used. The random seed was reinitialised with the same value every time the

MSMSRN scheduling algorithm changed.

11https://code.google.com/p/multiple-radar-fusion-simulation-simple/
12https://code.google.com/p/multiple-radar-fusion-simulation-realistic/
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1.7.2 Parallel processing architecture investigation

Testing was performed by generating random Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) net-

works by two of the three methods given by Nebel [61]. The methods are denoted by

A(n, d, s) and S(n, d, s). The three parameters are number of nodes n, degree d of con-

straints that are known and average constraint size s.

The first method, A(n, d, s), generates random instances of n nodes with degree d. The

degree d randomly selects d/(n− 1) relations that are not the set of all IA operators13 of

the number of independent relations. The constraints size s denotes the average number of

intervals in a selected relation. The second method, S(n, d, s), generates random instances

that are guaranteed to be consistent.

This research used the known set of subclasses of IA mentioned by Nebel [61] to select

specific values for the average constraint size s. Furthermore, this research also employs

Point Algebra (PA) (or D) and IA (I), which gives five different values for s. The strict

hierarchy is D ⊂ C ⊂ P ⊂ H ⊂ I.

Monte-Carlo simulations

Parallel processing results were obtained by executing the OpenCL algorithm given in

Section 6.2. The parallel algorithms execute on a GP-GPU14 using a MCPU15 to execute

the host code. The serial version runs on a single core of the same MCPU. The execution

time is measured using the Linux system timer16, which measures the time accurate to

around 1 ms. Two Monte-Carlo simulations were run that consisted of three indepen-

dent batches. The first simulation used the A(n, d, s) method, while the second used the

S(n, d, s) method. Each batch varied by one independent variable, which were either the

network size n, the degree of constraints d or the size of constraints s.

The first batch of a simulation tested the effect of increasing the number of nodes in the

CSP network. The second batch of a simulation tested the effect of changing the degree

d of constraints, i.e. those relationships that are not the set of all operators. Finally, the

third batch of a simulation tested the effect of increasing constraint size s in the CSP

13The set of all IA operators denotes no prior knowledge of the relationship between two intervals.
14NvidiaTM GeForceTM GT540M
15IntelTM CoreTM i7-2670QM @ 2.20 GHz
16Ubuntu Linux Long Term Support (LTS) 12.04
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network.
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1.8 Results and Discussion

1.8.1 Multistatic radar scheduling investigation

In Chapter 5 IA is compared to GRASP for scheduling MSMSRNs. This comparison was

made to show that IA is not computationally cumbersome and can provide equivalent

performance to GRASP. Furthermore, a realistic tracking environment was employed to

show how IA could be used to perform nimble scheduling. In the latter environment,

three different scheduling modes were tested: no prediction, simple prediction and nimble

scheduling.

Three Monte-Carlo simulations for a binary radar system were run to produce results,

where targets are randomly placed and move along random trajectories. The first two

simulation runs were used to vary the number of targets and the radar beam width, so

as to compare IA to GRASP. The final simulations runs compared the three scheduling

modes used along with IA scheduling against slow, fast and rapid accelerating targets.

While IA scheduling performed as well as GRASP in the binary radar simulations,

indications are that it would be easier to adapt this scheduling algorithm to cater for

more radars. IA is also more amenable to cope with a richer set of temporal constraints

that may be imposed. Since GRASP is based on heuristics, its implementation is more

adversely affected by changes in imposed constraints than IA.

IA guarantees that a maximum-length solution will be found for the target selections

that are made as it performs local optimum examinations. Instead, conventional optimi-

sation algorithms perform a global search of the solution space. Thus, combinations of IA

with an optimisation algorithm should lead to more effective scheduling algorithms.

While the processing time required is within the real time available for both algorithms,

adding many more iterations or more targets would make this difficult to sustain. Thus,

while performing a global search is desirable, it would not always be possible. Employing

parallel processing architectures such as multicore central and general-purpose graphical

processing units could make the use of a global search technique practically feasible.

In most cases, the IA scheduling algorithm already provides good performance and

only a small incremental improvement is possible by utilising a conventional optimisation
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algorithm alongside IA. Thus, the performance given by the IA algorithm may be sufficient

and it then provides a computationally effective solution to the radar network scheduling

problem. The IA algorithm can be used as implemented in Matlab R© for around 10 targets

without requiring parallel processing.

IA path consistency can be run for 16 384 targets in about 0.5 s of execution time

using the C programming language17. The research documented in Chapter 6 considers

how parallel architectures can be leveraged to reduce the computation time required by

IA path consistency. Doing so together with running the separate GRASP iterations in

parallel may make it possible to produce better results within realistic scan durations.
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Figure 1.4: Results for nimble IA scheduling. These results were obtained by averaging
over 900 nimble IA scheduling Monte-Carlo simulation runs. For each, the acceleration
variance σa of the Singer random-walk motion model and initial target velocity, a Gaussian
random value with mean µv, was set as follows: σa = 2 m · s−2 and µv = 25 m · s−1;
σa = 2m · s−2 and µv = 50m · s−1; or σa = 20m · s−2 and µv = 25m · s−1. Three MSMSRN
scheduling modes were tested: once per scan using the current target geometry, thus,
ignoring highly dynamic targets (series one in blue); once per scan simply predicting the
location of the target using the fastest beam intercept time (series two in red); or at each
intercept point where all target locations are predicted using the fastest beam intercept
time as per Section 5.2.6 (series three in green).

Given the present results (refer to Figure 1.4) it would appear that nimble scheduling

is not a major problem for a surveillance radar network that is tracking realistic targets

that are neither ballistic nor supersonic. However, the simple prediction strategy does

17These are results from the author’s C environment run on an Intel R© CoreTM i7-2670QM CPU at 2.2
GHz.
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provide a minor improvement and may be worth considering if there is spare processing

capacity in the system.

In the case of scheduling a multifunction radar, nimbleness is often significantly more

important as usually either the platform housing the radar is moving quickly or it is likely

that ballistic and supersonic targets may be encountered. Thus, the nimble IA scheduler

could be adapted for use in multifunction radars and this would be an interesting topic to

pursue.

Benefits of IA

IA as a constraint satisfaction problem adapted for the use of solving temporal reasoning is

a suitable tool for solving the scheduling aspect of sensor management. It allows temporal

constraints to be satisfied easily and by doing so it orders tasks temporally. Therefore,

once IA has completed, the order tasks must be scheduled in is already known without

requiring further processing.

Accommodating other types of constraints can be handled and simply requires defining

a list of constraints (or operators) and a constraint propagation algorithm. The structure

of the algorithm and method of solving the solution would remain the same.

More radars can easily be handled as tasks for each sensor are handled generically.

Relationships between tasks of radars also follow a predefined set of rules that insures

consistency. Other techniques rely on the structure of the problem to be efficient. For

example, in GRASP the construction algorithm must take into account the number of

radars to build the solutions piecewise. The construction will become more complex as

more constraints need to be handled.

Drawbacks of IA

IA cannot easily handle task priorities as part of the algorithm, as it is a pure scheduling

algorithm. Thus, it would not be as efficient as algorithms that can perform both task

prioritisation and scheduling. Task priorities must be handled as a separate pre-processing

step before using IA.

In the current form of IA, constraints between tasks are always only further con-

strained. Until techniques and algorithms are added to relax the constraints of the prob-
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lem, IA would not efficiently be used to solve highly dynamic problems. Using IA in these

scenarios would require reconstructing the IA network for each instance of time. Linking

time instances to each other would require a high-level algorithm to set the boundaries of

the individual time instances.

Reacting to future and past timeline events is not easily catered for as IA does not

generate tasks. Task generation is separate from IA. It might be more cumbersome to

handle the effect of past and future tasks on the current schedule with a more integrated

algorithm. This is not to say it would be impossible but there would definitely be a

challenge to achieve this with IA in the current proposed form.

1.8.2 Parallel processing architecture investigation

In Chapter 6 the execution time of parallel path consistency on GP-GPUs is investigated.

Pseudo code for the novel OpenCL parallel path consistency algorithm implemented during

this research is provided. The OpenCL algorithm was based on the original work of Ladkin

and Maddux [57] and was optimised for execution on a GP-GPU. As the prevalence of

parallel processing architectures such as MCPUs and GP-GPUs increases, it will become

increasingly important to make use of parallel algorithms on these architectures.

The computation time of the author’s OpenCL algorithm is compared to that of a

serial algorithm running on a single core of a MCPU. This was accomplished by using

three Monte-Carlo simulation runs, where the following three parameters were varied:

number of intervals in the network, allowable IA operators and number of known IA

relationships. The results capture the mean value of the computation time for the serial

and parallel algorithms for each set-point of the variables as defined in each figure caption.

Given the results in Figure 1.5, it is clear that the parallel form of path consistency

should be preferred for temporal constraint satisfaction problems where the network is

more likely to be consistent. This is due to the fact that in most cases when the random

scenarios generated were consistent the parallel path consistency led to a decrease in

total execution time. While the author of this work was not able to verify a parallel

path consistency algorithm making use of Hogge [59] constraint propagation, the results

should still hold. For networks that may be inconsistent, the serial version provides better

performance.
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Figure 1.5: Mean execution time for parallel versus serial IA path consistency. The mean
is taken over 1 000 Monte-Carlo runs for each point of the plots. Method S(n, d, s) was
used to generate random consistent scenarios, as defined in Section 4.3.1. The blue line
plots the results for serial path consistency using Allen constraint propagation (SA). The
red line plots the results for parallel path consistency using Allen constraint propagation
(PA). The green line plots the results for serial path consistency using Hogge constraint
propagation (SH). The error bars, denoting the standard error of the mean for each of the
points, are not depicted as they are too small to be visible at this scale. Figure 1.5(a) is
obtained by varying the network size n between 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. For these results
the normalised degree of relations is d/(n − 1) = 0.5 and the average constraint size is
s = 8.6. Figure 1.5(b) is obtained by varying the normalised degree of relations d/(n− 1)
between 1

4 , 3
8 , 1

2 , 5
8 and 3

4 . For these results the network size is n = 127 and the average
constraint size is s = 8.6. Figure 1.5(c) is obtained by varying the average constraint size
n between 3, 7.5, 8.6, 9.8 and 13. For these results the network size is n = 127 and the
normalised degree of relations is d/(n− 1) = 0.5.
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There are two strategies that can lead to quicker execution time in all cases. The first

requires an idle CPU core and GP-GPU. In this case, launching both the serial and parallel

algorithm at the same time is desirable, as whether or not the network is consistent one

of the algorithms will have a lower execution time. Alternatively, it is possible first to run

a few iterations on a CPU core. If no path-consistent scenario or inconsistency is found

after a few iterations then the GP-GPU processing can be launched.

Considering only consistent networks the following should be a guide for using the

parallel GP-GPU algorithm. The GP-GPU path consistency should can be preferred for

all network sizes greater than 64 nodes. However, the GP-GPU memory space will limit the

maximum network size that can be supported as there is typically less memory available to

the GP-GPU. When the network is constrained with fewer than 1
4 of the constraints being

known then the serial path consistency can always be preferred. For all other cases, the

GP-GPU version will provide a decrease in execution time. When the average constraint

size is greater than 9.8 operators, then the serial path consistency can always be used.

For average constraint sizes less than 9.8 operators the GP-GPU path consistency again

provides better performance for consistent networks.

Further research would be required for other processing architectures such as MCPUs

and FPGAs. However, from these results it does not appear that using MCPUs will lead

to very good speed-ups. This is due to the fact that the thread launch time on these

architectures becomes a significant contributor to the update processing time, whereas

for GP-GPUs these are relatively small. Even with these small parallel overheads the

GP-GPUs speed-up is currently only between 2 and 3 times as fast. Furthermore, even

using optimisations to the OpenCL code to mitigate the above problem, MCPUs also have

fewer computation cores than GP-GPUs. Nevertheless, in cases where the copy overheads

dominate, the MCPU path consistency would benefit. Finally, it appears that FPGAs

might provide better parallel execution for path consistency, as efficient path consistency

circuits could reduce the update processing time [53].
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1.9 Novel Contributions

The initial research performed by the author et al. to formulate how IA would be used to

schedule mechanically steered multistatic radars was presented at the 14th International

Conference on Information Fusion [1]. The work compared IA to a simple heuristic al-

gorithm. IA scheduling was able to perform significantly better than the heuristic and it

was shown that adapting IA to handle more complex scenarios is easier. The presenta-

tion was well received with critical questions being raised, and the most important of the

questions revolved around the practical applicability of IA. This work has subsequently

been published in the proceedings of the conference18.

The current state of the art in sensor management up to 2014 is discussed in Chapter

2; this is a more current review than can be found in published literature[23]. The re-

view considers the both of knowledge that has been dedicated towards solving multisensor

scheduling. It focusses on what problems have been solved, modelling approaches for gen-

erating solutions and then on algorithms for each of the sub-tasks of sensor management.

The sub-tasks are task generation, task prioritisation and sensor scheduling. Sensor man-

agement architectures are also highlighted. A paper generated from this content will be

submitted to IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems journal.

Furthermore, the theory of IA given in Section 3.3 has also been reviewed as part of

the paper published by the Elsevier Information Fusion journal. The research outputs

discussed in Chapter 5 were included in the publication. This submission validates the

completeness of the research conducted towards answering the first two research questions

through international peer review. The work focuses on the research conducted into the

computational performance of IA in relation to GRASP as this algorithm is an established

technique. The work presents three novel IA scheduling algorithms: the first two represent

optimisations to the processing and storage of intervals within the IA network, while the

third algorithm considers how the scheduler can be made to react to a fast changing

surveillance picture

Next, the research outputs discussed in Chapter 6 will be converted into a research

note. This submission will validate the completeness of the parallel processing research

18Available in IEEE Xplore at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org
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conducted with answers to the final research question. The work focusses on a comparison

of parallel IA implemented in OpenCL on GP-GPU against serial versions implemented

on a CPU. Random networks are created using the constructs defined by prior research by

[3]. Five different subclasses of IA are evaluated for completeness; these are Point Algebra,

the Continuous End-Point subclass, the Pointizable subclass, the ORD-Horn subclass and

complete IA. It is found that parallel processing on GP-GPUs can provide performance

advantages for consistent networks only. The speed-up is in the order of 2 to 3 times that

of the same serial algorithm. The network needs to be either larger than 64 intervals,

have between 0.25 and 0.75 of the constraints unknown, or have interval relationships that

contain between 3 and 9.8 of the basic IA constraints.

Appendix A gives a more detailed overview of these papers, which includes the abstract

of each paper.
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1.10 Conclusion

After all optimisations, IA was able to match the performance and computational require-

ments of GRASP. This was supported by the author et al.’s journal paper [2], which was

published by the Elsevier Information Fusion journal. IA using the novel reduced-point

algebra format can compete with GRASP both in terms of performance and execution

time. Furthermore, IA does not require modifications to handle a richer set of constraints

in temporal ordering. This is due to the fact that IA captures the intrinsic physical

possibilities of time intervals in relation to others.

IA performs equally well as mathematical programming techniques. However, it is

often not possible to use more rigorous techniques to solve sensor scheduling problems as

real-time performance is necessary. Thus, IA should be preferred for its simplicity as it

captures the intrinsic essence of temporal information between time intervals, which can

easily represent sensor tasks. While only mechanically steered multistatic radar scheduling

was investigated, there is nothing to stop IA from being used to schedule heterogeneous

sensors of different types. Given the findings, IA should provide better performance within

realistic sensor scheduling time frames, which answers the first and second research ques-

tions.

Using OpenCL the IA algorithms were adapted to be used with GP-GPU. An algorithm

that can readily be used on all modern parallel processing architectures through the use

of OpenCL programming language was generated.

In some cases, it was found that the parallel form has an improved execution time

over that of the serial form. This was for the case of the parallel form executing on

a GP-GPU and the serial form using a single CPU core. Furthermore, the types of IA

networks which will benefit from parallel execution were enumerated. These findings prove

the third research question, namely that IA can be used with modern parallel processing

architectures and will thus remain relevant into the future.

All three research questions have been answered and each has yielded a positive result.

IA can compete with other scheduling algorithms both in terms of performance and exe-

cution time. Furthermore, IA can make use of parallel processing architectures to speed

up execution of total path consistency checks.
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Finally, through the various publications, it was possible to interact with many interna-

tional and South African radar researchers. The conference paper on IA and mechanically

steered multistatic research was presented in Chicago to an international audience [1].

Each of the journal publications generated allowed three important research institutes,

namely UCT, the CSIR and UP, to collaborate in the emerging field of multistatic radar.

The IA scheduling algorithms and parallel forms of IA implemented allow all three insti-

tutes to utilise radar networks for further research in this important field. The algorithms

can be used for future research in information fusion.
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Chapter 2

State of the Art in Multisensor

Management

2.1 Introduction

This chapter was the basis for the author’s review paper to be submitted to the IEEE

Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems journal (Section A.2).

A Multisensor Data Fusion (MDF) system/Sensor Fusion System (SFS) is a type of

Information Fusion System (IFS), which can fuse the information from multiple sensors to

achieve some objective. Multisensor management deals with the task of queuing sensors

to make measurements that best serve the mission that an IFS is intended to complete

[12, 20, 66, 67]. In the case of a surveillance system, this means scheduling the sensors to

gather the most pertinent information about the sensed area.

Recall from Section 1.3 that multisensor management can be subdivided into two

distinct levels [20]: multisensor coordination and a sensor manager, which are depicted in

Figure 2.1.

Multisensor management can also be sub-divided into three goals [22]: sensor task

generation, sensor task prioritisation and sensor scheduling as mentioned in Section 1.3.

The first goal is to generate tasks for each sensor. Tasks should represent feasible

actions for the sensor that aid the goals of an IFS. Examples include detection, tracking,

classification, stopping emissions (to remain covert) and searching. Each of these tasks

can have different attributes such as dwell time, transmit and receive frequency, repetition
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Figure 2.1: Architectural levels of a hybrid multisensor management solution. In a de-
centralised approach, the sensor coordination layer would also be distributed. A fully
centralised approach would no longer require a sensor manager.

interval, number of repetitions, valid times, etc.

The next goal for the sensor manager is to prioritise the generated tasks. Each task

provides a different information gain to the IFS. Some tasks may have very explicit valid

times and durations.

Once tasks have been prioritised, the last goal for the sensor manager is to place the

best set of tasks in the timeline of sensing actions for each sensor. Typically, it is impossible

either to fill the timeline of a sensor completely, or to perform all the required sensor tasks

due to the limitations of the IFS.

2.1.1 Categories of solutions

Traditionally, sensor management has been tasked to human operators [24]. There are now

various solutions to the sensor management problem found in published literature. Figure

2.2 depicts the categories of solutions to multisensor management that were found in the

literature. Four broad categories of algorithms that solve the three goals of sensor man-

agement are given by Musick and Malhotra [22]. Xiong and Svensson [7] have also looked

at sensor management issues and approaches to solving these for an IFS. More recently,

Hero and Cochran [13] have discussed high-level planning tools that solve multisensor

management by modelling the problem as a decision process.

One of the most promising categories given by Musick and Malhotra [22] is information-

theoretic approaches. Examples include Shannon’s information entropy, Kullbach-Leibler
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divergence, Fisher information matrices, covariance matrices of tracking filters, Maha-

lanobis distance, etc. These approaches leverage information that can be gained from

analysing the measurement data from the sensor. An important aspect of information

theoretic algorithms is that there is no bias in the algorithm for the different choices of

tasks. For example, an information-theoretic approach has no bias towards search versus

tracking in a multifunction radar. Information-theoretic approaches while showing promise

should be used with care [68]. It is possible to use performance metric that does not ade-

quately capture the problem [69, 70]. The near universal proxy argument on information

theory has been refuted [68] and, thus, there can be cases where using an information

theoretic approach will not lead to good sensing actions. For instance in tracking multiple

targets, reducing only the variance of a multimodal Gaussian distribution can lead to a

poor estimate of the state of both targets [68]. In this case, using information entropy

would provide better results, as it is more important to differentiate the targets than

necessarily reducing the variance in general.

Decision-theoretic approaches such as Bayesian networks are also covered by Musick

and Malhotra [22]. One drawback of these approaches is that a decision is made up front

about which tasks are the most favourable; this contrasts with the information-theoretic

approaches. However, as shown by Hero and Cochran [13], these approaches can cater

for longer-term planning within their usual framework. Notable approaches include the

Markov Decision Process (MDP), where the Partially Observed Markov Decision Process

(POMDP) is applicable to an IFS used in surveillance. Another approach is Multiarmed

Bandits (MABs), borrowed from machine learning, which is also well-suited to surveil-

lance as it can allow non-Markovian rewards and state progressions. More recently the

theory of social choice has been advocated and shown to provide better computation and

communication usage than Hierarchical Markov Decision Processes for Target Tracking

(HMTT) [71]. Bayesian Decision Theory has been used to determine performance metrics

for systems [72].

Mathematical programming techniques such as linear, non-linear and dynamic pro-

gramming are also highlighted by Musick and Malhotra [22]. Recently, stochastic pro-

gramming has also been widely applied. These techniques are readily applicable to solving

Bayesian networks. Unfortunately, for all of these techniques to be optimal, a lot of pro-
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cessing power is required. Thus, to allow a solution to be formed, the problem needs to be

simplified. Furthermore, detailed analysis and mathematical rigour need to be performed

before applying these techniques. Dynamic programming1 for mathematical optimisation

may be more suitable when the scheduling problem can be divided into smaller and simpler

problems [22]. This is only true for sensor management problems where the decision crite-

ria can be broken down into sub-problems. Then, in this case the solution using dynamic

programming algorithms for mathematical optimisation, which subdivide the problem into

smaller problems, is more efficient than approaches that do not exploit the subdivision of

the problem.

Finally, computational/Artificial Intelligence (AI) techniques are also considered by

Musick and Malhotra [22]. Most notably Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) are high-

lighted. ANNs allow online learning. Unfortunately, this means that such techniques

must first be calibrated before deploying the system. This has limited the use of ANNs

in practical systems, which has led to less interest from academic researchers. AI optimi-

sations such as genetic algorithms [73], particle swarm optimisation [74] and ant colony

optimisation are more widely employed.

Modelling of sensor management systems and each of the three goals of multisensor

management will be dealt with in Section 2.2. Exploiting both of these aspects is crucial

to finding a holistic solution to the sensor management problem. Since modelling exists

on a higher level than each of the sub-tasks, it will be covered first. Thereafter the three

main goals will be dealt with in the order that they are performed in an actual sensor

manager.

Lastly, Section 2.5 draws conclusions about the current state of research within the

field and presents future directions that could be pursued.

1Dynamic programming as used here is not to be confused with dynamic programming languages. Here
dynamic programming refers to the mathematical optimisation technique that can be applied to problems
that can be compartmentalised.
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2.2 Sensor Management Research

2.2.1 Sensor management problems

A wide variety of sensor management problems have been investigated in published lit-

erature. Early work considered the selection of an operational frequency band for an

over-the-horizon radar by human operators [24].

Mechanically steered radars have received less attention due to the advent of phased-

array, Digital Beam-Forming (DBF), Multiple-In Multiple-Out (MIMO) and Software-

Defined Radars (SDRs). Research has looked at controlling the mode [75, 76], beam

position [75, 77], power [76] and dwell time [76]. Surveillance radars have also been

considered for ground [78, 79], airborne [37, 80], maritime [37, 81] and space [37, 82]

deployments where controlling the mode between detection and non-cooperative target

recognition is important.

Scheduling of naval, airborne and space phased-array radars has received much at-

tention by various researchers [23], where controlling the radar mode (detect, track or

image/classify) [15, 27, 37, 76, 83], due time of tasks [14, 39, 78, 79, 84], transmit power

[15, 29, 76, 85, 86], beam position [82, 87–90], dwell time [27, 76, 91], detection thresh-

old [87], sampling rate [86, 92], communication bandwidth [93], computation resources

[86, 92, 93], platform motion [36] and task hand-over [94] are considered.

Published research has considered the control of a single generic sensor [95] and more

frequently sensor networks in general [16]. Sensor network research includes literature

that looks at controlling due time of tasks [95, 96], task selection [97], sensor selection

[98–102], platform motion [103], transmit power [104] and tracking accuracy [33, 105] for

any sensor. Others have focused on non-radar sensors such as selecting a transmitting

sonar in a sonar network [26], synthetic aperture radars [41], infrared cameras [40, 106],

video cameras [40], electronic-warfare receivers/communications intelligence surveillance

[28, 40], human scouts [106], etc.

Control of radar networks containing both passive radars alongside and/or active

radars, has also been investigated [15, 29, 32, 37, 41, 107]. Only recently has multiple

AESA radar scheduling been addressed [108]. Multistatic/MIMO radars have also gar-
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nered much interest where researchers have considered the placement of receivers [109],

avoidance of Doppler blind zones [109], simultaneous transmission [1, 110], waveform se-

lection [111–113], radar selection [35, 106, 112, 114, 115], transmit power [30, 116] and

radar location [117].

Related fields include, but are not limited to: mission planning for aircraft [118], control

of production machines [119–121], control of queuing networks [122], control of (wireless)

communication networks [17, 123–125], intrusion detection in communication networks

[126], inventory control [127], biometric access control [128], etc.

2.2.2 Sensor management modelling

There are two options to choose from when modelling a sensor manager [13]. The first

choice is to make use of a myopic simplification and thus deal with only a very simple

model of the past and the future. The alternative choice is to employ longer-term planning,

which considers more historic information and generates longer-term predictions.

One benefit of using a myopic simplification is that solutions are mathematically

tractable, and therefore easier and cheaper to solve [13]. Another reason for using a

myopic simplification is to focus on one of the three goals of sensor management. In this

case, it is best to have a simple model to ensure that solving and verifying the solution

of the specific goal becomes easier. Naturally, once a solution is found, it then becomes

important to enhance the results by considering longer-term planning to determine the

utility of the solution.

One myopic approach that has a solid foundation in control theory is the control

metaphor for software [28]. The idea is to treat the entire sensor manager as the ‘plant’.

The ‘plant’ therefore also includes the sensor and elements of the environment. Controllers

are then designed to stabilise the ‘plant’. A natural choice is the Proportional-Integral-

Derivative (PID) controller.

Several techniques from the field of Bayesian networks are able to model sensor man-

agement [13]. Most notable is the MDP. Since an MDP requires complete observation of

the system state, researchers in sensor management often have to turn to a POMDP. This

is due to the fact that the sensors do not measure the true state of the target, and can

only provide noisy measurements. A recent overview of POMDP applications to sensor
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management is given by Hero and Cochran [13]. POMDPs have also been used to solve

sensor management problems in various published literature [14, 15, 38, 80, 107, 127].

POMDPs can also be used to solve problems that can only be described using HMMs as

long as the MAP estimator is used as a reward function [99].

MAB is a method that was developed in the machine-learning field of study [13]. The

name of the method comes from the colloquial term for a casino lever-armed slot machine.

Essentially, at each time step, there are multiple actions (arms) and the controller must

decide which arm to play. Playing the lever of the slot machine (arm) only leads to a

reward if the slot machine (bandit) pays out. For the case of tracking, a target is a

bandit and the estimation of the target state is the action of playing the arm to receive a

reward. Usually, for MABs, rewards are only gained for a single arm and all other rewards

remain stationary. This, however, does not accurately depict the true nature of multiple

target tracking, as targets not tracked can still move and their tracks must, therefore, be

predicted. However, the effect of this can be reduced by having a sufficiently fast update

cycle for the algorithm. MABs can be seen as a superset of MDPs, as an MAB can be

modelled as an MDP. An overview of MAB applications to sensor management is given

by Hero et al. [13]. Various types of MABs also feature frequently in sensor management

literature [16, 17, 29, 96, 126, 129].

In many cases, the rewards obtained through sensor selection are not Markovian, mean-

ing that the reward obtained is not only dependent on the current state but also on past

and even possibly future states of the modelled sensor management system. Thus, non-

Markovian methods have also been considered in the literature. However, it must be noted

that these types of stochastic processes, known as a Non-Markovian Decision Processs

(NMDPs), are notoriously difficult to solve. This can be seen from the state space explo-

sion that occurs when converting an NMDP into an MDP. Furthermore, a more accurate

model for a sensor management system is a Partially Observed Non-Markovian Decision

Process (PONMDP), which leads to even more computational complexity. Most published

literature using NMDPs comes from related fields [123–125] and more work needs to be

done in sensor management in this domain, as the sensor management problem is often

non-Markovian [36, 103].
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2.2.3 Sensor task generation

Fully automatic generation of tasks by computers, to be performed by sensors, is by far

the most difficult goal of sensor management to achieve. This is due to the fact that it not

only requires creativity to think up a set of tasks but also requires sensor-specific domain

knowledge. In the past, this was predominantly performed by the human operator [24].

Most current literature has focused on either completely predefining tasks [35, 95,

98, 121, 128, 130] or on only creating a set of tasks within a predefined framework [28,

33, 37, 77, 81]. Alternatives are to completely ignore this aspect of sensor management

[16, 23, 25, 32, 124, 127], incorporate it within other aspects of the system [36, 78, 85, 92,

94, 112] (such as a number of target estimations for tracking) or to use random approaches

[17, 126]. Solving this problem will require computers to have human cognition and, due

to this need, has not been pursued as widely as the latter two goals of sensor management.

2.2.4 Sensor task prioritisation

Once tasks have been generated using the appropriate task generation algorithm, the

sensor manager must decide on a prioritisation for each of the generated tasks [22]. Task

priority is used to decide which tasks to discard when sensor resources are limited. As

limited sensor resources are usually the case, most scheduling algorithms use the highest

priority tasks first. Task prioritisation is a middle ground between creativity and pure

computation. Deciding on the prioritisation requires creativity and domain knowledge

to create a good strategy. Once the strategy has been determined, however, prioritising

the tasks is pure mathematics. Computers have been designed to solve mathematical

equations and excel at number crunching.

There are several approaches that can be followed for task prioritisation. As per task

generation, task priorities can be predefined and several examples exist in the literature [81,

91, 94, 131, 132]. Heuristics allow a trade-off between completely predefining task priorities

and online computation [28, 41, 118, 130, 133, 134]. Information-theoretic approaches

exploit domain knowledge algorithmically to prioritise tasks in an unbiased manner [32,

35, 95, 104, 106, 135]. Decision-theoretic approaches allow choices about priorities to be

made up front, while still allowing some room for manoeuvre online [14, 27, 29, 107, 136].
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Artificial intelligence techniques attempt to mimic nature by providing computer-cognitive

ways of prioritising [18, 23, 42, 43, 90, 128]. At other times this aspect is completely ignored

[25, 77, 110, 121, 137, 138] and when this is the case, all tasks usually have equal priorities.

In certain literature, the task priorities are decided up front and not computed on

line [81, 91, 94, 131, 132]. Occasionally, the task priorities are decided upon during

the execution of the scheduling algorithm [23, 33, 76, 84, 93]. This has the benefit of

potentially reducing the number of computations for task prioritisation. Within mathe-

matical programming schedulers, the task priorities are decided by the objective function

[34, 37, 83, 98, 127]. When using MDPs, the reward function is an alias for the task prior-

ities and is usually an information-theoretic part of the MDP design [14, 38, 80, 107]. For

MAB approaches, the reward function also represents task priorities [16, 17, 29, 124–126].

The reward function of an MAB is often approximated using the Gittin’s indices, which

define vectors for the long-term reward/valuation function. Similarly, the reward functions

of NMDPs are another form of task prioritisation [36, 103].

2.2.5 Sensor scheduling

Only after a list of tasks and their associated priorities have been decided can the goal

of scheduling tasks for the sensor be initiated [22]2. Sensor scheduling treats the sensor

resources as a timeline extending from now until the future. The goal is to fill the timeline

with tasks such that the sensor is never idle. Idle time is uneconomical given that this

time could have been better spent catching up on tasks that may later cause a bottleneck.

Sensor scheduling is an easier task for computers to manage, as it essentially requires

only simple calculations and checks. However, in the case of multisensor scheduling or

scheduling sensors capable of multiple simultaneous tasks, the problem becomes more

complex. Nevertheless, there is still room for creativity in scheduling sensors as this often

leads to better solutions.

A good overview of types of algorithms for sensor scheduling can be found in the

work of Musick and Malhotra [22], Xiong and Svensson [7] and Ding [23]. There are many

approaches that can be followed to schedule sensors. Not all of them are directly applicable

2This section forms part of the introduction of the author et al.’s research paper published by the
Elsevier Information Fusion journal (Section A.3).
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to multisensor scheduling, which is definitely required for an IFS. However, most should

be adaptable in some form to cope with the dimensionality increase caused by having

multiple sensors. Early in the history of sensor management this task was performed by

human operators, with only minimal assistance provided by the system that was being

managed [24]. Next, heuristic approaches that captured much of the domain knowledge

of human operators were employed. These approaches are still very popular today as they

require minimal computation time [26, 41, 104, 130, 134, 135].

As research in the field broadens to encompass the other goals of sensor management,

this aspect is sometimes handled intrinsically by the task prioritisation algorithms [28–

30, 71, 85, 95, 101, 111, 126]. Some task prioritisation algorithms also fall in the decision-

theoretic category [71]. This has the benefit of not wasting computation time if the mission

of the IFS changes on a high-level, as instead of a timeline of tasks, the sensor manager is

dealing with only the current task to schedule. On the other hand, if a centralised fusion

centre is used and stops operating or communications are lost in a decentralised system,

there will be no timeline of tasks to continue with in the interim. Simply doing arbitrary

tasks during this time can have detrimental effects not only on both the optimality of the

scheduling solution but also on the mission of the IFS as a whole.

When information-theoretic approaches to task prioritisation are used [32], there is

a tendency to solve the scheduling problem through the use of optimisation algorithms.

These optimisation algorithms fall into three categories: heuristic search techniques [102,

108, 115], mathematical programming search techniques [98, 99, 101, 117, 128] and artificial

intelligence search techniques [37, 73, 74, 118, 139]. Simulation techniques are another

possibility, where conceivable future timelines are investigated using multiple trials [38–40].

Other approaches use stochastic job scheduling [140], where service times and deadlines

are modelled as random variables. The solution is found by finding the control input that

maximises the expectation (E(·)) of the gain [140–142]. It should be noted that many of

the solutions to POMDPs and MABs also fall into this category.

Sometimes random approaches are followed and these are frequently used as an Elec-

tronic Counter-Counter-Measure (ECCM) [41, 125, 135]. This aspect is rarely ignored

but there have been some examples in the literature where this has been the case, as

researchers have focused on other aspects of sensor management [13, 32, 77, 122, 138].
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Artificial intelligence techniques have also been proposed in the past and have pre-

dominantly used reasoning/expert systems. Examples include fuzzy-set based reasoning

[42, 43] and fuzzy decision trees [43] all within the context of an expert system. In these

systems, the scheduling rules are captured by analysing linguistic rules of thumb provided

by human sensor operators. More recently learning automata [100] have also been used

to adaptively schedule sensors through an online learning process. Automata is an adap-

tive control technique, where the nodes the control policy is changed when the node is

rewarded and penalised for control actions taken.

2.2.6 Sensor management architectures

There are various architectures used for creating a multisensor manager3. Traditionally,

a centralised architecture has been used, where a central information fusion system feeds

a centralised multisensor manager with information to control all sensors. Another pos-

sibility is a decentralised architecture, here typically both the information fusion system

and the multisensor manager are distributed across each discrete sensor or suite of sensors

[7, 18, 19, 100]. These architectures represent the current state of the art, as distributed

problems are difficult to solve. A hybrid of these approaches has been proposed by various

authors [20, 21], which usually consists of two or more distinct levels. On the lowest level,

sensor management is distributed and must keep sensors busy and tune sensor parameters

for high-level tasks. The higher-level sensor coordination is centralised and ensures that

collectively the sensors are optimally achieving the sensor fusion system goals.

2.2.7 Identified gaps

Current literature has not considered the scheduling of Mechanically Steered Multistatic

Surveillance Radar Networks (MSMSRNs). This provided an easy means for the research

captured here to make a novel contribution to the field. While it would be nice to address

all aspects of scheduling multistatic radar networks, the scope of the research needed to be

adequately constrained. Thus, it was decided to first consider only the scheduling aspect,

as IA a scheduling algorithm was also identified. Future work can build on the research

3This section forms part of the introduction of the author et al.’s research paper published by the
Elsevier Information Fusion journal (Section A.3).
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documented here by addressing other aspects.
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2.3 Detailed Analysis of Sensor Scheduling Research

Referring back to Figure 1.1 of the DFIG DFM, resource management (which includes

multisensor management) falls under the original JDL DFM level 4 called processes re-

finement. The key purpose of this level is to control not only the sensors that are attached

to the MSDF system but also the deployment of forces, weapons and countermeasures. All

aspects of MSDF that seeks to optimise the usage of the sensors belong on this level. Inter-

actions between this level and all the lower levels can therefore be envisaged, as each lower

level generates vital information about the sensed environment. Most published research,

including this thesis, only considers the interaction between level 4 and the outputs of JDL

DFM level 1 called object refinement and JDL DFM level 5 called cognitive refinement.

The ideal multisensor management system would incorporate data from the higher-levels

of the information fusion system including levels 2, 3 and 4 (the other functions of this

level: refinement of the other levels and mission management). When a scheduler makes

use of data from the higher DFM levels it indicates that data from levels 2–4 are also being

used.

2.3.1 Heuristic approaches

Barbato and Giustiniani [81] define a heuristic scheduling algorithm. The scheduler is for

a naval-based Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) Multifunction Radar (MFR),

and must therefore deal with the complexity of a non-stationary platform. More specifi-

cally, it has to cater for the roll and pitch of the vessel caused by waves. The scheduler

uses antenna, ship attitude and off-boresight scan angle of the AESA beam as inputs to

create radar timeline schedules. Using this information along with the task priorities the

scheduler packs tasks into the current scan cycle. Tasks not serviced in this cycle are

added as higher priority tasks to the next scan cycle. This procedure ensures that tasks

are not constantly starved of radar resources. However, the paper does not capture all the

complexities involved. For instance, how the antenna, ship attitude and off-boresight scan

angle of the AESA beam are used is never mentioned. The scheduling algorithm builds

long-term plans which are static, which is good if the sensor manager cannot supply tasks

for brief periods. The algorithm is not sufficiently validated and tested in the paper.
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The graphs also do not convincingly prove that this is the best approach to follow. The

scheduler is for a single radar and would need considerable modification for multisensor

management. It is also coupled to radar sensors; thus, it would need to be redesigned for

any other sensor type.

Ho and Chang [119] present four heuristic scheduling algorithms. As mentioned earlier,

their research falls in the field of operation research, but focuses on the general problem of

assigning multiple tasks to multiple homogeneous machines. Thus, their work should be

adaptable to multisensor management, as long as the sensors used are homogeneous. Three

of the heuristic algorithms follow a job-focused methodology. In this approach, tasks are

taken according to their earliest due date and are assigned to the first available machine.

Long-term plans, including all tasks, are formed but it should be possible to build shorter

plans using the techniques. These heuristics make use of the unbalanced machine rule,

where the total load of the machines is not necessarily kept balanced. This is applicable

for tasks with a long processing time and tight due dates. Only the latter constraint is

applicable to multisensor management. The last heuristic they propose makes use of a

machine-focused methodology. In this approach, tasks are first assigned to one machine

before considering the next. This approach is unlikely to be suitable for a multisensor

manager, as any failures during execution of the algorithm would leave many sensors idle.

Although the approaches are sound and follow scientific principles, they unfortunately

do not compare to the original algorithms that were modified. The researchers discount

more rigorous approaches and claim heuristic approaches are better due to their lower

processing time.

Koulamas [120] also presents three heuristic scheduling algorithms in the operation

research field. The problem solved is that of assigning multiple tasks to a single machine

and therefore is a generic problem. Thus, the algorithms should be adaptable to single

sensor management systems with similar constraints. They consider tasks with not only a

due date but also an earliest start time. This is highly applicable to sensor management,

where there is often an ideal period to perform a task. The first heuristic is a modified

apparent urgency (AU) algorithm. This heuristic makes use of several iterations trying

to minimise the apparent slack, average job processing time and machine processing time.

The second heuristic makes use of the adjacent pairwise interchange (API). Jobs are
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sorted according to a selected criterion, and thereafter the scheduling algorithm attempts

to swap tasks so as to lower their early/tardy penalties. The last heuristic is based on

previous work by Panwalkar, Smith and Koulamas [143] (PSK method). They adapt this

algorithm in two ways to work with the scheduling time windows problem. Results show

that their algorithm is not optimal in five percent of cases, when compared to a complete

enumeration for a simplistic problem. As noted by the present author, it is well known

that extrapolating such results to larger more complex problems is not valid. Testing for

outlier tasks4 is not performed, but would have been required for multisensor management.

Since outlier tasks would need to be prioritised in the next scheduling interval, so as to

ensure that these tasks get serviced eventually. It would have been helpful to compare

the algorithm to a more rigorous approach. Despite this, the algorithms do appear to be

promising, although some work would be required to adapt these algorithms to multisensor

management. This is because the problem addressed is assigning jobs to machines, which

is similar to multisensor management but not exactly the same. For example, mutlisensor

management sometimes requires the coordination of multiple sensors.

Orman et al. [131] define one tracking and five scanning heuristic scheduling algorithms

for a single AESA MFR. Radar tasks are treated as a transmit and receiver pair with a fixed

delay between the tasks. Thus, tasks can be scheduled to have either segment occur within

the dead time between the pairs. Their tracking heuristic scheduler attempts to place all

tracking tasks to begin at their due starting times. If this is not possible, they move the

tracking job forward and backwards in small step sizes. The step sizes are determined by

the overlap between the conflicting task and the task to be scheduled. If this process fails,

they search forward until a scheduling gap is found, thereby making the task late. The

five scanning schedulers range from very restrictive5 to very flexible, where the tracking

schedule is modified freely. Only the scanning schedulers are compared; furthermore, they

are only compared to each other. Thus it is hard to gauge if these are good schedulers

in practise. Overall, they find that the most flexible scanning heuristics utilise the radar

timeline the best, but there is a slight impact on tracking performance. Naturally, they

find that the restrictive scanning schedule gives the best tracking performance. They

4Tasks that are too early or too late.
5Thus allowing no change in the tracking schedule.
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conclude by stating that the radar operator should make the final choice between scanning

heuristic schedulers. This, however, is no longer practical any more since systems of

multiple radars can be heavily affected by local decisions. In addition, ignoring other

algorithms only due to the fact that they do not use coupled tasks is not valid. Moreover,

these schedulers are used for a single radar and would need considerable modification for

multisensor management. The schedulers rely on a single timeline, whereas, multisensor

management has a separate time line of tasks for each of the sensors that cooperate.

The heuristics are also coupled to scanning sensors, and so they may not be applicable or

would need to be redesigned for any other sensor type. For example, an Electronic Warfare

Receiver (EWR) does not necessarily scan and instead the angle of arrival is estimated

using other techniques.

Watson [88] specifies a very simple scheduler for an AESA radar. The scheduler at-

tempts to fill the radar timeline after tasks have been prioritised. Tasks of lower priority

levels are only serviced if the scheduler has exhausted all tasks of higher priority. The

only rule that breaks this mould is the handling of confirmation of track tasks. These are

performed as soon after a search task has generated and only when a detection as possible.

Tasks are assigned in a one-to two-second time frame, where tracks are performed at the

start of this time frame. Unfortunately, the scheduler is not fully disclosed as no pseudo

code is given. Simulations performed do not justify their approach, and seem to be chosen

ad hoc for a very particular scenario. Thus, applying the algorithm to multisensor man-

agement would be difficult and much rework would be required. It is also unclear whether

simplistic approaches like this would yield good results for multiple sensors. Given more

details on how the scheduler is envisaged to operate may mitigate these concerns.

Coetzee et al. [132] also investigated a heuristic scheduler for an AESA radar. They

consider a scheduler that alternates between looking at a target (staring) and looking away

(search). The algorithm must trade off estimation errors against searching for new targets.

It must also make sure the update rate does not become too large. While the application

is for AESA radar, it should be modifiable to different sensor types. One minor issue

is that the algorithm appears to cater only for a single target. Furthermore, handling

multiple radars in this way does not take into account the extra complexity. Simulations

focus on the different Kalman filters used, and do not sufficiently test their scheduling
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algorithm. A more advantageous approach would have been to test their algorithm against

previous approaches. This algorithm would not be able to cater for the inertia required

for mechanically steered sensors when the scan must occur far away from the target angles

and still meet the tracking requirements.

Hansen et al. [93] make use of a modified Quality of service based Resource Allocation

Model (Q-RAM) sensor manager. Q-RAM is a meta-heuristic algorithm as it makes

use of analytical procedures; yet it is not mathematically rigorous [144]. The scheduler

must control the central processing unit (CPU) usage, radar sampling bandwidth and

energy utilisation for a four-faced AESA radar system. Their major contribution is to

speed up computation of the task prioritisation algorithm. Their modified Q-RAM sensor

management algorithm makes use of fewer computations. The Q-RAM approach seems to

be adequate to handle radar resources for simplistic requirements. However, dealing with

the complexities of the higher levels of the DFIG Data Fusion Model would be difficult.

The approach requires having a definitive resource allocation function. However, higher

level inputs are often subjective and their resource requirements are interconnected. For

example, deciding on whether a target is a threat relies on multiple classification criteria.

The combination of multiple tasks need to be factor in to decide whether a better estimate

of threat is required. Deciding on which set of tasks will be serve this purpose is not

straightforward and cannot easily be defined as simple objective functions. Afterwards a

non-qualitative decision needs to be made on whether the target is threatening. Thus,

only if a suitable resource allocation function could be defined and if the approach can

be made more dynamic would it be suitable for handling higher-level information inputs.

Q-RAM should, however, be a suitable choice for the low-level scheduler of a single radar

system.

Lee et al. [92] make use of a Q-RAM sensor manager. An AESA radar system is

used as the example problem to solve. For each tracking task, they control the sampling

frequency and weigh this off against processing resources. They define service classes to

deal with heterogeneous tasks that place different resource constraints on the radar. To

reduce computation, only service classes on the diagonal of the loading per task type is

handled. In their radar example, the heterogeneous tasks track different classes of targets

(plane, missile, etc). So it seems that they only optimise for an equal number of targets
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of different types; because this is rarely the case, their algorithm will not perform well in

practise.

Miranda et al. [25] compare the Butler and Orman radar resource scheduling algo-

rithms. Both of these algorithms are applied to a myopic sensor management problem of

controlling the beam for an AESA radar. The algorithm trades off between tracking tar-

gets already known and searching for new targets to track. The simulations they perform

show that under stressful conditions the Bulter algorithm makes better use of the radar re-

source timeline. In unloaded conditions both algorithms perform equally well. The paper

flows very logically and comparisons are drawn under very realistic scenarios. It would ap-

pear that the Butler resource scheduler is a good choice for scheduling a radar in a myopic

manager. However, handling higher-level DFM information and multiple sensors would

be problematic. Similarly to the Q-RAM approach, there are no quick rules of thumb

for the higher level information and often information from these levels can be contradic-

tory. A simple rule would not be able to handle such contradictions by easily determining

which information should be actioned on. Furthermore, if the myopic simplification were

changed for longer-term planning, neither algorithm would be suitable. These heuristic

approaches are built on the assumption that only a single scan of data is entered. Rules

for how longer term data would be incorporated are difficult if not impossible to achieve,

as the state space and corresponding rules will increase faster than the linear increase in

data for each extra scan of data incorporated.

Xun et al. [145] make use of the control metaphor for software. The control loop

tunes an electronic-warfare receiver (EWR) to a specific frequency and for a certain dwell

time. This is done to detect all emitters in the field of regard of the EWR. Few sensor

management problems make use of control theory; thus it is interesting to note that control

theory can be applied to sensor management. The scheduler attempts to fill a timeline of

tasks for the EWR by providing a certain level of QoS for each frequency and dwell time

pair. A feedback controller on the scheduler ensures that the entire workload for the EWR

is always unity. The feedback controller either extends or reduces the start times of the

tasks, thereby inserting idle time into the sensor workload. This paper is also one of the

few to address all three functions of a sensor manager6. The flow of ideas is logical in this

6Task creation, prioritisation and scheduling
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paper, but unfortunately the control aspects of the paper are a little under-represented.

Readers could have benefited from a more rigorous treatment of these in the paper. It

would be interesting to see how this method can incorporate multiple sensors, higher-level

DFIG Data Fusion Model information and a non-myopic scenario.

Gillespie et al. [91] propose a heuristic scheduling algorithm for an airborne AESA

radar. The algorithm is an amalgamation of the best aspects of previously published

heuristic algorithms. Twelve rules are defined that place constraints on the scheduler for

tracking and searching. Simulations under varying degrees of load for the radar are pre-

sented and show that performance gradually tapers off. This algorithm is tightly coupled

with a single radar and would be difficult to expand to multiple radars. To cater for multi-

ple radars all the rules of the heuristic algorithm would need to be revisited. Furthermore,

extra rules for cases that would not exist with a single radar, such as making multistatic

measurements, would also need to be added. Sensors that do not perform search and

tracking, or perform more tasks, would not be able to be handled. An emergent property

of the algorithm is to limit searches close to bore-sight locations of the radar7. The authors

claim that this emergent property is a desirable feature, but this would only be true at

the beginning of conventional warfare. It would certainly not be true for unconventional

warfare, where the enemy can attack from any vector. The algorithm is never compared

to any of the algorithms from which ideas were borrowed.

Irci et al. [86] modify the Q-RAM sensor management algorithm. The modified Q-

RAM is applied to a single AESA radar and controls the computation time, sampling

frequency and transmitter power of the radar. Computation time is controlled by selecting

the tracking algorithm used for each target. These authors define a track quality metric

as a function of vectors, and thus collapse multidimensional space into a single dimension.

Vector values in the track quality function are sorted such that the resulting curve is

concave. They compare their algorithm to the Q-RAM approach followed by Lee et al.

[92]. Their modifications give better performance, as they only evaluate the algorithm

for targets with maximal derivative values. Their results show that 65% of the time they

achieve better performance. The fact that the algorithm performs very poorly in other

cases is not quantified or analysed. The only shortcomings of this body of work are its

7The locations directly in front of the aircraft.
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brevity and the fact that the track quality metric is never wholly presented.

Miranda et al. [90] evaluate the Bulter and Orman heuristic algorithms. The problem

of controlling the beam of an AESA radar is addressed. They present ideas for solving the

task prioritisation problem as discussed in their previous paper. Butler and Orman are

equivalent for low load but Bulter excels in high-load scenarios. This paper appears to be

a direct follow-up of their conference paper. Adding the complexity of task prioritisation

using AI techniques really adds value. Unfortunately, the schedulers are still only appli-

cable to a single radar and would be difficult to modify. Heuristic algorithms are tightly

coupled to the problem they solve. Again all rules of these heuristic algorithms are only

applicable to the single radar case, optimising them for multiple radars would be neces-

sary. Furthermore, extra rules would be required for tasks that can only be performed

by multiple radars would also be required. The best way of incorporating these and not

affecting the rest of the algorithms performance is not trivial.

Tharmarasa et al. [26] make use of several scheduling algorithms. They apply the

algorithms to controlling a distributed network of sonar buoys. The heuristic scheduling

algorithm controls the selection of an active set of sensors. An iterative local search is

performed to derive nearly optimal solutions to this problem. A key point to raise is that

they break down the multisensor management problem into several smaller problems to

solve in parallel. The search algorithm they define is similar to GRASP with only one

candidate solution generated and manipulated in each iteration. Unfortunately, testing of

the algorithm is not performed adequately; they only compare the algorithm to a simple

clustering method. The performance metric used is the Root-Mean Squared Error (RMSE)

and this does not capture the full complexity of the problem they are attempting to solve.

This only rewards tracking accuracy but does nothing to ensure that the area is also

properly searched for new targets The entire scheduling algorithm is implemented as a

heuristic flow chart, which performs each of the steps in sequence. At each point in the

heuristic candidate solutions are checked for validity before proceeding.

Barbaresco et al. [27] define a simple heuristic scheduling algorithm. The algorithm is

again applied only to a single AESA radar, but this time selects the radar waveform and

target dwell time. Scheduling is performed according to the following policies: highest

priority first, earliest deadline first, latest release time first and highest delay from due
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time. Other scheduling aspects such as waveform and dwell time selection are not fully

specified. In general, the paper neglects to explain how the algorithm works internally.

This is possibly due to the secret nature of the work, which was done for the French

Department of Defence at Thales. However, this does not justify the insufficient testing

that was done to warrant the effectiveness of the algorithms. In short, the scheduling

policy ideas are the only contribution in terms of scheduling.

Benaskeur et al. [94] define a higher-level architecture for multisensor management in

a military setting. For sensor scheduling they consider target hand-off between several

naval vessels. As targets move from one radar’s surveillance region into the next, the

scheduler of the radar on the neighbouring vessel is notified and tracking is commenced as

soon as possible. This paper for the first time considers multisensor radar environments.

The problem solved is generic and would need to be considered in any multisensor system.

Their hierarchical approach to multisensor management should scale well as it breaks

the system into manageable portions. One critique is that in one of the target hand-

off scenarios tested, the glitch in tracking performance could have been eliminated by

terminating tracks from the queueing sensor, only once the track of the queued sensors

has similar or greater accuracy.

Baoquan et al. [79] define a heuristic multisensor scheduling algorithm. The algorithm

forms part of their multisensor management algorithm for a constellation of missile early-

warning radars. They make use of the Kalman filter to perform multitarget tracking, which

is a suboptimal approach as the IMM performs better for multitarget tracking. However,

using the Kalman filter allows the system to be computed on much more cheaper processing

hardware which is desirable in cases where the cost of the system is important. Since their

approach is to schedule a constellation of early-warning radars, cost of the system would an

important factor. Their heuristic attempts to assign groups of sensors optimally to track

targets. Sensor teams are assigned by forecasting the Kalman filter covariance matrix if

the sensors were used. The team that performs the best is assigned to track the target.

This, however, does not seem to cater for the multitarget case as each target is treated in

isolation. The algorithm would need to consider global affects in scheduling the sensors in

order to provide optimal tracking for all targets.
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Gao et al. [115] consider the antenna placement problem for distributed statistical

MIMO radar network. The goal is to increase the probability of detection for a number of

targets by assigning the best transmit and receive antennas. They formulate the problem

using Kullback-Lieber divergence as a performance metric for the entropy in the measure-

ments of the targets. The goal is to minimise the entropy for each target by using the

maximum number of transmitters and receivers. The authors also consider the impact of

dwell time by relating this loosely to the desired probability of detection. How the final

illumination time is selected is not present, although it is mentioned that this can neither

be sufficiently long nor too short. They implement a heuristic search algorithm based

on a modification of an algorithm in published research. The algorithm is compared to

the branch-and-bound heuristic search algorithm. The results indicate that using both

of their techniques produces the best results. This work would be difficult to extend to

mechanically steered radars since each scan is treated in isolation and, thus, the beams

of the radars need to be placed at random relatively quickly. Furthermore, the beam

steering time and further reduction in performance for off-boresight scanning is not con-

sidered. Finally, since this is a detection strategy and all cells would eventually need to

be scanned, the comparisons should have shown the processing time of the algorithms.

Unfortunately, all simulations only considered two targets in the scene and no processing

time performance results are given.

2.3.2 Mathematical programming

Castañon [80] consider the use of mathematical programming to solve sensor management

of an airborne surveillance radar. They solve a POMDP problem in the case of classifica-

tion of targets. Sensor inaccuracies and target aspect angles to the sensor lead to noisy

classification data, which must be handled. They discovered that sensor management is an

extension of the dynamic hypothesis testing problems studied earlier and is also related to

search theory. Using the POMDP architecture, they can cater for longer-term planning by

taking past and future actions into account. They use Lagrangian relaxation techniques

to solve the non-convex reward function of the POMDP. Thus, they simplify the over-

all POMDP by decomposing it hierarchically into smaller POMDP problems. Stochastic

programming is used to provide solutions of the smaller POMDP reward functions, which
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in turn generates the current scheduling action for the sensor. The strong point of this

paper is the fact that it considers factors beyond target tracking. Extension to multiple

sensors should be possible, but will require modification of the POMDP. Though the ap-

proach appears to be computationally intensive, they do provide results for classification

of 100 000 objects in under three seconds, which shows promise.

Krishnamurthy [107] looks at a myopic and non-myopic POMDP-based sensor man-

ager. Scheduling is performed through stochastic dynamic programming for both. The

first sensor manager uses a one-step lookahead and the second uses Lovejoy’s approxi-

mation method to reduce computation. The scheduler controls both active and passive

radars and decides whether to use active, passive or predictive sensing of the kinematic

information of a target. The radars are used to detect incoming aircraft within three

zones (far, medium and near). The objective of the sensor manager is to covertly track

the aircraft, and thus active sensors should only be favoured in the ‘near’ zone. The results

show the ‘belief space’ of the POMDP for two test scenarios. The ‘belief space’ represents

the problem that given uncertain location of the aircraft a decision about which sensor

to use must be made. The first is for a single active sensor case choosing between ac-

tive measurement and prediction of the target. Active sensing is only preferred when the

aircraft is near or there is uncertainty between the ‘near’ and the other two states. For

the two-sensor test scenario, they present cost functions of using the various sensors as a

function of probability of detection. It is shown that the cost function of their approach

is lower than when using any of the sensors in isolation. The paper does not test other

sensor management algorithms. One anomaly in his results, which is not explained, is

that when there is uncertainty between the ‘medium’ and ‘far’ states, active sensing is

selected. Intuitively, the correct choice (also shown in his paper) is to prefer prediction.

Guettier et al. [137] consider a wireless sensor network (WSN) subnet selection prob-

lem. The goal is to track a single target using the best subnet of the WSN. They make

use of a myopic simplification that does not consider long-term trends. The problem

is formulated using constraint programming and then solved using a hybrid search al-

gorithm. Their scheduling algorithm is interruptible. If the algorithm is interrupted it

will produce sub-optimal results. Regardless, the algorithm is not guaranteed to produce

optimal results due to the searching nature. Decision criteria of the algorithm are fault
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tolerance, latency of reliable broadcast in the subnet, as well as network and processing

utilisation of the nodes. The hybrid search algorithms they employ include backtracking,

repair algorithms and valued constraint satisfaction. Constraints included are allocation,

connectivity, duration, fault-tolerance and maximising ad hoc sensor gain. The algorithm

is not adequately explained; however, it shows promise for the wider field of multisensor

management. Multisensor management is closely related to WSN management.

Kushner [123, 124] uses a Non-Markovian Multiarmed Bandit (NM-MAB) for his com-

munications management problem. The problem solved is stability in a queueing network

of distributed wireless nodes. Due to the non-Markovian nature of the queues, the ex-

istence of a stabilising policy is not obvious. Thus, he defines stability using a uniform

mean recurrence time. Further reasons for requiring non-Markovian reward is to ensure

robustness to changes in the inputs of the system. He uses the perturbed first-order Lya-

punov function to solve the stability problem. The Lyapunov and perturbation functions

must be designed for their example problem. The perturbed Lyapunov function can then

be solved using stochastic dynamic programming, which is not performed as part of the

paper. Instead theorems for stability are proven using the function. While the technique

used should be adaptable to multisensor management it, may be very computationally

costly. NM-MAB describes most multisensor management problems accurately, as the

Markovian assumption is not valid when targets respond to sensing actions. The assump-

tions made are very realistic, apart from the assumption of an infinite buffer, which in a

distributed realtime system is not achievable.

Walker et al. [110] look at the problem of managing multiple multistatic radars. The

goal is to improve the detection of a single target at all the receivers by using constructive

interference of signals. Thus, the transmission from the multiple receivers must be accu-

rately coordinated by the scheduler. They define simple mathematical equations, which

are then solved in a distributed fashion. Communication of the results in the network en-

sures that consensus of transmit times is reached. The scheduling algorithm uses two steps:

first the simultaneous transmissions are scheduled and then time-division scheduling for

the sampling of received waveforms is performed. The paper delves into the communica-

tions requirements around the scheduler, which is an appropriate requirement in a realistic

system. The communication delays place a constraint on the maximum Pulse Repetition
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Interval (PRI) that the radars can handle. They analyse the PRI under a varying number

of nodes, receiving frequencies and maximum radar range. Then they compare their track-

ing performance to a simple target hand-off scenario (similar to Benaskeur and Rhéaume

[21]). Comparisons are also drawn for the performance of their algorithm based on the re-

ceive power at each receiver, and this is always seen to be greater for their algorithm. The

paper offers a solution that is more effective than simple target hand-off, but it requires

multistatic receivers, which are not always available.

Saraf and Slater [78] define an aircraft management system for Air Traffic Controllers

(ATC), which includes the final destination airport control. The problem is formulated

using an objective function that has several constraints. The constraints ensure that

aircraft dynamics are never violated and that aircraft are always a fixed distance from each

other. The scheduling algorithm then builds a search tree where each node represents one

of the aircraft. Each level of the tree represents an arrival slot in the sequence of aircraft

arrivals at the airport. Nodes, therefore, store the aircraft number, parent nodes and a

node number. The search tree is initialised and a heuristic algorithm is then defined to

add, remove and move around nodes within the tree. After aircraft enter the scheduling

horizon, their position in the arrival sequence for each ATC/airport is fixed. Simulations

are done comparing the algorithm to a simple first-come first-served algorithm (currently

used) and shows better results. The algorithm is also found to execute in 10 seconds at

the runway radar using Matlab and its realtime workshop toolbox. One critique is that

the authors define a new meta-heuristic search but do not check for relevant algorithms in

the literature. Comparisons are only drawn to a very simple algorithm, so it is difficult to

gauge how well it will perform. The paper does not include a sufficient number of graphs,

and results are only given in tabular format. While speed-up of the algorithm is mentioned,

converting the algorithm into a machine language instead of an interpreted language is

never mentioned, which seems to be the best option for speeding up the algorithm.

Sutton et al. [84] define sensor management algorithms for tracking space debris with

a single AESA ground-based radar. A catalogue of space debris must be maintained

with accurate tracking information. As there is a window of best tracking accuracy, two

schedulers are defined: one to track on the peak where tracking accuracy is likely to be the

best and another where a more relaxed approach is followed. Stochastic search algorithms
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are employed for both scheduler builders. They consider adaptive priority weighting of

their expected success sum function. Also considered are bias functions for the priorities.

Five bias functions are used to weight different priorities. Results show great improvement

for the adaptive priorities, although no algorithm devised could track all objects within

the catalogue. At least 4.2% of requests were statistically unlikely to be fulfilled. It

should be mentioned that a realistic space debris data set is used for testing. The bias

functions generate a Pareto front in the function of filling the catalogue versus mean

days without updates. Adaptive priorities tend to fill more catalogue requests, thereby

increasing the mean days without updates. The algorithms were previously defined and

were not designed by the authors. They appear to be promising to use in multisensor

management; however, the more realtime requirements of multisensor systems might make

the algorithms impossible to solve optimally. The adaptive techniques effectively turn the

myopic approach into a non-myopic approach by incorporating past information into the

current schedule to adapt the target priorities.

Tharmarasa et al. [26] define several mathematical programming schedulers. They look

at the problem of managing a distributed network of sonar buoys. The entire scheduling

problem is a multiple objective optimisation problem and is broken down into smaller

more tractable problems. The sensor scheduling algorithms in this paper must control

the selection of local fusion centre (LFC), frequency allocation to the sensor buoys and

transmit power for the active buoys. Sensors are activated using a heuristic algorithm.

Measurements formed must first be processed by a LFC and integer programming is used

to solve this problem. The use of integer programming lies in the fact that there is a finite

discrete number of local fusion centres. Frequency allocation must be performed such that

nodes do not interfere with each other when communicating with the LFC. However, the

same is likely to be true for the actual sonar pings but the system they use seems to be

passive sonar. The frequency allocation is solved using linear integer programming, since

the transmitters and receivers can only be tuned to a finite discrete number of frequencies.

The linear simplification is due to the objective function only being linear in terms of the

frequency assignment. Finally, the transmit power of the sensors must be controlled and is

determined by the results of a linear convex programming algorithm called CPLEX. The

entire scheduling algorithm is implemented as a heuristic flow chart that performs each
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of the steps in sequence. There are checks for validity of the solutions at each point in

the heuristic. As the only performance metric tested is the tracking accuracy, it is hard

to determine whether their frequency and power allocation strategies work well. A metric

that considers how frequently sensors jam each other by using the wrong frequency or too

much power would be required. Also, metrics on sensor lifetime would further test if the

power allocation is optimal.

Barbosa and Chong [15] look at scheduling multiple radars. Selection of transmit

waveform as well as the active sensing platform is the task of the sensor manager. The

idea is to have only a single active sensing platform, as this is more desirable in modern

warfare as it reduces the threat to all platforms. This seems to be uneconomical use of

all the other active sensors, seeing that they should be present on every modern military

platform. It seems a more effective approach would have been to select a subset of active

sensors. Nevertheless, the sensor scheduling algorithm makes use of a nominal belief-state

optimisation. As the threat posed to all platforms is modelled using a POMDP, the ac-

tual state of the MDP is unknown. Their approach is known as receding time horizon

control (RTHC). First Bellman’s optimality principle is used to derive an approximate

the solution. Then they use Q-value approximation which is usually solved using Monte-

Carlo approximation techniques. Due to the computational intensity of the Monte-Carlo

approximation techniques they opt for nominal-belief state approximation. This is essen-

tially a Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimator of the state the POMDP is believed to

be in, given a chosen control sequence. Interestingly their results only show the root-mean

squared error in tracking position and do not measure a threat for each platform.

Krishnamurthy and Djonin [14] look at another non-myopic sensor management prob-

lem. They make use of a POMDP to model the problem of selecting a target to measure by

a single AESA radar. Owing to the computational intensiveness of POMDP, they hierar-

chically divide the sensor manager into a macro- and micro-level manager. This approach

is in agreement with the architecture from Blackman and Popoli [20]. The macro-level

manager determines the next target to track, whilst the micro-level manager decides when

to stop tracking the current target. Each of these problems is a much simpler POMDP to

solve. The scheduling algorithm in this case makes use of stochastic dynamic programming

to determine the maximum reward function value. Therefore, how long the current target
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should be tracked can be decided. Though it is not solved in the paper, they prove that

the macro-level manager can be solved using a concave objective function over a convex

polytope. It is claimed that target measurements between different targets are correlated;

however, this claim is never substantiated. This may be due to the fact that targets belong

to a single enemy. Stochastic dynamic programming is very costly computationally, due to

the exponential growth in the state space for each independent variable added to the state

vector. However, approximation techniques can be used to mitigate this problem at the

cost of performance. Also, while the POMDP is simple for a single sensor, it may become

intractable once more when expanding this algorithm to multisensor management.

Manjunath et al. [112] consider the problem of sensor and waveform selection in a

multiple-in multiple-out (MIMO) radar system. They consider two sub-problems within

the MIMO management problem. First, they consider minimising the number of radars

used to provide a fixed mean-squared error (MSE) in target localisation. They find that

this problem is a mixed Boolean convex problem. Secondly, they consider minimising the

MSE with constraints on the maximum number of transmitters and receivers that can be

selected. This problem is a convex optimisation problem that can be solved using branch

and bound searches. The waveform selection problem is defined as a search over a finite set

of waveforms for each transmitter. They choose the cost function to minimise the trace

of the tracking error covariance matrix. Furthermore, the waveform selection is found

to be a quadratic optimisation problem. Hence, this problem can therefore be solved

using quadratic programming. The approach is sound and provides improved tracking

accuracy. The solution would be difficult to augment with other information from the

various levels of the DFIG Data Fusion Model. Since their approach relies on a simplistic

cost function and data from the higher levels of the DFIG Data Fusion Model typically

cannot easily be reduced in this way. Furthermore, the information is often incomplete

and contradictory. The computational complexity of their scheduling algorithms makes

adapting their solution to the non-myopic case problematic. Tests to compare against

conventional algorithms should show the value of their approach.

Thunemann et al. [33] give an overview of resource management algorithms found in

the literature up until 2009. They differentiate papers based on their degree of mathe-

matical rigour and decentralisation. In the centralised category they mention: set par-
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titioning, GRASP and heuristic algorithms. For decentralised algorithms, they mention

the Lagrangian dual problem solved by a bundle algorithm, spatial decomposition, matrix

decomposition, standard negotiation algorithm and the quorum algorithms. Though hy-

brid approaches are mentioned no algorithms are cited. They determine that algorithms

closer to the best case make use of more mathematical rigour and that decentralised algo-

rithms use fewer resources. It would have been beneficial if these claims were tested with

accompanying graphs and discussions.

Huang and Ahmed [127] solve the problem of inventory control, which is a common

production and logistics problem. Sufficient conditions are presented for optimal solu-

tions to the capacity problem using stochastic programming. The assumptions made are

that: there is a single resource, there is linear cost and there are discrete distributions

for cost and demand data (thus non-Markovian and non-stationary). They also prove

that there is a planning horizon for such problems. This paper considers non-Markovian

non-stationary stochastic process (NM-NS-SP) making it interesting for multisensor man-

agement researchers. NM-NS-SP most closely models a SFS which incorporates all aspects

of the DFIG Data Fusion Model. However, the assumption of a single resource and linear

cost would have to be lifted. The paper only gives proofs, so much more work would

have to be done before applying NM-NS-SP. There are likely to be many complexity hur-

dles in such an application, and suitable approximations would be required to reduce the

computations.

Rajkumar et al. [121] make use of GRASP to solve the problem of assigning multiple

tasks to multiple machines. In the paper, tasks consist of multiple operations that must

be performed in sequence. This is similar to the radar or active-sonar tracking problem,

which requires a transmit period followed by a receive period. Tasks must be routed and

scheduled on the machines. They test several criteria to minimise: completion time of

all the jobs, maximal machine workload and total workload of all machines. GRASP, a

meta-heuristic from integer programming, is used to solve the scheduling problem. GRASP

first constructs solutions from a restricted candidate list (RCL). Then, a local search is

performed around the candidate solutions for better solutions. A linear bias function

is applied to the search procedure, which in this case is a non-standard GRASP search

procedure. Simulations show that the biased GRASP converges on a solution in much
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fewer iterations than a genetic algorithm (GA). GRASP algorithm should be useful in

solving objective functions for multisensor management.

Tharmarasa et al. [35] define an adaptive search procedure, which is very similar to

GRASP, to schedule multiple multistatic radars (in a WSN). Local fusion centres (LFCs)

must select their receiving nodes from the set of all receivers. Fusion centres share in-

formation via tracklet fusion (uncorrelated unlike track fusion). To further ensure data

from different LFCs are not correlated, an LFC must not select a receiver used by any

other LFC. The sensor manager must improve the tracking accuracies of existing targets;

detect new targets quickly and accurately; and preserve the lifetime of the sensors. A

GRASP-like search procedure is formulated whereby each fusion centre makes an initial

selection in turn. Sensors are added by continuing to select receivers until either each LFC

is saturated or all sensors are selected. In each cycle every LFC selects only one sensor

then a local search is performed to try to find a better solution. The novelty of this paper

is not in the actual algorithm but rather in the number of factors that are optimised.

Taking non-myopic planning into account would be the next step for this algorithm.

Narykov et al. [108] looks at scheduling two AESA radars tracking a single target.

A linear Kalman filter is employed despite the non-linear motion of the target, as it is

assumed that the target only moves with constant velocity. The measurement model

takes into account signal-to-noise losses for both beam pointing inaccuracy and target

range signal degradation typical to radar sensors. However, the measurement model does

not incorporate off-bore-sight beam distortions that are normal in AESA radars. The

radar management algorithm assumes that only one radar should measure the target and

attempts to balance the sensor load with measurement accuracies. Non-linear optimisation

is applied to solve the sensor load first based on the target dwell time, which is related to the

pulse width and signal delay. Using the selected loads a global search is then performed

to find the configuration that minimises the measurement error. Unfortunately, given

that the simulations are for only a single target, the sensor load is always minuscule and

selection of the radar appears to be only dependent on the measurement capability.

Nguyen et al. [146] consider the waveform selection for multistatic radars tracking a

single target. They use an extended Kalman filter and simple track combination through

a weighted sum. The scheduler then minimises the mean squared error of the track by
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selecting an appropriate waveform, this requires reducing the trace of the covariance matrix

of the tracking filter. Since there is clutter in their simulations, the predicted covariance

matrix cannot be pre-computed for each waveform and instead needs to be estimated. Here

the Cramér-Rao Lower Bound (CRLB) for bistatic radars is employed along with Monte-

Carlo integration to determine the degradation factor caused by clutter. Unfortunately,

no scheduling algorithm is presented and a brute-force search of all the waveforms is

instead employed. Thus, the only contributions for this paper are the CRLB for bistatic

radars based on bistatic range and bisector velocity and the tracking metric for bistatic

radars based on this CRLB. This paper could have benefited from aligning itself closer

to traditional fusion approaches, such as using either measurement or track fusion. Not

doing so limits the scope of the work somewhat, as the tracking metric is only applicable

for the track combination that is not used elsewhere.

2.3.3 Artificial intelligence

Popoli and Blackman [42] make use of a fuzzy-set expert system to control an AESA radar.

Simple rules of thumb are transcribed to decided on search, track or identify (Secondary

Surveillance Radar (SSR)/Identify Friend or Foe (IFF)). The rule system gives good re-

sults for a single simplistic simulation environment. Fuzzy rules are sometimes dependent

on each other, however, this is not the case in system employed by the authors. Expert

systems have seen limited use as they require a good understand of the operator doctrine.

Changes in doctrine would require the capturing of rules to be repeated. Operators of

advanced systems are however not comfortable changing the rules sets on their own. Nev-

ertheless, expert systems are a good choice for heuristic task prioritisation. They employ

a definitive method of capturing the way humans interact with sensors. Unfortunately,

without proper tuning they cannot readily perform sensor scheduling well, as typically

operators do not necessarily have all the information to make scheduling decisions.

Molina López et al. [43] also use a knowledge based system (or expert system). Fuzzy

set theory and possibility theory are used to decide on system level tasks. Situation

Assessment and object refinement inputs are used. The decision is reached using fuzzy

necessity and a desired figure of merit. Low-level search trees are constructed from sensor

configurations that can perform a system level task. Tables of accuracy translate from
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high-level tasks to low-level tasks. A heuristic then assigns tasks to sensors by searching the

tree for tasks that minimises sensor load and maximises suitability. This is an interesting

AI heuristic technique but is not able to easily take into account changing constraints, as

these would necessitate changes to many of the operator rules captured in the fuzzy-sets.

Molina López et al. [18] look at a hybridized sensor management solution. This solution

employs fuzzy reasoning to reach decisions. A fusion centre creates the initial sensor

tasks, which can then be completed by a single sensor or a group. Consensus is reach via

sharing fuzzy priorities amongst sensors. Therefore, the fusion centre is centralised but the

management is decentralised. This sensor management approach is similar to the authors’

prior conference paper; however, it is now being applied to a hybrid sensor management

solution. Thus, expert systems and fuzzy-set reasoning can be used in a decentralised

management approach. This is useful when sensors are able to make decisions and operate

in isolation.

Veeramachaneni and Osadciw [76] look at managing multiple mechanically steered

radars. Though the radars are AESA radars this fact is never exploited, and therefore

the problem they solve is equivalent for conventional mechanically scanned radars. This

paper provides the closest link to the research conducted. In their case, the sensor manager

must control the sensor dwell time per target (presumably by slowing down the angular

rotation), as well as the power and surveillance range. They can either track a target or

survey the area using a search waveform. Search can still be performed in the near field

when tracking a target. They do not exploit the fact that it is also possible to search in the

far field, through adequate pre-scheduling of the AESA beam. Unlike previous papers, the

authors do not treat the search aspect of surveillance as secondary and weigh off probability

of detection against tracking accuracy. They make use of a particle swarm optimiser (PSO)

to determine the schedule for the radars, an artificial intelligence technique that is inspired

by the swarming nature found in creatures such as bees. Results for their algorithm show

that they always cover at least 50% of the area. Probability of detection is also always

above 60% and increases as beams are assigned to far-out targets more frequently. This

result could be improved upon by considering far-field search waveforms as discussed.

Nevertheless, the paper is of good quality and the results are well presented. More work

would be required to handle a non-myopic expansion of the sample problem.
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Martin and Newman [36] also look into using a particle swarm optimiser (PSO). They

control the platform course for a squadron of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV). This prob-

lem is closely related to multisensor management, and thus should be easy to trans-

late under equivalent constraints. They make use of a receding time horizon controller

(RTHC) through adequate modelling of the problem using a non-Markovian decision pro-

cess (NMDP). UAV motion is modelled using a simpler manoeuvre automaton. A non-

Markovian reward is required as the UAVs are rewarded for visiting previously viewed

terrain from different angles. Therefore, this requires taking all previously visited states

into account. The PSO algorithm solves the scheduling problem of the NMRDP, and, in

this case, makes use of suffix tries to reduce computation. Suffix tries attempt to find an

optimal starting sequence for the UAVs and freeze it for several iterations of the PSO.

Unfortunately, they only compare the algorithm to a simple open-loop loiter algorithm.

PSO is definitely viable for taking into account many factors for multisensor management.

However, it remains to be seen how well it converges and at what differential computa-

tional cost, and against other artificial intelligent and mathematical programming search

techniques.

Newman et al. [103] again look at using a particle swarm optimiser (PSO). In terms

of the scheduling problem solved it is equivalent to the previous paper by Martin. The

novelty added by the paper is the fact that they use multiple hypothesis tracking (MHT)

instead of the extended Kalman filter (EKF) of the previous paper. MHT leads to better

target tracking than the EKF but requires more computation time. It is good to see that

their approach is amenable to modern tracking techniques.

Ralph and Jones [118] consider the problem of automated mission planning for a fleet

of aircraft. Thus they assign tasks: either surveillance requests or prosecution requests to

the aircraft that will be most capable of performing the task. As aircraft contain different

weapons platforms, some may be more suited to solving the problem. This scheduling

problem is shown to be non-deterministic polynomial time complete. They present a

multiple objective search algorithm known as simulated annealing. Simulated annealing

is a probabilistic search algorithm that mimics the annealing of metals. They define six

heuristics to make an initial selection for the simulated annealing. They only compare

the simulated annealing approach using their six heuristics. Unfortunately, this does not
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show whether simulated annealing, in general, is a good approach for scheduling. Testing

against more conventional search algorithms and other AI techniques would be beneficial.

While long-term effects are not catered for it should be possible to use simulated annealing

in conjunction with non-myopic approaches.

Shea et al. [37] make use of a GA to schedule several radar systems. They look at an air-

borne ground-moving-target-indicator (GMTI) radar, ship-based airborne-MTI (AMTI)

radar and space-based constellation of optical sensors. While this paper focuses on auto-

matic task generation, they make use of a GAs from a prior paper to solve the scheduling

problem. Tasks are prioritised using a benefit function and the GAs tries to schedule tasks

to maximise the overall benefit. They compare the GAs approach to a baseline wide-area

search algorithm. Unfortunately the baseline algorithm used is not specified, and therefore

it is hard to interpret whether the GAs scheduler is a good approach. Nevertheless, GAs

should be compatible with non-myopic planning as well, though in the paper a myopic

simplification is performed.

2.3.4 Statistical techniques

He and Chong [38] look at the general multisensor problem of selecting a sensor to make

measurements of a target, given sensor usage costs. They make use of a statistical tech-

nique known as Monte-Carlo simulations to track the belief state of the POMDP. Usually

the analytical hidden Markov model (HMM) filter is used. The key attribute of statistical

techniques is that they are simple to compute and therefore allow more sophistication

in the modelling of the system. While they are simple, they do however utilise a lot of

processing power, a fact that is overlooked by the researchers. To schedule the sensors,

they make use of quality value (Q-value) approximation combined with a particle filter

(PF). Particle filtering is a Monte-Carlo technique that is used to estimate non-linear

dynamic Bayesian models, in this case the HMM. Thus, they estimate the cost of each

sensing action using Q-value approximation along with a PF. The PF provides the Q-value

approximation with a set of POMDP belief states. In return, Q-value delivers updated

actions to the PF belief state estimation. Simulations show that their policy performs

slightly worse than the closest point of approach policy in terms of tracking accuracy.

It does, however, outperform such an approach in terms of power usage for the sensors.
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These results are for the case where one sensor consumes more power than the other two.

Their approach provides better tracking accuracy than the comparison algorithm when

all sensors consume equal power, but only if there is a more accurate sensor available. It

also consumes the same amount of total power from the network. Exploring individual

sensor power usage seems to be overlooked, as it seems clear from their results that the

accurate sensor is likely have a depleted battery. Despite this, the technique gives merit

to POMDP approaches, as reducing computation time and complexity for POMDP is an

unsolved problem. Monte-Carlo techniques also lend themselves well to parallel processing

architectures.

Kreucher et al. [39] also consider Monte-Carlo techniques for sensor scheduling. In this

case, they look at deciding when to measure targets with multiple UAV-mounted radars.

Instead of a more general non-myoptic approach, a two-step look-ahead is performed to

limit the computation. The two-step look-ahead is a slightly longer-term myopic sen-

sor management algorithm. Tasks are prioritised using the Rényi entropy between the

predicted probability distribution and update probability distribution. Two Monte-Carlo

search techniques are presented to solve the scheduling problem. The first makes use of

the two-step look-ahead and performs simulations to determine the best set of actions, or

those giving the largest Rényi entropy. The second method adaptively searches for the best

path to follow. It approximates the gain by looking down paths a few times. Both tech-

niques should easily be adaptable to non-myopic approaches. However, they only compare

their algorithms to each other and find that method two converges faster. This is due to

the fact that it does not interrogate as many paths before finding a near-optimal solution.

Incorporating more information from the different levels of the DFIG Data Fusion Model

(DFM) should be possible, as this merely translates into a new task prioritisation scheme.

Wang et al. [125] make use of a random scheduling algorithm, where the probabilities

of selecting different actions is weighted by their task-prioritisation algorithm. Their

application area is cognitive radio links in the presence of a single intelligent jammer.

Secondary users make use of spectrum assigned to a primary user and are actively jammed

by the jammer. The problem is to get information sent from the transmitter to the

receiver despite the efforts of the jammer. Nevertheless, the scheduling algorithm should

be applicable to multisensor management and may help in scenarios where jamming is
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present as well. The problem is modelled as a non-stochastic MAB, which seems counter-

intuitive. Perhaps the intention was to imply a NM-NS-MAB. The non-stochastic name

does, however, appear to relate to the fact that channel statistics are unknown. Thus, the

algorithm does not take into account any prior knowledge of the primary user.

Farokhi and Johansson [142] consider the problem of scheduling a network of sensors.

As decisions are made in a distributed fashion the problem must be solved using stochastic

control theory such as those found in published books on this topic [140]. They model

the sensor scheduling policy as a continuous-time Markov chain. From this an iterative

differential equation is generated that models the control inputs as a Poisson counter

process. An optimisation problem is then formulated as the expectation of impact the

control decisions will have on the sensor operation. The optimal control policy is then

derived using stochastic mathematics and partial differential equations.

2.3.5 Identified gaps

IA is a scheduling algorithm that is used in robotics and gene sequencing. No published

research has determined how IA would be applied to the scheduling of multiple sensors.

It was thus decided that applying this algorithm to the scheduling of multistatic radar

networks would add another degree of novelty to the research. The research also considers

how IA interacts with the other aspects, including the chosen architecture of the sensor

management solution.
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2.4 Impact on this Research

For the research conducted, the focus was on the scheduling aspect of multisensor man-

agement. On the multisensor management modelling level, to reduce the scope of the

research, it was decided to opt for a myopic simplification for the multisensor manage-

ment aspect. Non-myopic approaches are very interesting and are definitely the future of

multisensor management. However, as work conducted at this level is also cutting edge,

it is better suited for an independent study focusing on this aspect alone.

The myopic simplification, in the case of the research described in this document,

considers only the current scan performed by a MSMSRN. The set of sensors was thus

constrained to include only radars, as various sensors have different sensing requirements

and they would add extra complexity. Nevertheless, the approach was designed to be

generic and adaptable to other sensor types in the future. The multisensor manager

architecture of Blackman and Popoli [20] was employed, and only the high-level manager

was the focus of the research.

Task generation was defined for the current research to be implicit, meaning that it

performed for each of the fused tracks, which are the outputs of the track-fusion subsystem

of the SFS. The SFS generates task for all targets that are recognised on the highest level

of the system. Therefore, no task-generation algorithm was required in the multisensor

managements used in this research.

Task prioritisation for the current research uses the information filter covariance matrix

as the target priority mechanism. This approach was taken directly from the literature,

as suggested by a reviewer. Although taking into account more information from all the

levels of the DFIG Data Fusion model is desirable, this can lead to considerable complexity

and will make results obtained hard to analyse. In some simulations performed, task

prioritisation was simplified using a simple Markov chain. There is a fixed probability

that tasks increase in priority, which is related to the maximum number of scans before a

target would be lost. The priority of the target decreases when targets are measured in a

multistatic manner.

This framework allows the focus of the research to be on MSMSRN scheduling. From

the multisensor literature, it can be seen that sensor scheduling is essentially a temporal
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task organisation problem. Multisensor scheduling must fill the timeline of each of the

sensors with tasks that add value to the operation of the SFS.
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2.5 Conclusion

As can be seen from Figure 2.2, the field of multisensor management has a diverse set of

algorithms to solve the various aspects of sensor management. It is often hard to gauge

which algorithms are better to use than others, as not only do the researchers solve very

different problems, but often there has been very little work has been done to compare

the algorithms in the existing literature. More work should be done to perform good

comparisons of algorithms when they can solve the same problem. In addition, which

problems the algorithms solve the best should also be explored more thoroughly.

Researchers often employ myopic simplifications for the sensor management model.

Non-myopic approaches, which seem to be the future of multisensor management mod-

elling, are more interesting and should be applied to further enhance algorithms after a

myopic simplification has been used. In all cases, using the multisensor manager archi-

tecture of Blackman and Popoli [20] not only leads to a more well-defined approach, but

also makes comparison to work conducted by other researchers easier. Future research

should not necessarily only use non-myopic approaches, but algorithms must eventually

be validated for these types of sensor management models.

While the literature contains very complex and interesting task-generation algorithms,

this field appears to require a good background in human cognition and artificial intelli-

gence. This aspect would also be very suitable as a separate doctoral level study. This is

so that a computer can truly define/generate tasks with no human intervention. In such

a system, there are no hard-coded rules and constraints, where the computer algorithm

learns the capabilities of the IFS as a human operator would. Fully automated task gen-

eration will definitely add value in future IFSs and might lead to new applications that

have not been conceived of at present.

Task prioritisation seems to have a very good set of algorithms that solve it adequately.

These algorithms should, however, take into account more information from all the levels

of the DFIG data fusion model. This can lead to considerable complexity, however, and

will make results obtained harder to analyse. Similar to task generation, performing this

task in a fully automated fashion is not an easy task but should, nonetheless, be the goal

of the sensor management community.
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Figure 2.2: Map of multisensor management algorithms. All terms are defined in the
glossary and were obtained from the referenced literature.
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While the other aspects of sensor management are noteworthy, apart from schedul-

ing, most require a good background in many fields of research. For this research, it

was decided to focus on the scheduling aspect of mechanically steered multistatic radar

management. Sensor scheduling appears to have many heuristic approaches, which, while

computationally efficient, are tightly coupled to the problems they solve. Other schedul-

ing approaches make use of optimisation and Monte-Carlo algorithms which can be very

computationally costly. Therefore the approach followed in this work leads to a simpler

and more intuitively scheduling algorithm through the use of Interval Algebra. Time will

tell if this algorithm will be adopted more widely by the sensor management community.

Certainly, a more automated scheduler should also be a goal to be considered by the sensor

management community.
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Chapter 3

Theory

3.1 Introduction

This chapter looks at the theory used throughout this research and is broken up into

three sections. The first section is an overview of radar and information fusion preliminar-

ies required to understand Mechanically Steered Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network

(MSMSRN) scheduling. The second section covers the theory of Interval Algebra (IA),

which is the algorithm I investigated while conducting my research. The third and final

section covers the theory of the Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP),

a conventional scheduling approach that was compared to IA scheduling. Much of this

chapter was the basis for the theory sections of the author et al.’s research paper accepted

by the Elsevier Information Fusion journal (Section A.3).

Multistatic radars are a type of Sensor Fusion System (SFS) that employs geographi-

cally distributed radar receivers and transmitters. Section 3.2 starts off with preliminary

radar background, covering only the detail necessary to understand the workings of mo-

nostatic and bistatic radars in the context of multistatic radars. It then progresses to

multisensor information fusion theory, a part of which encompasses the need for multi-

sensor management. The latter part is useful to understand how to control a multistatic

radar network.

Section 3.2.2 begins with an introduction to the MSMSRN scheduling environment for

a simplistic surveillance radar network. Next, the benefits of multistatic measurements

are presented. As will be seen, these multistatic measurements are advantageous and are
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enabled through the use of multiple radars. The focus area of the research documented

in this thesis is then how to schedule a multistatic radar network, but not how to process

the gathered information.

This chapter also highlights the practical concerns of a realistic MSMSRN that must

be addressed by scheduling algorithms that can be used for a realisable MSMSRN. These

include: uncertainties in the angular sequence of targets (Section 3.2.3); the effect of target

motion and therefore the need for scheduling nimbleness (Section 3.2.4); and handling of

monostatic scanning, tracking and confirmation tasks (Section 3.2.5).

Next, this chapter gives a detailed introduction to Interval Algebra in Section 3.3,

starting off with the fundamental concepts. The usage of intervals, their relationships in

IA and the creation of IA networks is discussed (Sections 3.3.1 and 3.3.2). This includes

a description of constraint propagation, path and total/network consistency algorithms.

Interesting aspects such as duration algebra, fuzzy IA and Bayesian IA are also introduced

but not delved into in much detail (Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.4). These topics could be used

to conduct further research on the use of IA for other scheduling scenarios. The author of

this thesis implemented MSMSRN scheduling algorithms utilising Interval Algebra to test

the feasibility of IA as a generic scheduling algorithm. Section 3.3.5 gives an introduction

of the current research that is being performed using IA algorithms on parallel processing

architectures.

Finally, this chapter introduces GRASP in Section 3.4 and provides pseudo code for

the MSMSRN scheduling, which is the sample problem to solve that was selected for this

research. GRASP is compared to IA to ensure that IA can compete with conventional

algorithms. The results of the comparisons performed are captured in Chapter 5.
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3.2 Multistatic Radar Scheduling

This research was conducted for a wide-area surveillance SFS. The goal of the system is

to detect, track and classify maritime targets. Radars are used as the primary sensors

for all three of the SFS modes. In particular, the radars are mechanically steered pencil-

beam monopulse Doppler radars. Multistatic measurements are possible because multiple

distributed radars are used [44–46]. A sample problem needed to be devised to test the

MSMSRN scheduling algorithms that were implemented. The research focused on the SFS

scheduling task of generating multistatic measurements for the targets.

Only the required radar background for multistatic measurements is presented. This

is followed by the Data Fusion Information Group (DFIG)1 Data Fusion Model (DFM),

which includes multisensor management. This is followed by a definition for the need to

make multistatic measurements. Then the sample problem used to test the algorithms is

described. Finally, a description of the simulation environment is given. In particular, the

way simulations were conducted is shown.

3.2.1 Radar preliminaries

The radar information given here is an overview of the radar book by Richards et al. [147].

There are numerous books and papers available dealing with the details of radar sensors

and an exhaustive list will not be given here.

The word radar was originally an acronym and stands for radio detection and ranging.

In a monostatic radar, the receiver and transmitter are co-located (Figure 3.1), whereas

for bistatic radar the transmitter and receiver are located some distance apart (Figure

3.2). For bistatic radar the angle between the transmitter and receiver dish is known as

the bistatic angle.

Monostatic radars transmit electromagnetic energy on the target and use the delay

between the transmission and reception of the pulse to measure range. The target must

lie within the beam of the radar to make monostatic measurements. Bistatic radars use an

ellipsoid with the transmitter and receiver as the foci of the ellipsoid, the actual location

1The DFIG is part of the Joint Directors of Laboratories (JDL), which in turn is part of the United
States Department of Defence (US-DOD).
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Transceiver

Figure 3.1: Monostatic measurement of a target by a single radar. The transmitted radar
signals reflect off the sphere and are received at the same radar. The dotted line represents
the round-trip delay of the electromagnetic signal, which is used to determine the slant
range of the target. Half of the round trip time determines the slant range, which is the
range of the target within the beam and differs from the true ground range due to the
elevation angle of the beam. The angle of arrival is determined by a measurement of the
position of the positioner, the beam width. Monopulse processing can improve the angle
of arrival measurements to half the beam width.

of the target is then determined by delay as well as the angle of arrival (azimuth angle)

measured by the receiver to pinpoint the target. Multistatic radars make use of both

monostatic and bistatic techniques. Monostatic measurement is depicted in Figure 3.1

while bistatic measurement is depicted in Figure 3.2.

Monopulse radars send out or sample the received beam as four discrete parts [65]

(Figure 3.3). Two beams are adjacent to the bore-sight of the radar in elevation angle,

and the other two beams are adjacent to these in the azimuth angle. This allows the radar

to accurately pinpoint the target within the beam. The computation requires taking the

difference between the azimuth pairs and elevation pairs. The probability of detection is

maintained by taking the sum of all beams to increase the Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR)

ratio. These computations are generally performed using analog Radio-Frequency (RF)

comparator circuits. Thus, the radar makes use of three channels of data: the summa-

tion/sum, azimuth and elevation channel. Signal processing must be applied on all three

channels but detections are only formed for the sum channel. When targets are exactly in

the radar bore-sight, only the sum channel will contain target energy. Offsets in azimuth

and elevation will cause energy to appear in the relevant channels as well. Monopulse cal-

culations take the ratio of the channels into account to estimate the azimuth and elevation

offset that the target has from the bore-sight of the radar beam.
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Focal point

Transmitter Receiver

Focal point

Figure 3.2: Bistatic measurement of a target by two radars. Signals transmitted by one
radar reflect off the sphere and are received at the second radar. The ellipse in the figure
depicts the cross-section of the bistatic range measurement ellipsoid; all points on the
ellipsoid satisfy the round trip delay time from the transmitter to the receiver. The focal
point of the dishes of the two radars will be the foci of the ellipse for the bistatic radar.
Thus, to have a pinpointed position the transmission delay as well as the cone-angle
(azimuth and elevation angles) of arrival is required.

Figure 3.4 shows the typical building blocks of a tracking and search radar. For search

radars the positioner control is not controlled by the output of the tracking component.

Bistatic radars split the receive and transmit paths geographically and can sometimes do

without transmissions by utilising other radio-frequency signals. The latter type of bista-

tic radars are usually referred to as Passive Coherent Location (PCL) radars. Transmitted

signals are generated digitally and then converted to analog form. These analog signals

are mixed up to the frequency band of the radar and amplified before transmission. The

circulator is used in monostatic radars to protect the receiver during transmission time

when one antenna is shared for receive and transmit or two antennas are too close. Gain

control attenuates nearby reflected signals so as not to saturate the radio-frequency com-

ponents. A low-noise amplifier boosts signals sent down from the receiver to ensure a

better signal-to-noise ratio. The signal is mixed down to an intermediate frequency from

the radar operating frequency in the RF receiver. Digital sampling is performed and finally

radar signal processing techniques are applied digitally in the radar signal processor.

Measurements from radars are passed into a Radar Signal Processor (RSP) (Figure

3.4). The data are usually processed as discrete packets of information known as bursts.

The bursts consist of range and Doppler information, and each sample in time represents
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Figure 3.3: Monopulse radar measurements using four distinct transmit and receive
beams/antennas using analog radio-frequency comparator circuits. Transmit beams are
formed such that they can be discerned from each other on receive. The receive beams
formed are passed through four comparators to generate the elevation, azimuth and sum-
mation signals. Diagonal signals, while physically created, are not used. Elevation signals
are formed from the difference between the sum of the received echo on the upper two
beams and the sum of the received echo on the lower two beams. Azimuth signals are
formed from the difference between the sum of the received echo on the right two beams
and the sum of the received echo on the left two beams. Summation signals are formed
from the sum of the received echo on all the beams.

a range sample. An arbitrary range is decided as the maximum and is related to the pulse

repetition interval. This selection, however, cannot be made independently of the required

Doppler resolution. The details will be discussed along with Doppler processing later.

Subsequent range samples therefore form part of the next pulse. Consequently, the entire

burst is therefore a range-Doppler map handled as a matrix of samples. The RSP applies

the following signal-processing functions: intermediate-frequency/digital-down sampling,

equalisation, pulse compression, matrix transpose/corner-turning memory, Doppler filter-

ing and detection using a constant false alarm rate (CFAR) detector. The outputs of the

detector are known as first detections. These detections are then passed into a detection

and estimation processor to form second detections, using clustering and censoring, and

also better estimates of target range, angle and radial velocity.

Extended targets, spanning multiple range and Doppler cells, are larger than the range

resolution of the radar (Figure 3.5). First detections of such targets must be clustered into

a single second detection. Small targets may have only single first detection associated

to the second detection. Estimations of target kinematic attributes, usually in spherical
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Positioner Control

Waveform GeneratorDUCDACExciterTransmitter

Circulator Gain Control Low-noise Amplifier Gain Control

ADCDDCEqualiserPulse CompressorCorner Turning Memory

Doppler Filter Detector Clustering Association Tracking Filters

Figure 3.4: Processing chain of a typical radar sensor. Functions performed before the
Digital-to-Analog Converter (DAC) and after the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC) form
part of the Radar Signal Processor (RSP). Signals to and from the RSP are mixed up to
a suitable intermediate frequency (usually lower than 250 MHz for non-imaging radars)
using a Digital Up-Converter (DUC) and Digital Up-Converter (DUC). All other functions
apart from the positioner control form part of the Radio-Frequency (RF) components to
mix up and down from an intermediate frequency to the operating band (e.g. 8.5 GHz to
10 GHz for X-band). Not depicted is the radar timing control and local oscillator as these
components attach to most RF components.

coordinates, are then made using statistical techniques. Afterwards, both the detections

and estimations are fed into a tracking filter to form a track on the target. The tracking

filter sequentially incorporates past and current information to track the spatial and kine-

matic properties of a target (Figure 3.7). A popular filter is the Kalman filter, which has

also been used for fusion of multiple tracks through track fusion [12].

Doppler radars measure the Doppler frequency caused by the motion of the target

(Figure 3.6). Successive phase-coherent pulses are transmitted over a short dwell time

by pulse Doppler radars. Continuous wave radars transmit continuously but still sample

the receive data into several PRIs. The received data broken up into PRIs are sampled

coherently and adjacent range cells (or bins) of the range-Doppler map are passed through

a Fourier transform.

The dwell time required is related to the velocity of the target. The number of pulses

sent determines the Doppler sampling period. Longer periods can allow unambiguous

velocity measurements of greater target speeds, but also reduce the range sampling ca-

pability of the radar. This is due to the fact that the dwell time requirement must still

be met. If the dwell time is too long, the signals will decorrelate with each other and no
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Figure 3.5: Radar burst measuring an extended target and clutter. The figure shows how
radar data is sampled for an extended target as a range-Doppler burst of data. Each
echo for each transmitted pulse is sampled sequentially generating range samples. The
sampling speed determines the range resolution of the radar. Successive pulses are treated
as distinct Doppler cells. This leads to a range-Doppler matrix per radar burst of data.
Targets larger than the radar range resolution will be present in multiple range cells. Parts
of the target that move at different velocities will extend into different Doppler cells.

Doppler measurement will be formed. Short dwell times can result in insufficient target

energy being returned and no radar measurement being made.

These opposing requirements will result in ambiguities in either of the domains. A

longer range will reduce the Doppler resolution and result in a slower upper bound on the

measured unambiguous target radial velocity component (towards the radar). Having a

higher upper bound for the unambiguous target radial velocity requires having a shorter

unambiguous range resolution. This is due to the fact that the dwell time must be short

enough that the target signals do not become uncorrelated to prior returns.

Owing to the cyclical nature of the Fourier transform and finite number of pulses,

the velocity is ambiguous and modulus mathematics is applicable. Knowledge of the

transmitted frequency and number of pulses helps to calculate the radial velocity. It is

important to note that the radar can only measure the radial component of the velocity

of the target relative to the radar. The 0 Hz Doppler line can usually be ignored by

the detection logic of a stationary radar, as it will contain large returns from clutter

(background interference from trees, buildings, etc.). This is provided that the target is

not moving tangential to a hypothetical radial line connecting it to the radar.

However, a Doppler frequency is induced on signals returned by stationary clutter for
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Transceiver

Figure 3.6: A radar Doppler measurement generated using successive coherent pulses over
a short dwell time. The radar beam is depicted as a black lobe that intersect a target.
The spheres with dotted lines depict prior locations of the target. Here the movement of
the target is exaggerated. The actual motion of the target during the measurements is
small; however, even small movements induce a measurable Doppler frequency on returned
signals.

moving platforms. This means that the clutter will appear in a variety of Doppler lines.

Thus, the Doppler line that contains stationary clutter varies based on the speed of the

platform. This can usually only be fully resolved using Space-Time Adaptive Processing

(STAP).

If the speed of the target is greater than the Doppler sampling period can measure,

the target can wrap back into the ignored Doppler bins/lines. This is known as a Doppler

blind zone and results in the target not being measured if these Doppler lines are ignored.

Figure 3.7 shows an example track for a moving object. Each tracking sample is

denoted by a full circle. The ellipse surrounding the circle depicts the tracking covariance.

The covariance gets smaller when the target performs slower manoeuvres. Noise present

in the received signals leads to an offset between the measured location of the target and

the true location.

3.2.2 Multistatic radars

Now recall from Section 1.3 and Chapter 2 the details of multistatic radars and multi-

sensor management. Multistatic radars are a type of Multiple-In Multiple-Out (MIMO)

radar system, which provide many advantages over monostatic and bistatic radar systems.

Multistatic measurements can help reduce occlusions that would occur due to for example
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Figure 3.7: Example of a radar track for a moving target. Radar measurements are
depicted as black dots along the solid black line depicting the motion of the target. Each
measurement is not exact and the measurement 2σ covariance is plotted as black ellipses
around the radar measurement.

the sea state for maritime targets. Waves and other sea conditions can cause targets to be

occluded or experience electromagnetic multi-path effects. Multistatic measurements are

formed by using both monostatic and bistatic radar techniques. First, the transmitting

radar can form monostatic measurements from the direct skin echo of the electromagnetic

signals from the signals it has sent. Next, from indirect reflections of signals transmitted

by other radars bistatic measurements can be formed. Measurement fusion is then per-

formed on the monostatic and bistatic measurement to form a multistatic measurement.

As the measurements are made during the same time at the same radar, computation and

communication requirements are minimal.

Multistatic measurements have several advantages over making only either bistatic

or monostatic measurements. Firstly, the SNR is raised as there is more energy on the

target. This means that the probability of detection (Pd) will be greater, as Pd is directly

proportional to the SNR [147]. Secondly, the probability of detection also goes up as clutter

effects and target Radar Cross-Section (RCS) vary for the two radars. To be precise,

the clutter interfering with the target signals received at the two radars is statistically

independent. Furthermore, as most targets are not symmetrical in all spatial dimensions,

the RCS is related to the aspect angle of the target in relation to the radar. In fact, even

for stealth aircraft, the scattering of signals is more likely to cause detections in an MIMO

radar.

In terms of information fusion, multistatic measurements also provide numerous ad-
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vantages. Firstly, there are simply more radar measurements made of the target, which

provides better information about the spatial and kinematic information gathered on the

target. This can especially help mitigate the multipath distortions in some geometries of

radars to targets. Secondly, given certain geometries, the intersection of the track covari-

ances will produce more accurate fused information. The best scenario in a binary radar

system is where the beams of the radars intersect at 90◦when making measurements. In

this case, the angle inaccuracy of the two radars are orthogonal to each other. Since this

is the largest uncertainty for both monostatic and bistatic measurements, the resulting

inaccuracy of the target position will be the lowest possible. For multistatic radar systems

where more than two radars are used the best scenario will change based on the location

of the radars. Lastly, the RCS and clutter diversity in the fused information ensure that

the track will be more accurate.

The radars must transmit at different frequencies and be able to receive on all radar

transmit frequencies to make a multistatic measurement, which consists of a monostatic

and bistatic measurement at each radar. Another possibility is to make use of the con-

structive interference of the waveforms sent by both radars. In this case, the radars can

still receive on a single frequency but the SNR is likely to be higher. Furthermore, target

occlusion at all radars in both monostatic and bistatic modes is also less likely. For both

types of multistatic radar systems, the radars must measure the targets simultaneously.

Therefore, the multisensor manager must apply closed loop control of the SFS. Every

time a multistatic measurement is required, the corresponding radars must be scheduled

to measure the target simultaneously.

Management

The goal of the MSMSRN management algorithm is to ensure that the radars measure

the targets periodically in a multistatic mode (refer to Figure 3.8 for an example). While

simultaneous scheduling of search modes can also be advantageous, this was not investi-

gated in the current study. Multistatic measurements should ensure that tracks of the

targets will be more stable. Searching for new targets within the field must also still be

performed, seeing as the primary task of the SFS is surveillance. This leads to the con-

straint that the radars are disallowed from turning around during scans. Therefore, the
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Radar Two

Radar One

Figure 3.8: Example scene for MSMSRN management of a binary radar system. Radar
beams are depicted as black lobes extending from the radar dishes. Targets are circles and
a multistatic measurement is being made of a single target. Three other targets are being
measured using monostatic measurements.

MSMSRN management algorithm will, on each scan, have a fixed maximum number of

targets that can be measured in multistatic mode. In general, this number will be lower

than the total number of targets. An example scene is depicted in Figure 3.8.

The MSMSRN management algorithms implemented are sub-divided into a high-level

and low-level scheduler. A multistatic scheduling task is created per target. Task priori-

tisation is then achieved through the use of the tracking covariance of the targets or a

simple priority mechanism. The low-level scheduler adjusts the azimuth scan rate of the

mechanically steered positioners of the radar to ensure that the radars measure targets

simultaneously. Typically, one radar must slow down while another speeds up its azimuth

scan rate. The high-level scheduler decides which multistatic scheduling tasks will be

performed from scan to scan. These decisions are made based on the target priorities

constrained by positioner movement and target locations.

A sensor coordination algorithm is considered a nimble scheduler when it is able to

rapidly adapt to changes in the surveyed area. This means that, if there are fast-moving
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or rapidly accelerating targets, the scheduler will incorporate the updated target locations

in real-time. These targets will not only affect planning but also scheduling within very

short time intervals. Thus the scheduler must be able to recalculate the schedule of tasks

for the sensors concurrently with the execution of these tasks by the sensors. The updated

schedule of tasks can leverage the improved situational picture as it is generated by the

information fusion system.

3.2.3 Scheduling problem

The sensor management problem to solve is selecting the maximum number of targets to

measure with multiple radars. It is assumed that the mechanically steered positioners of

the radars are not allowed to change direction during the scan, as doing so would increase

the cost and complexity of the radars. Thus each radar will temporally scan over all

targets in a specific sequence.

Given a multistatic radar network with R radars that are scanning a scene of N targets,

the scheduling goal per scan can be written as:

argmax
∑N

k=1Q (k) · S(k)

subject to: C(m,n, r) ∀ {m,n} ∈ K, r ∈ R
(3.1)

where k, m and n are target indexes; r is the radar index, K is the set of scheduled

targets and R is the set of radars. Q(k) is the priority of target k. S(k) denotes whether

target k has been scheduled. The full enumeration of C(m,n, r) for all values of m and

n in K, as well as radars r in R are the constraints that need to be satisfied. In other

words, the goal is to find the largest set K, which maximises the value of Equation 3.1 but

does not violate any constraints. The optimisation variable in Equation 3.1 is S(k) when

considering a single scan. However, good selections of S(k) can also affect the quality of

the measurements and, thus, the priority of the targets Q(k).

The target selection function S(k) is then simply:

S(k) =

 1 if k ∈ K,

0 otherwise
(3.2)
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Given an arbitrary reference line and radar positioner rotation, C(m,n, r) returns

constraints as follows:

C(m,n, r) =


θr (m) ≺ θr (n) if m < n,

θr (m) � θr (n) if m > n,

∅ otherwise

(3.3)

Here θr(m) is the function that determines the angle from the radar r taken from the

arbitrary reference line to target m. This reference line is selected such that the angles for

all targets increase monotonically. For a dual radar case used in this research, the best

selection for the reference is the line that connects the radars. The C(m,n, r) function

imposes the constraint that all targets must either appear in sequence or simultaneously

for a specific radar. The precede ‘≺’ and succeed ‘�’ operators are used as the ordering

depends on the scan direction. Thus, all the radars should be able to measure the targets

in sequence without requiring a change in scan pattern.

Equation 3.3 will always hold given a specific reference line. The angles for a target

to a radar is determined by θr, which is not only dependent on the target but also the

radar. The function θr will certainly change if the reference line is changed. However,

the choice of reference line is arbitrary as all that is required is for the targets to either

increase monotonically or decrease monotonically for the next scan. A different reference

line can be selected per radar but this will likely make the application of the technique

slightly more complex

Uncertainty in the angular sequence of targets

Uncertainties arise in the azimuth ordering of the targets for either radar. This is due

to the azimuth angle measurement accuracy of the radar, which cannot be infinitesimally

small. This is an unavoidable situation even if monopulse measurements are made, as in

both cases the angular accuracy is determined by the beam width [65]. Consequently,

when targets are too close together in azimuth angle the radar is unable to discern their

true order.

The MSMSRN scheduling algorithms must be able to exploit these uncertainties so

that they can be used to schedule more multistatic measurements per scan. Furthermore,
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no tracking degradation will be experienced in the ambiguous case. This is due to the fact

that the targets are sufficiently close to the centre of the radar beam in order to receive

maximum antenna gain.

Figure 3.9 illustrates a scenario where targets are measured ambiguously. Radar one

does not need to discern the true order of targets three and five.

1

1
1

3

2

3

3

5

5
5

4

4 4

2

2

6

6 6

Radar Two

Radar One

Figure 3.9: Uncertainties in the sequence of targets and target motion as scheduling
processes.

3.2.4 Target motion and scheduler nimbleness

Since the targets are moving, the geometry of the targets relative to the two radars changes

over time, as depicted in Figure 3.9 by the curved dotted arrows. If the targets move fast

enough and scheduling is performed without any future prediction, then it is possible that

the target will not lie in the beam of one or both radars and a multistatic measurement

will not be made. Similarly, targets that are ambiguous for a radar will only remain in

this state for a brief period of time.

As a result, the scheduling problem to solve is dependent on the targets that are

scheduled. Each time a target is scheduled, the intersection point of the radar beams
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must move from the current target to the next target. To do this, the scheduler merely

requires knowing the target angles from both radars and moving the positioners at the

correct rate to intersect at the new point. The strategy followed is to move the radar that

must rotate by the biggest angle at the maximum rotation rate and slow down the other

radar appropriately. The shortest path is a straight line between the two targets and is

shown in Figure 3.9 by the solid straight arrows. Thus the minimum time that will pass is

the angular difference between the two targets divided by the maximum scan rate. This

value will be largest for the radar which has the greatest angular difference to rotate.

During this time, all targets that must still be measured by the radars later in the scan

will have moved. The distance required to move out of the beam of the radar is dependent

on the target distance from the radar, the beam width of the radar and the direction of

motion. Assuming straight line motion, the last parameter can be simplified to an aspect

angle of the motion. The minimum velocity can be calculated from the distance and the

scheduling time between the two multistatic measurements, which will cause multistatic

measurements to be missed.

The degree to which multistatic measurements will be missed is thus dependent on

the velocity of the target as well as the scanning rate of the radars. Targets that will

be measured closer to the end of the scan will also be the worst affected, as more time

would have passed before these multistatic measurements were attempted. Fast vehicles,

helicopters, airplanes and fast-moving boats, such as go-fast boats, will cause the largest

problems for any surveillance radar scheduler. Ballistic and supersonic targets are usually

not tracked by surveillance systems and are instead tracked by either a tracking radar

or more frequently by the tracking aspect of a Multifunction Radar (MFR) due to their

extremely fast motion. For all these types of target, the scene unfolds quickly at each time

step and it is not possible to rely on targets falling within the edge of the beam to ensure

detections.

In order to handle fast targets, a scheduling algorithm must therefore predict target

locations after each multistatic measurement is made. However, as the goal is to measure as

many targets as possible, this leads to two interacting requirements. Firstly, the schedule

of targets to visit that will be generated is dependent on the geometry of the targets.

However, the geometry changes over time and the degree of change depends on which
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targets have been scheduled. There is no simple solution to this problem that will ensure

that no multistatic measurements are missed.

Nevertheless, any forward predictions made should result in a better scheduling per-

formance than making no predictions. One simple approach would be to determine the

fastest time the two radar beams could be made to intersect at any target in isolation.

Thus all other multistatic measurements that may be made before this target is visited are

ignored. This will once again lead to a static target geometry, with errors that increase

over the scan, which can be used to select the targets for multistatic measurements. A

better approach would be to calculate the schedule of targets to visit on the fly, while still

attempting to measure as many high-priority targets as possible. This scheduler would be

nimble in terms of reacting to the changes in the target geometry.

Both approaches require solving

θr(t0) + t · θ̇r(t) = arctan


(
At
f · x̂f (t0)− xr

)
· [0 1 0 0]′(

At
f · x̂f (t0)− xr

)
· [1 0 0 0]′

 (3.4)

for each radar r, where t0 denotes the current time, t denotes the prediction time, f

signifies the target, θ and θ̇ is the current positioner movement profile of the radar, A

is the motion model of the target, x̂ is the current filter estimate of the target Cartesian

location and velocity, and xr is the Cartesian location and velocity of the radar (assumed

to be stationary). This equation can be solved for t using the Newton-Raphson method

along with a numerical differentiation technique.

Equation 3.4 is solved by the scheduler for t to make a forward prediction of the location

of each target based on the schedule it builds. The forward prediction of targets can alter

the geometry. At each time step the scheduler forward predicts all targets from its current

location to the intercept time for all targets. The scheduler selects one positioner to move

at the maximum rate thus the theta rate is known. The intercept time is not known up

front, as the target moves while both radars are rotating. Thereafter, all other targets

need to be forward predicted as well in order for the scheduler to decide if this is a good

choice of target sequences to use.
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Similarly, the tracking covariance matrices of the targets must also be updated:

P̄f (t) = At
f · P̂f ·At

f
′
+ t ·Qf (3.5)

where A is the state transition matrix of the target, P̂ is the estimate of the tracking

covariance, Q is the process noise covariance matrix (caused by the target manoeuvring)

and P̄ is the prediction of the tracking covariance. However, as the implemented simulation

used discrete time, it was possible to search for the solution.

3.2.5 Scanning, tracking and confirmation tasks

The multisensor management solution investigated here then uses a hybrid architecture

consisting of two levels [20]. The higher-level radar coordinator attempts to schedule

multistatic measurements for as many targets as possible. The lower-level radar manager

is replicated for each radar and operates independently of the radar coordinator. The

radar manager could also have been implemented using IA; however, it is not the focus of

this research. In this research, the radar manager makes a decision to track, confirm or

search independently.

Thus far, only the multistatic aspect of the radar system has been discussed. However,

nothing stops the radars from scanning for new targets while they are not making multi-

static measurements. Furthermore, targets that will not be measured in the multistatic

mode should still be measured in a monostatic mode by the radar so as to maintain a

stable track. Finally, it is also possible to confirm the presence of new targets during the

same time.

Performing these types of tasks will not affect the multistatic measurement capability

of the radars for slow targets, as they only require one radar to make the measurement.

Also, they always temporally occur between two multistatic measurements for the radar

performing these tasks. During the time that these tasks are performed the other radar

may only be required to slow down. If either radar dwells longer, the other must be slowed

down such that the two radars will still intercept at the next rendezvous point. Effectively

the dwell time is reducing the average rotation rate of the radar to below what it would

have achieved if it was not required to dwell.
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These tasks will, however, impact on the maximum scan time, and thus if there is

an upper bound on the scan time or a requirement for a fixed scan time, only a certain

number of these tasks will be possible. This can easily be accommodated in any scheduling

algorithm by keeping a sum of the duration of all tasks. As long as the sum of task

durations is less than the maximum scan time, more of these tasks can be added.

3.2.6 Target dynamics

A MSMSRN scheduling algorithm must take into account both the scan time and spatial

constraints. The scan time is limited by the speed of the radar positioners and also how

quickly the radars need to react to target movement. Under an upper limit on the scan

time and quick target revisit times, there is a reduced number of multistatic measurements

that can be made.

For the comparison simulations the target and radar dynamics were not as important.

Both scheduling algorithms as implemented only account for the target geometry. A

soft limit was set on the scan time by not allowing the positioners to turn around and

requiring that the positioners move as fast as possible between multistatic measurements.

Consequently, the comparison simulations of IA and GRASP only looked at the spatial

constraints. Given the same operating environment, the comparison is fair. Thus, the

scheduling algorithms need to be tested only for the same target scenarios. Testing diverse

target geometries using many short simulation runs would ensure no biases.

Incorporating revisit times and radar rotator speeds can be achieved by merely setting

an upper limit on the total scan duration. Each task that gets scheduled will have a

required task time. The upper limit will impose a maximum number of tasks that can be

performed during a scan. The highest priority tasks would still need to be scheduled and

lower priority tasks would be sacrificed. However, to not severely impact system perfor-

mance the tasks prioritisation mechanism would need to be changed. The upgraded tasks

prioritisation mechanism will ensure that tasks never get starved of radar performance,

and that high priority tracks are maintained. Thus, simulations testing the requirements

of the schedulers to respond quickly were also incorporated. Here targets could manoeuvre

quickly and would impact the scheduling.

Nevertheless, target dynamics limit the maximum scan time for the radars when con-
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sidering both monostatic and multistatic measurements. For monostatic measurements,

the only consideration is the accuracy of the prediction when the targets manoeuvre. The

Kalman filter used assumes a certain amount of acceleration from the target, which opens

the tracking gate. However, forward predictions will only take the prior motion into ac-

count and, thus, the track will follow the similar trajectory as the last measurement. If

the measurements are not updated in a short enough interval, new measurements will fall

outside of the gate and consequently the track will be lost. Furthermore, when making

multistatic measurements, the beams of the radars intersect to form a kite-like quadri-

lateral and only in a single configuration a triangle (when the beams are pointing such

that their edges just point at the other radar). The size of the quadrilateral depends on

the azimuth angles of the two radar beams. Thus in certain geometries of the target and

beam intersects, small inaccuracies in the prediction of the future target locations can

cause multistatic measurements to be missed (one or more beam does not intersect while

illuminating the target).

Simulation assumptions

In the comparison simulations, the targets are assumed to be boats. This selection was

made as multistatic radars are already being employed in maritime environments through

research conducted by both the CSIR and UCT. The boats are assumed to start at random

points and end at random points. The boats steer themselves to the end point by changing

their heading only. Three forces act on the boats: the first force is the boats own power,

the second force is from a constant wind and the third is from the drag they experience

from the sea. The boats can apply 1.42 ms-2 maximum accelerations. The wind is assumed

to blow constantly from a south-western direction at 5 ms-2 but only affect the boats by

0.5 ms-2 due to the size of the ships. Finally, the drag force retards the boats motion

to ensure that the boats after being manoeuvred travel at constant velocity of 3 ms-1.

For these simulations the boats were assumed to travel in a straight line. Given these

constraints, the target should never be missed and there is no need to set an upper scan

time, since the tracking filters will be able to accommodate for all the constant velocities.

This was crucial for comparing the algorithms fairly. If the scan time was a factor in the

comparisons, it could unfairly affect one of the schedulers and bias the comparison results.
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For the nimble simulations a more realistic target motion model was assumed. The

targets were assumed to be able to accelerate and decelerate at the acceleration rates

specified using the Singer random walk model. In each simulation batch, the acceleration

variance σa of the Singer random-walk motion model and initial target velocity, a Gaussian

random value with mean µv, were set differently. In batch one σa = 2 ms−2 and µv =

25 ms−1, in batch two σa = 2 ms−2 and µv = 50 ms−1, and in batch three σa = 20 ms−2

and µv = 25 ms−1. Targets were however only modelled to move in a curved line, which

means that only one manoeuvre was allowed. However, while moving on these trajectories,

the target could speed up and slow down at random. For these simulations the scan time

affects the number of missed multistatic measurements and loss of track events.

For loss of track events there are two possibilities. The first is if the radar beam no

longer illuminates the target due to sufficient angular error in the predicted target state.

The second is if the radar beam still illuminates the target but the measurement no longer

falls within the tracking gate. This can be caused by both angular and range errors. For

missed multistatic measurements, the same limits apply but now both radars must have

sufficiently reduced angular and range errors.

To determine the bounds of the upper bound for scan time the time delay that causes

the error in predicted target state to be greater than the Kalman gate requires to be

calculated:

i = y −HAtx̂ (3.6)

S = HPH ′ +R (3.7)

E
[
i′S−1i

]
≥ 9 (3.8)

where t is the predicted time y is the observation, H is the observation matrix, A is

the target state transition matrix, x̂ is the estimated target state and P is the zero-mean

Gaussian estimation error andR is the measurement covariance. Using numerical methods

the greatest value for t can be calculated using Equations 3.6 and 3.7 under the target

motion model assumed, the initial target velocity and target acceleration variance that

still satisfies Equation 3.8.

For missed multistatic measurements the angular error in the fused track must be
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less than half the beam width for both radars. This can be solved using the following

equations.

θx = arctan

(
x[1]− p[1]

x[0]− p[0]

)
(3.9)

θf = arctan

(
Atx̂[1]− p[1]

Atx̂[0]− p[0]

)
(3.10)

E [|θf − θx|] ≥
φ

2
(3.11)

In Equations 3.9–3.11, t is the predicted time, p is the radar position in Cartesian

coordinates, x is the target state, x̂ is the fused target state estimate, A is the target

state transition matrix, θx is the angle computed for target position x to the radar, θf

is the angle computer for target predicted position x̂ to the radar and φ is the radar

beam width. Again numerical methods are required to find the maximum value for t that

satisfies Equation 3.11.

Thus, the scan limits for missing multistatic measurements of targets determined

through three Monte-Carlo simulations batches are as follows2. The tracks must be up-

dated in each iteration or at the rate of 1
90 seconds for targets with profiles that are

tangential to the beam progression or are manoeuvring tightly regardless of the Singer

model parameters. On average, an upper scan time limit of 12.2 seconds is sufficient for

batch one. In simulation batch the upper scan time limit reduces to 6.63 seconds. Finally,

simulation batch three requires an upper scan times of 12.1 seconds. In certain cases, the

target motion is predictable and placing these targets in the beam even after long periods

between measurements was possible and thus no upper scan limit was required.

Target tracking requirements on revisit time however were tighter than those required

for multistatic measurements. It is important to maintain stable tracks, so that the fusion

system can input the scheduler with accurate target state vectors. A track update interval

of 1
90 seconds is required in the worst case for maintaining stable tracks. The mean target

revisit time to ensure no track lost events occurred was 0.363 seconds for simulation

2One simulation batch was used for each of the Singer model parameters defined in paragraph two of
this section and the batch numbers match those of the nimble simulations.
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batch one. In simulation batch two, the target revisit time required reduces to 0.222

seconds. Finally, simulation batch three requires a target revisit times of 0.383 seconds.

In cases where the target follows a predictable trajectory the target revisit times reduces

to 53.2, 35.2 and 35.2 seconds for each of the simulation batches respectively. Most of

the time, targets do not follow predictable trajectories and when they manoeuvre tightly,

accelerate/decelerate rapidly or cross the beam of the radar tangentially then the worst

case comes into play.
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3.3 Interval Algebra

3.3.1 Allen’s IA with improvements

The details of IA presented here is a rework of a conference paper [1], which was presented

by the authors to the sensor management community, along with some new material that

covers further interesting aspects.

IA is a method of reasoning about the temporal ordering of intervals in a consistent

manner [4]. Tasks can be represented by intervals in IA and, in the case of the MSMSRN

scheduling dealt with here, they either represent target measurement for a single radar

or a multistatic measurement for the group of radars. The relationships capture the

temporal ordering of intervals between an arbitrary start and end point in time. Here,

the relationships are the temporal ordering constraints that the MSMSRN scheduler must

satisfy when scheduling tasks, and these arise due to physical constraints on positioner

movement and target geometries.

reference interval mi bib

s d f

e

m

di

si

fi

oio

Figure 3.10: Temporal ordering of intervals in IA

Intervals are related to each other using relationships that can contain any set of the

13 temporal operators: ‘before’ (b), ‘after’ (bi), ‘meets’ (m), ‘met by’ (mi), ‘overlaps’

(o), ‘overlapped by’ (oi), ‘finishes’ (f), ‘finished by’ (fi), ‘starts’ (s), ‘started by’ (si),

‘during’ (d), ‘contains’ (di) and ‘equals’ (e). Figure 3.10 depicts what each of the temporal

operators means in isolation when referenced to a common reference interval. The suffix

‘i’ associates two operators as inverse pairs, where the inverse operator imposes exactly

the opposite temporal ordering. Logically, the ‘equals’ operator is the inverse of itself.

When no information is known about the temporal ordering between two intervals,

then the relationship is the set {all} that contains all 13 temporal operators. The null set,
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∅, denotes an inconsistency, as all intervals must have some temporal ordering in relation

to each other. Any other combination of operators, within a relationship, captures some

degree of certainty in the ordering of intervals. Relationships also always have an inverse

relationship, which can be found by placing into the inverse relationship the inverse of each

operator present in the relationship to invert. The inverse operation is called ‘Inverse (·)’

in the pseudo code. When considering the relationship between two intervals, there are

always two reciprocal relationships that exist. Each relationship uses one of the intervals as

a reference, and thus the inverse relationship denotes the relationship using the alternate

interval as the reference interval.

A

C

D

B

bi, di

m, o, sb

f

b, bi

Figure 3.11: An example IA network with four intervals

Table 3.1: Resultant IA relationship matrix for the example network given in Figure 3.11

N A B C D

A e b f b, bi

B bi e all m, o, s

C fi all e bi, di

D b, bi mi, oi, si b, d e

A specific scenario is then captured in an IA network, which consists of a set of intervals

and all the relationships between each interval pair. The relationships of an IA network

are stored in a matrix N , where each cell N r,c contains a relationship between an interval

defined by the row r and an interval defined by the column c. The row or column number

in the matrix matches the index of the interval when they are stored in a vector. An

example network is shown in Figure 3.11 and the corresponding relationship matrix is

captured in Table 3.1.

Cells in the upper and lower triangle of the relationship matrix, where the column
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and row numbers are swapped, are always the set inverse of each other. The reason for

this is that these two relationships represent the relationship between the same intervals

from the two possible reference points. Relationships on the diagonal of the matrix must

always contain only the ‘equals’ operator (the ‘equals’ relationship), as they determine the

temporal ordering of an interval referenced to itself. For our research, each scan for the

radars is planned by the MSMSRN scheduler using a single IA network, or in the case of

the nimble scheduler one network per intercept.

Algorithm 1 CP (RA→B, RB→C)

RA→C = ∅
for all n ∈ RA→B do

for all m ∈ RB→C do
RA→C = RA→C ∪ T n,m
if RA→C = {all} then

return {all}
end if

end for
end for
return RA→C

Constraint propagation, or set composition for relationships, is captured as Algorithm

1, which is the algorithm in IA that keeps the relationships amongst any three intervals

temporally consistent. Consider three intervals ‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’, where knowledge about

the relationship between ‘A’ and ‘B’ (RA→B) as well as ‘B’ and ‘C’ (RB→C) is known. Con-

straint propagation can then determine the possible operators in the relationship between

‘A’ and ‘C’ (RA→C), which is consistent with the two known relationships. This is done by

pairing one operator, n, from RA→B with another, m, from RB→C and then determining

the operators permissible in RA→C . The permissible operators for each combination of

basic operators are stored as a transitivity matrix T .

The details for the contents of the transitivity matrix can be found in Allen’s paper on

IA [4], and has been repeated here in Table 3.2. The transitivity matrix has 13 columns

and rows, where the row and column number matches one of the 13 operators, and the

contents are the set of permissible operators for the unknown relationship.

Path consistency is presented as Algorithm 2, where set L contains each of the cells that

have been updated. When possible, by using constraint propagation, this algorithm allows

an interval to be added to an IA network such that all relationships remain consistent.
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Table 3.2: IA transitivity matrix, T

T b bi d di o oi m mi s si f fi e
b, d, b, d, b, d, b, d,

b b all o, m, b b o, m, b o, m, b b o, m, b b
s s s s

bi, d, bi, d, bi, d, bi, d,
bi all bi oi, mi, bi oi, mi, bi oi, mi, bi oi, mi, bi bi bi bi

f f f f
b, d, bi, d, bi, d, b, d,

d b bi d all o, m, oi, mi, b bi d oi, mi, d o, m, d
s f f s

b, di, bi, di, d, di, di, di, di, di, di, di,
di o, m, oi, mi, o, oi, di o, oi, o, oi, o, di oi, di di

fi si e fi si fi si fi si
bi, di, d, b, di, b, d, di, di, di, d, b,

o b oi, mi, o, o, m, o, o, oi, b oi, o o, o, o, o
si s fi m e si fi s m

b, di, d, bi, di, d, di, bi, di, d, bi, di,
oi o, m, bi oi, oi, mi, o, oi, oi, o, bi oi, oi, oi oi, oi

fi f si e mi fi f mi si
bi, di, d, d, f, d,

m b oi, mi, o, b b o, b fi, m m o, b m
si s s e s

b, di, d, d, s, d,
mi o, m, bi oi, bi oi, bi si, bi oi, bi mi mi mi

fi f f e f
b, di, b, d, s, b,

s b bi d o, m, o, oi, b mi s si, d o, s
fi m f e m

b, di, d, di, di, s,
si o, m, bi oi, di o, oi o, mi si, si oi di si

fi f fi fi e
bi, di, d, bi, bi, f,

f b bi d oi, mi, o, oi, m bi d oi, f fi, f
si s mi mi e

bi, di, d, di, di, f,
fi b oi, mi, o, di o oi, m oi, o di fi, fi fi

si s si si e

e b bi d di o oi m mi s si f fi e

Furthermore, path consistency can be used to alter a relationship in the IA network to

determine the constraints this will place on the rest of the relationships. In both cases,

the temporal ordering constraints can result in an inconsistent network or they will be

maintained so as to be consistent with each other. However, even when consistent, it is

not guaranteed that the network as a whole will yield a consistent scenario through a

single use of path consistency. Total path consistency can only be maintained through

iterative use of path consistency, where each relationship in the network, in turn, is treated

as though it were updated (populating L with all cells).

Initially, when adding the interval, the relationship between the newly added interval

and every other interval already in the network is {all}. Next, one relationship between

the newly added interval and an existing interval is updated with a known set of operators.

Updates must always be done by taking the set intersection of the existing relationship

and the requested update, as the IA algorithms only constrain relationships. Then every

relationship in the same row and column as the updated relationship is further constrained

by using constraint propagation. In this case, the relationship for the cell under test is

treated as the unknown relationship and the two other relationships include the updated
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Algorithm 2 PC (N , [r, c], R)

N r,c = N r,c ∩ R
N c,r = Inverse (N r,c)
add [r, c] to set L
while L 6= ∅ do

select and delete first [r, c] from L
for all cells [k, l] in same row or column as [r, c] do

if l = c then
if not Skip (Nk,r,N r,c) then
R = Nk,l ∩ CP (Nk,r,N r,c)

end if
else

if not Skip (N r,c,N c,l) then
R = Nk,l ∩ CP (N r,c,N c,l)

end if
end if
if R = ∅ then

return false
end if
if R 6= Nk,l then
Nk,l = R
N l,k = Inverse (R)
add [k, l] to L

end if
end for

end while
return true

relationship and the relationship that completes the CP triangle. This process is repeated

for each subsequent update that may occur during any iteration of path consistency.

Algorithm 3 Skip ( R1, R2 )

if (b ∈ R1 and bi ∈ R2)
or (bi ∈ R1 and b ∈ R2)
or (d ∈ R1 and di ∈ R2) then

return true
else

return false
end if

Some improvements to the IA algorithms as given by Allen are now listed. Algorithm

3 is used by path consistency to skip computations that will yield {all} [148]. Algorithm 1

includes an improvement that stops computation if the resultant set becomes {all} [148].

Furthermore, Algorithm 2 can return the consistency of the algorithm whenever a set

becomes ∅ [148, 149].
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3.3.2 Hogge’s constraint propagation

Each time constraint propagation algorithm is invoked, it computes the set composition

that results for the two input relationships. It is also possible to pre-compute all combina-

tions of the set composition by executing Allen’s constraint propagation using all possible

inputs. The result would be a square lookup matrix where each dimension is 213 long.

Each cell of this matrix contains the set composition of the relationship matching the row

versus the relationship matching the column. This would, however, require storing the

result of 67 108 864 compositions (128 MB for 16-bit relationships). However, doing so

would also regain most of the constraint propagation processing time, as only one memory

lookup would be required.

Hogge devised a compromise between the ideal case above and Allen’s constraint prop-

agation [59]3. The approach splits relationships into two lookup parameters. Seven IA

operators are chosen to form the first lookup value and will be referred to as the lower

operators. The remaining six IA operators yield the second lookup value and will be re-

ferred to as the upper operators. Ideally, the choice of IA operators should match their

packing in a 13-bit field such that minimal encoding and decoding is required to generate

these values (preferably no encoding or decoding).

Using this definition, four inputs are derived from the two known relationships and are

then used to look up a value in four different matrices.

1. Matrix one is a 128 × 128 matrix, which is populated with the results of set com-

position of all combinations of relationships that contain only the lower operators.

2. Matrix two is a 128 × 64 matrix, which is populated with the results of set composi-

tion of all combinations of relationships that contain only the lower operators along

with all combinations of relationships that contain only the upper operators.

3. Matrix three is a 64 × 128 matrix, which is populated with the results of set com-

position of all combinations of relationships that contain only the upper operators

along with all combinations of relationships that contain only the lower operators.

4. Finally, matrix four is a 64 × 64 matrix, which is populated with the results of

3It is difficult to obtain this manuscript hence the full treatment of the technique here.
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set composition of all combinations of relationships that contain only the upper

operators.

The four retrieved relationships are then combined using a set union to give the final

relationship.

This method requires four times the computation as per the ideal case (simple logical

conjunction, ∧, operations) but only requires storing 36 864 compositions (72 KB for 16-

bit relationships). Although memory requirements are becoming less important, the Hogge

method is a good compromise between storing all set compositions and computing them

every time.

3.3.3 IA constraint ordering

Constraint ordering is a technique where the intervals are added in an order that is de-

termined by the weight of each of the relationships associated with that interval to others

[148]. Thus, each relationship that must be applied to the IA network is first scored based

on the impact that it may have on the IA network.

As the relationship is composed of up to 13 IA operators, each IA operator can po-

tentially be given a different score. The final score of the relationship is the combination,

usually the sum, of each of the scores of the IA operators that are present in the relation-

ship.

For example, in the weighted scoring method [148], the score is determined by the

extent to which each IA operator will restrict the allowable operators in the rest of the IA

network. The IA operator that has the most weight in this case is the IA ‘equals’ operator.

Constraint ordering is used to reduce the amount of computation required for the IA

path consistency algorithm. If the intervals whose relationships have the most impact on

the network are added first the computation required will be less than if they were added

last. This is because relationships with a higher score will result in multiple updates on

each iteration of the IA path consistency algorithm. Thus more iterations of IA path

consistency are required before the network stabilises.

The number of relationships that need to be updated per iteration of IA path consis-

tency is potentially twice that of the number of intervals present in the IA network. Thus
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it is better to execute updates requiring multiple iterations of the IA path consistency

algorithm while the IA network is still small.

3.3.4 Fuzzy and Bayesian IA

As mentioned in our conference paper [1], there are also two extensions to IA that increase

the amount of information that can be captured in the IA network. The first uses fuzzy-

logic constructs on the relationships and sometimes on durations of intervals, and the

other uses probabilistic extensions to the relationships only.

Fuzzy IA has been examined by various authors and seems to be the most promising

extension of IA to employ [150–153]. An advantage of fuzzy IA is that it can easily capture

ordinary IA networks within the proposed framework. In Allen’s IA, each operator is

either fully present within the relationship or absent. However, for fuzzy IA the degree of

membership is allowed to vary, as a real number, over the interval [0, 1]. The degrees of

membership for all the operators in a relationship can therefore capture the certainty with

which it may be the true relationship, and this allows fuzzy IA to capture more information

than Allen’s IA. Fuzzy mixing is required to update the degrees of membership during

constraint propagation, path consistency and total consistency checking.

Some authors also make the duration of the intervals fuzzy [150, 152], which can be

useful when the interval durations are not precisely known. The duration is captured as

a trapezoid in fuzzy IA where the ramp up and ramp down are again the degree to which

each point in time forms part of the interval. This extension is useful in most practical

applications, as tasks generally only have a desired length, which can usually increase or

decrease given the current load a system performing those tasks is experiencing.

Bayesian IA has also been proposed, where a probability is assigned to each of the

operators in a relationship [154, 155]. In this case, the probability of all operators in the

set must add up to one, which is a much more difficult constraint to maintain. Cap-

turing ordinary IA networks in this framework would require keeping the probabilities

equal for operators present in the relationship. Bayesian IA also requires much more com-

plex consistency algorithms, as during all updates the probabilities must add up to one.

Furthermore, updates to the relationships would require using Bayesian mathematics to

ensure that the probabilities are maintained consistently, which is more computationally
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expensive than fuzzy-logic mixing. Much of the finer details of Bayesian IA have not been

published yet.

A good example of where fuzzy or Bayesian IA could be employed, is for the case

where targets are not exactly in the middle of the beam of the radars. In this case, there

is a degree of uncertainty both in the ordering of the tasks for the radars as well as their

duration. The ordering uncertainty occurs when multiple targets are closer in the azimuth

angle than the azimuth angle resolution of the radar measurements. Allen’s [4] IA is able

to handle this case through the inclusion of multiple operators, but fuzzy IA could be used

to determine the true ordering by tracking the change in degree of membership over time.

Such a technique will be considered in future work. Finally, the uncertain duration occurs

because the actual time the beams of two or more radars would simultaneously measure

the targets cannot be determined, as the radars cannot measure azimuth angle to infinite

accuracy.

Another example where Bayesian and Fuzzy IA could prove beneficial is in handling

random service times and deadlines for tasks [140]. In these instances, Bayesian IA may be

more readily applicable. Using the tasks start time and task duration probability density

functions, equations can be derived for estimating the probability for each IA operator in

the relations between intervals. Hard constraints about task orders can then override these

probabilities making certain operators more likely. Using both these sources of informa-

tion, a Bayesian IA network can be built and then temporal reasoning can be performed

by a scheduler. Each time the scheduler decides on a specific task service time and the

corresponding deadline, the Bayesian IA network must be updated. The usual rules of

IA apply in removing constraints that are no longer possible. However, the probabili-

ties of the remaining constraints must be updated according to the derived probability

estimation equations. At each point, it is still important to ensure that the IA network re-

mains consistent. Inconsistent networks effectively discount certain scheduler actions and

would require maintaining a backup of the network prior to scheduling decisions. Finally,

when there is no more scheduling freedom, the task ordering will be given directly by the

relationships remaining in the IA network.
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3.3.5 Using IA with parallel processing architectures

Many parallel versions of arc consistency algorithms have been published [51–55]. This

CSP algorithm checks that for any two nodes in the network the labels are consistent. It

has been the preferred route of checking the consistency for many classes of CSPs. This is

due to the fact that arc consistency requires much less processing that path consistency.

Often arc consistency is sufficient to find solutions to the CSP. Unfortunately, arc consis-

tency does not guarantee that a solution will be obtained for more complex CSPs. Thus,

if full IA is required then arc consistency might not be sufficient, and path consistency

is required. Nevertheless, arc consistency can be used as a pre-processing step to find a

locally optimal arc-consistent solution.

A general consideration of arc consistency and parallel versions for each of the known

serial arc consistency algorithms are proposed by Samal and Henderson [51]. Interestingly,

the parallel version of the simplest serial algorithm almost achieves the maximal theoretical

speed-up. Results are obtained by running the code on a proprietary super computer4.

Kasif [52] considers parallel versions of discrete relaxation, another arc consistency al-

gorithm. It is shown that propositional CSPs and satisfiability of proposition Horn classes

have a tight connection. Thus, discrete relaxation algorithms are inherently sequential in

the general sense and cannot always gain from parallel processing. This is important to

consider for future CSPs and can be satisfied by checking that the parallel version does

speed up the computation in general.

Cooper and Swain [53] looks at how domain dependence can speed up computation by

removing redundant computations. Theoretical results are obtained for Integrated Cir-

cuit (IC) designs and practical results using a proprietary super computer5. Future work

should consider how domain dependence can be accommodated for GP-GPU processing,

especially for parallel path consistency. This may be able to reduce the amount of redun-

dant computations and thereby possibly improve the achievable speed-up. Furthermore,

IA processing making use of FPGAs could make use of the documented logic transforms.

Kirousis [54] considers a special form of CSPs known as implicational CSPs. A theo-

retical analysis is given to show that the algorithm is indeed correct. In an implicational

4BBN Butterfly Computer
5The Connection Machine
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CSP the presence of a value at a node implies certain relationships and vice versa. The

research documenter here does not consider this type of CSP, as it is not clear how sen-

sor scheduling can be accommodated. However, it may be interesting to consider the

application of implicational CSPs and how these can benefit from GP-GPU processing.

Fabiunke [55] looks at distributed agents that act in isolation to solve arc consistency.

In this case, the nodes do not communicate but instead must use the information in the

CSP network to decide on the next value. He effectively proposes a CSP algorithm that

is modelled around parallel distributed processing as originally applied to artificial neural

networks. This approach requires some randomisation and could help FPGA and MCPU

algorithms but would not run efficiently on GP-GPUs.

Susswein et al. [49] and Keretho et al. [50] have analysed parallel path consistency

algorithms that can be used to speed up the execution of path-consistent searches on

CSPs. Path consistency looks at three nodes in the CSP and ensures that the relationships

are consistent. Again path consistency does not guarantee total consistency but in some

instances a path-consistent solution is sufficient. Path consistency is sufficient for certain

types of multisensor scheduling. In particular, this is the case for MSMSRN scheduling.

Ladkin and Maddux [57] also mention the use of a parallel path consistency algorithm

for IA that computes the set composition over the entire IA relation matrix. The form

presented is the most general form of path consistency for any constraint programming

technique. Several improvements over the basic form are used to reduce the computation

required [58], including only storing half the IA relation matrix and computing only the

required set compositions (as per Allen [4]). The documented algorithms do not use the

improved constraint propagation algorithm of Hogge [59].

Point Algebra (PA) is another temporal language for constraint satisfaction problems

similar to IA, which only has three basic operators (‘before’, ‘equal’ and ‘after’ in IA ter-

minology). More recent work by Gerevini and Saetti [60] has considered how PA could be

adapted for parallel processing architectures. This time the researchers have applied the

field of mathematics known as meta-graph closure for time series and serial-parallel meta-

graph representations of PA. Further work would be required to apply these techniques to

IA but doing so could certainly be advantageous.

For difficult CSPs, path and arc consistency are not sufficient to provide a solution, and
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then total network consistency algorithms would be required. Nebel [61] looks at parallel

forms of global consistency and in particular analyses the use of the ORD-Horn6 subclass

of IA in the splitting function. The ORD-Horn is a special subset of IA [3], which is known

to be solvable using path consistency. The splitting function checks to see if a relation

belongs to the ORD-Horn class. As the ORD-Horn subclass covers 10% of IA, it results

in the least amount of backtracking. The author finds that in 40% of his tested cases

the ORD-Horn subclass finds the solution first. While total consistency should benefit

from GP-GPU processing we leave this as future work. The three IA subclasses and two

methods of producing random scenarios used in this research are aligned with this work.

6Ordered Horn refer to ORD-Horn in the glossary.
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3.4 Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure

GRASP is a meta-heuristic search procedure that comprises three main steps, as per

Algorithm 4:

1. Generate a Restricted Candidate List (RCL) that will be used to generate solutions.

In the case of the G-MS algorithm the RCL is the priority queue of targets, and is

the Q input to Algorithm 4. The priority queue is explained in Section 4.2.

2. Next, construct an initial solution from the RCL that adheres to the solution space.

Each radar supplies the azimuth angle ordering of targets as L1 and L2. The azimuth

angle orderings can be seen as a set of vectors, where each vector contains a cluster of

targets with uncertain order, and the sequence of vectors denotes the true ordering

of the clusters in relation to each other. The construction algorithm used by the

G-MS algorithm is presented as Algorithm 5, making use of Algorithms 6 and 7.

3. Search the solution space by performing a local search around the candidate solu-

tion from the previous step. The local search algorithm is defined as Algorithm 8,

making use of Algorithms 6, 7, 5 and 9. When compared to genetic algorithms, the

local search of GRASP can be likened to the mutation operation used for genetic

algorithms.

Algorithm 4 GraspSchedule (Q : target priority queue, A : target order for all radars,
k : iteration)

create best solution b = ∅
for i = 1→ k do

create candidate solution c = ∅
c = GraspConstruction (Q,A, c)
c = GraspLocalSearch (Q,A, c)
b = GraspUpdateSolution (Q, c, b)

end for
for all radars r do

GraspCheckSolution (b,Ar)
end for
return b

The last two steps are repeated iteratively and the number of iterations to perform, k,

is a parameter that can be tuned for the GRASP algorithm. At the end of the last step,
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during each iteration, the best solution found during the local search is then compared to

a stored-best solution. If the current solution is better than the stored-best solution, the

current solution becomes the stored solution.

When the GRASP algorithm completes, the best solution found after all iterations

will be returned as the sequence of targets to measure using the multistatic mode of the

radars. The low-level scheduler will then ensure that the radars will make simultaneous

measurements of the targets contained in this list by speeding up or slowing down either

of the radar positioners.

Algorithm 5 constructs an initial solution that will be used as the starting point during

the GRASP local search algorithm. The algorithm receives the priority queue of targets

(Q), the azimuth angle ordering of targets (A) for all radars and a list of already scheduled

targets (s). During the execution the algorithm will attempt to add targets randomly

selected from the priority queue to the list of scheduled targets using Algorithm 6. If

the azimuth angle ordering of neither radar is violated the target will be added, which

is checked in Algorithm 7. The final updated list of scheduled targets is returned to the

calling algorithm and this parameter can be seen as an input and output parameter.

Algorithm 5 GraspConstruction (Q : target priority queue, A : target order for all
radars, s : scheduling vector)

for all t ∈ Q select randomly according to priority do
if t /∈ s then

for all radars r do
Nr = GraspAddToSolution (t, s, Ar)

end for
if GraspFindMatchingSolutions (N , m) then
s = m

end if
end if

end for
return s

Algorithm 6 generates a list of possible solutions of how a target (t) could be added to a

list of scheduled targets (s) adhering to the azimuth ordering (A) specified by a radar low-

level scheduler. The algorithm first finds the location of the target in the azimuth ordering

of the radar, and it will determine the scan sector (r) and the element number (c) in the

scan vector. Only the scan sector ordering must be adhered to as targets within a scan
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sector will be illuminated simultaneously by the radar beam regardless of the scheduling

sequences. Then the algorithm iterates through the list of scheduled targets determining

the first insert point and last insert point that will adhere to the scan sector ordering.

The first insert point will be just before the first target that is in the same sector or a

subsequent sector. The last insert point will be just after the last target that is in the same

sector. Using these two insert points a number of solutions are generated. The number of

solutions generated will depend on the difference between the two insert points plus one.

Algorithm 6 GraspAddToSolution (t : target number, s : scheduled targets vector, A :
target order for a radar)

find row and column [r, c] of t ∈ A
f = 0
l = 0
sort s in target order A for radar
for all k ∈ s in sequence do

find row and column [i, j] of k ∈ A
if i < r then
f = index of k in s
l = index of k in s

end if
if i = r then
l = index of k in s

end if
end for
R = ∅
for k = f → l do
v = [s1→k, t, sk+1→length(s)]
R = {R,v}

end for
return R

Algorithm 7 receives two inputs: a set of scheduling vectors for radar one (S1) and a

set of scheduling vectors for radar two (S2). It also receives a matched scheduling vector

output parameter (m) that will contain a matching solution from the two scheduling vector

sets if found. The algorithm searches within the two scheduling vector sets for a matching

scheduling vector. If the vector is found the algorithm returns Boolean ‘true’ and sets the

matched scheduling output parameter appropriately. Alternatively, the algorithm returns

Boolean ‘false’ and does not modify the matched scheduling output parameter.

Algorithm 8 performs a local search around the initial scheduling solution found by

Algorithm 5. The algorithm receives three inputs: a priority queue of targets (Q), the
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Algorithm 7 GraspFindMatchingSolutions (S : set of integer vectors per radars, m :
scheduled target vector)

for all s1 ∈ S1 do
create match flag f = true
for all radars r 6= 1 do

for all sr ∈ Sr do
if length (s1) = length (sr) then

for i = 1→ length (s1) do
if s1,i 6= sr,i then
f = false

end if
end for

else
f = false

end if
if f = true then

continue to next radar
end if

end for
end for
if f = true then
m = s1

return true
end if

end for
return false
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azimuth angle scan ordering for all radars (A) and the initial scheduled list of targets

(s). The algorithm returns the best scheduling solution found (s). The set of scheduling

solutions is generated during the execution of the algorithm by randomly selecting targets

to add to the initial scheduled list of targets. The GRASP search algorithm generates

solutions by using a modified version of the GRASP construction algorithm. After the

randomly selected target is added, the GRASP construction algorithm (Algorithm 5) is

once again called to add any remaining targets to the solution generated. Each of the

generated solutions is then compared to each other using the GRASP fitness algorithm

(Algorithm 9). Only the solution generated or the initial solution with the highest fitness

score is kept and returned as the new list of scheduled targets.

Algorithm 8 GraspLocalSearch (Q : target priority queue, A : target order for all radars,
s : scheduled targets vector)

R = {s}
for all t ∈ Q select randomly according to priority do

if t /∈ s then
v = ∅
M = {t, k ∈ s}
for all i ∈M do

for all radars r do
Nr = GraspAddToSolution (i, v, Ar)

end for
if GraspFindMatchingSolutions (N , u) then
v = u

end if
end for
v = GraspConstruction (Q,A,v)
R = {R,v}

end if
end for
m = −∞
for all k ∈ R do
f = GraspFitness (Q,k)
if f >= m then
s = k
m = f

end if
end for
return s

Algorithm 9 simply consults the target priority queue (Q) and sums all the priorities

of all the targets present in the scheduled list of targets (s). The result is returned as
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the fitness value for the list of scheduled targets. Thus longer target sequences as well as

target sequences with high priority targets are preferred.

Algorithm 9 GraspFitness (Q : target priority queue, s : integer vector)

f = 0
for t ∈ s do
p = priority of t in Q
f = f + p

end for
return f

Algorithm 10 is used to keep a globally optimal solution during each iteration of the

GRASP scheduling algorithm. The algorithm receives the priority queue of targets (Q)

which is used to determine the fitness of each of the scheduled list of targets (s1 and s2).

The scheduled list of targets with the highest fitness value is returned as the solution to

keep.

Algorithm 10 GraspUpdateSolution (Q : target priority queue, s1 : integer vector, s2 :
integer vector)

f1 = GraspFitness (Q, s1)
f2 = GraspFitness (Q, s2)
if f1 > f2 then
b = s1

else
b = s2

end if
return b

Algorithm 11 checks the solutions generated by the GRASP scheduling algorithm for

validity. The algorithm receives the scheduled list of targets (s) as well as the azimuth

angle ordering of targets for a radar (L). The ordering of targets within the scheduled list

of targets is checked against the azimuth angle ordering. Only if the orderings match will

the scheduled list of targets be valid. The scheduled list of targets is also checked for any

duplicate targets, as a target can only appear in the list once.
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Algorithm 11 GraspCheckSolution (s : integer vector, L : set of integer vectors)

(i, j) = (0, 0)
for all sk ∈ s do

find location (r, c) of sk in L
if r < i then
s = ∅
return false

end if
for all sl ∈ s | k 6= l do

if sk = sl then
s = ∅
return false

end if
end for
(i, j) = (r, c)

end for
return true
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3.5 Conclusion

Multistatic radar is a type of sensor system that employs the strengths of both monostatic

and bistatic measurement capabilities. Through either the use of electromagnetic inter-

ference or orthogonal signals, better or more measurements can be made of a target of

interest. Information fusion can be used to combine the information into better tracks of

the targets. This means that surveillance systems employing multistatic radars can better

discern the location, velocity and acceleration of these targets.

This chapter introduces the necessary concepts in radar theory required to schedule

multistatic radars. Furthermore, the more practical concerns that must be addressed

when scheduling a mechanically steered surveillance radar network to make multistatic

measurements of targets are given. These include: uncertainties in the azimuth sequence

of targets; the effect of target motion and therefore the need for scheduling nimbleness;

handling of monostatic scanning, tracking and confirmation tasks; and the implementation

of scheduling algorithms.

Interval Algebra is an interesting temporal reasoning language for tasks (intervals)

that need to be performed. This means that a timeline of tasks can be built that consist

of a realisable scheduling plan. Thus IA is useful for scheduling sensors, as the goal in

sensor scheduling is to use limited sensor resources to perform as many tasks as possible.

Examples of tasks for multistatic radars includes detection, tracking and imaging of a

target of interest. Interval Algebra contains a rich set of tools, including temporal and

durational organisation, and fuzzy and Bayesian logic, to enable the scheduling of tasks

for any sensor.

Finally, GRASP was introduced so that it may be compared to IA. GRASP, a meta-

heuristic optimisation algorithm, is an algorithm that is representative of the more con-

ventional scheduling approaches found in the literature.
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Chapter 4

Approach

4.1 Introduction

This section builds on the methodology defined in Section 1.6 and is an expanded version

of Section 1.7 to prove the hypothesis as outlined in Section 1.5. All material and methods

used during the research are described in this chapter and the appropriate sections here

should be read before consulting the relevant discussion chapters: Chapters 5 and 6.

This chapter is thus divided into two main method sections, where the first introduces

the Mechanically Steered Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network (MSMSRN) scheduling

problem used to compare Interval Algebra (IA) to Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search

Procedure (GRASP) and the second introduces the Monte-Carlo simulation environment

used to compare parallel and serial total IA consistency on modern parallel processing

architectures.

Section 1.5 captures the research hypothesis, goals and objectives. The research ques-

tions that would need to be answered in proving the hypothesis are also outlined. This

is followed by the methodology that was followed in proving the hypothesis, reaching the

goals and meeting the objectives in Section 1.6. These sections form part of the executive

summary and should be read before continuing with this chapter.

Section 4.2 begins with a recap of the MSMSRN scheduling environment for a simplistic

surveillance radar network1, as mentioned in Chapter 3. Multisensor management (Section

1This section was the basis for the method sections of the author et al.’s research paper published by
the Elsevier Information Fusion journal (Section A.3).
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1.3.1), multistatic radar (Section 1.3.1) and IA (Section 1.3.2) are then also mentioned

in the context of the investigations to be performed. How IA and GRASP MSMSRN

scheduling algorithms are evaluated against this surveillance radar environment is given

in Section 4.2. Comparisons are drawn in Chapter 5 by testing exactly the same set of

test scenarios. Next the implementation of scheduling algorithms is discussed in Section

4.2.1. Note the reason for choosing GRASP was formulated in Section 1.6.1.

Section 4.3 begins with an introduction of the current research that is being performed

using IA algorithms on parallel processing architectures2. It compares the research doc-

umented in Chapter 6 with prior research. It then gives the details for the three sets of

Monte-Carlo simulations that were run. Each set of simulations was designed to investi-

gate the effect of changing one independent variable on the processing time of both parallel

and serial IA. The first set of simulations varies the number of intervals in the network,

the second set varies the expressiveness of the operator set used within the algebra and

the final set varies the number of unknown relationships in the IA network.

Finally, Section 4.4 summarises the key points of the chapter.

2This section was the basis for the method sections of the author et al.’s research paper published by
the Elsevier Information Fusion journal (Section A.3).
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4.2 Multistatic Radar Scheduling Investigation

The results of two different sets of simulations are presented to achieve the following goals.

Firstly, a comparison is drawn between IA and the Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search

Procedure (GRASP). Secondly, an investigation into a nimble scheduler, where targets are

highly manoeuvrable, is presented.

The methodology followed for the comparisons of IA to GRASP is the same as the

experimental set-up of my previously published work [1]. For this comparison, the simu-

lations also made use of a target priority queue to prioritise targets as depicted in Figure

4.1. These simulations also simplify the information fusion system by only simulating

fused tracks. This was done to keep the simulations tractable such that many simulations

could be executed for the Monte-Carlo analysis.

P (¬s) P (¬s) · 5/7
P (s)+

P (¬s) · 5/7

Priority N

P (¬s) · 5/7

P (¬s) · 2/7 P (¬s) · 2/7

P (s)

Priority 7Priority N+1Priority 1

P (s) P (s)

P (¬s) · 2/7

Figure 4.1: Markov chain target priority state transition diagram. This Markov chain
represents the transition of target priorities. This target priority mechanism is used to
ensure targets are visited frequently enough and that problematic targets never cause the
system to focus solely on these targets. The states represent the priority of the target,
where 1 is a high priority and 7 a low priority. Limiting the priority levels ensures that
targets cannot become starved of measurements nor can then prohibit the system from
making measurements of other targets. Each transition has an associated probability of
occurring and is shown in the figure as the function P (·). In each of these transitions
the scheduling event is shortened as s, whereas ¬s is the event where the target is not
scheduled.

The nimble scheduler simulations require a more realistic approach. Thus, unlike in

the previous work, the simulation environment makes use of Kalman tracking filters [62]

(Appendix C.2). The tracks of the radars are then fed to a central information fusion

system. Here the tracks are associated using the auction algorithm [63] for data associa-
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tion (Appendix C.3). An information filter [64] is then used to fuse the associated tracks

(Appendix C.4). Finally, the covariance of the information filter is used to prioritise the

tracks. When managing real sensors this is a better approach for prioritising targets. How-

ever, it may still be desirable to consider a mechanism whereby all targets are frequently

revisited.

4.2.1 Implementation of scheduling algorithms

Quality of the measurements affects the scheduling but will only make a sensor manage-

ment approach more or less efficient. The most common method of catering for this with

sensor management is to incorporate a task prioritisation step, which is not the focus of

this study. Nevertheless, two scheduling approaches should perform equally well with the

same task prioritisation approach. Thus, to remove the effects of task prioritisation, the

probability of detection was set to one for the comparison simulations.

Later to test nimble scheduling a more realistic assumption of probability of detec-

tion other than one was required, as this will have an impact on whether a nimble ap-

proach is required. For these simulations the probability of detection (Pd) was set to 0.9

for monostatic/bistatic measurements and 0.99 for simultaneous monostatic and bistatic

measurements using Bayesian probabilities. Either one (0.9× 0.1) or both measurements

(0.9 × 0.9) detect the targets leading to 2 × 0.9 × 0.1 + 0.9 × 0.9 = 0.99. The decision

for setting the probability of detection to 0.9 was made arbitrarily and the assumption

was that all targets are the same and the radar performance is uniform over the detection

range.

In a realistic system, this would naturally not be the case and a more holistic optimi-

sation approach should include the fidelity of the measurements. Again, however, it was

not the focus of the research to look at task prioritisation techniques. Task prioritisation

along with task generation algorithms can certainly be considered for follow on research

and will be mentioned in the future research section.

The target priority queue is initialised with all targets having the highest priority level

for the comparison simulations when the simulation starts. Targets are then placed at

their initial 2D positions and will travel on their selected 2D paths. In all the comparison

simulations, targets were always visible to both radars when they were scanning over the
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area. For the nimble scheduling simulations, the probability of detection (Pd) was set to

0.9 for monostatic measurements and 0.99 for multistatic measurements. Furthermore,

the probability of false alarm (Pfa) was set to 10−6 per radar cell (radars were assumed

to have a 3.75 m resolution and a 1◦azimuth resolution).

False alarms can cause false tracks but due to the fact that there will be no corre-

sponding false track from the other radars at the same location, the scheduler will not be

affected by these. False alarms will only create tracks if the M out of N rule passes, where

M was set to 3 and N set to 5. Furthermore, false tracks are starved of measurements

and do not last long. Only fused tracks are used as inputs to the scheduler and thus in

the event that two radars generate a false track at the same location will the scheduling

performance be affected. In this case, no multistatic measurement will be made but track

deletion is also accelerated.

If the target is not detected, the track is coasted and potentially, a multistatic mea-

surement can be missed due to the resulting target location accuracy decreasing. This can

be mitigated by allowing the radars to dwell longer in the location, provided the target

has not moved to far off nor is occluded for both radars.

A recognised surveillance picture is assumed to be perfectly generated by a fusion

system for the comparison simulations. However, for the nimble simulations the recognised

surveillance picture is built by first detecting targets, then forming tracks, associating

the tracks of the two radars and finally fusing the associated tracks. The recognised

surveillance picture is used by the radar schedulers to generate a target azimuth ordered

list, which may contain uncertainties in the ordering of some targets.

The surveillance volume is then divided into azimuth sectors for each radar. The

simplest approach is to merely divide the volume into regions that are the width of the

radar beam. This will mean that some targets that have angular uncertainty in their

measurements for either radar the scheduler would be unable to make use of this to

optimise the multistatic measurements. Nevertheless, for the comparison simulations this

approach was followed as both algorithms would be affected equally and no bias in the

results would be created. Doing so allowed the simulations to be executed more efficiently

and, thus, allow more simulation executions to be performed.

For the nimble simulations, this simple division would lead to a bias in the amount of
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missed multistatic measurements, as effectively this scenario represents multistatic that

could have been made but were ignored. Thus, for these simulations, a more dynamic

approach was taken towards generating the azimuth sectors. Azimuth sectors were ad-

justed so that when targets are predicted to be closer in azimuth than the beam width

of the radar, where the centre point of the azimuth sector would lie on the angle that

was between the two targets. Using the predicted location of the targets to the time of

the beam intersection ensured that fewer multistatic measurements would be missed if the

targets moved sufficiently far apart to no longer reside in a single azimuth sector.

Radar One
1 2

6

7

8

9

3

4

5

Radar Two

Figure 4.2: Scheduling example scene: The target locations are formed through creation
of tracks by the two radars, which are then fused at the fusion centre. Then the scheduler
determines which azimuth bin contains each of the target in relation to both radars.
Targets that are close together in azimuth angle for one radar can be placed in the same
azimuth bin for that radar. Azimuth sectors for the research were chosen to be the scan
angle divided by the beam width. Certainly, a potentially better approach would be to
choose sectors based on the clustering of targets. Note that targets 1 and 2, as well as 7, 8
and 9 reside in the same azimuth bin for radar one, where the beam of the radar is shown
in dotted lines to clarify the uncertainty in these angular measurements.
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Table 4.1: Table demonstrating input format where multiple entries in a column indicate
an uncertainty in the order

1 3 4 5 6 7

2 8

9

Table 4.2: Table demonstrating output format

1 2 5 7 8 9

Before a scan commences, each of the MSMSRN scheduling algorithms accepts two

target lists with uncertainties from the simulation environment, one list for each radar

that scans over the area. An example of these lists can be found in Table 4.1 for radar one

in the scene depicted in Figure 4.2, where the columns indicate discrete azimuth sectors

and the rows are individual targets within the sector. The nimble scheduler is also supplied

with two updated target lists once each interception point has been reached.

The MSMSRN scheduling algorithms select the targets measured in the multistatic

mode by taking into account the priorities and the azimuth angle orderings per radar

for each target. This list of multistatic measurements is then returned to the simulation

environment (refer to Table 4.2). Finally, the simulation environment executes the next

scan as quickly as possible under the positioner slew rate constraints. This is achieved by

ensuring that the radars illuminate the targets in the list simultaneously.

If used, the target priority queue is updated for the next scan at the end of the

current scan. This is done using the final list of targets that was selected for multistatic

measurement. Targets that were scheduled decrease in priority, and unscheduled targets

can either stay at the same priority level or increase in priority (refer to Figure 4.1).

4.2.2 Rationale for research decisions

All algorithms implemented for the multistatic radar scheduling investigation made use

of Matlab R©. This does not include the parallel processing versions where the underly-

ing IA implementation used C and OpenCL. Matlab is very good for prototyping and

comparison/exploration but is not necessarily the best choice for reducing computation

time. Nevertheless, results obtained are valid as the research only needs to compare the

algorithms. It is already known that GRASP can be used in a realistic system. Thus in
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a comparison where IA matches or exceeds the performance within reasonable execution

times, it can be proven to be an efficient and effective scheduling algorithm. Using a more

non-scripted programming language would provide even better scheduling performance for

the same computation time.

Secondly, whether IA can handle and improve realistic requirements of a Mechanically

Steered Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network (MSMSRN) scheduler is to be evaluated.

This second test is also necessary as any effective scheduling algorithm should handle all

real-world requirements, which the sensors and environment impose on the algorithm.

Research on this aspect need not be realistic in execution time, as the requirement is to

prove that the algorithm can handle the complexity of the solution space. Proving that

the algorithm can also execute in real time completes the proof of the research question.

Although the focus is on a MSMSRN, the results should be relevant to other types of sensor

networks or systems. The scheduling algorithms would, however, need to be adapted to

handle the peculiarities of any new sensor employed.

Initial results of a fair comparison of IA to GRASP showed that IA requires much more

processing time to achieve similar scheduling performance. The performance metric is the

mean number of multistatic measurements made during a scan. This is for the case where

the sensors only require a subset of the constraints that IA can handle. Therefore, to

evaluate the effectiveness of IA for simpler constraint satisfaction problems, IA had to be

optimised so that it no longer computed using all available constraints. The literature was

consulted to see if good published techniques could be adapted for reducing the complexity

of IA. There was no need to optimise GRASP as it is a meta-heuristic search procedure,

which quickly converges to good results.

For all simulations it was sufficient to make use of a binary radar network, as this

problem was already complex enough to test the algorithms against realistic constraints.

The results obtained are, however, in no way limited to such a binary radar network.

It was necessary to highlight the way the results can be extrapolated to a multisensor

network. For all simulations, multiple Monte-Carlo runs had to be executed to arrive at

suitable mean values when varying each independent variable. Each run made use of a

random seed to generate a completely random scenario. In doing so, all biases towards

specific set-ups could be averaged out for the scheduling algorithms. Furthermore, slight
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variations in execution time could also be handled. The comparisons all used the Standard

Error of the Mean (SEM) to ensure that there was statistical significance in the results.
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4.3 Parallel Processing Architecture Investigation

Testing is performed by generating random CSP networks by two of the three methods

given by Nebel [61]. The methods are denoted by A(n, d, s), H(n, d) and S(n, d, s) and are

repeated here for completeness. The three parameters are the number of nodes ‘n’, the

degree of constraints known ‘d’3 and the average constraint size ‘s’.

The A(n, d, s) method generates random instances of n intervals with degree d. The

network size also determines the number of independent relations as n(n−1)
2 . The degree

‘d’ randomly selects d
n−1 relations of the independent relations. Thus, the degree can

vary over the interval (0, n − 1]. The selected intervals will contain randomly generated

constraints. Relations not selected are the set of all operators or {all}.

The average constraints size ‘s’ denotes the average number of intervals in a selected

relation. For the selected relations, a uniform random number from 1 to 13 is used to

select an initial operator. One operator is then randomly selected for exclusion uniformly

from the remaining operators. Finally, the rest of the operators are selected uniformly

using the value s−1
13 . Thus s can vary over the interval [3, 13].

The H(n, d) method generates instances as per A(n, d, s), but instead of randomly

generating constraints, the edges are selected from a set of 3 006 particularly difficult

constraints. These constraints have three or more clauses when considering their logic form

[3]. This method was not used as it is a subset of the other two methods. Furthermore,

the region of complex solutions is similar enough to the other methods such that results

can be extrapolated.

The S(n, d, s) method generates a random instance that is guaranteed to be consistent.

This is done by generating a random network as per method A(n, d, s). Then a consistent

scenario is generated by generating n random intervals by creating defined start and stop

points. The constraints for this scenario are then extracted and added to the randomly

generated network.

The known set of subclasses of IA mentioned by Nebel [61] were used to select specific

values for the average constraint size ‘s’. These are the continuous-endpoint class (C),
3Relations not known are the set of all operators or {all}
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the Pointisable class4 (P) and the ORD-Horn class (H). Furthermore, we also consider

Point Algebra (PA) (or D) and IA (I), which gives five different values for s. The strict

hierarchy is D ⊂ C ⊂ P ⊂ H ⊂ I.

4.3.1 Monte-Carlo simulations

Parallel processing results were obtained by executing the OpenCL algorithm given in

Section 6.2. The parallel algorithms execute on a GP-GPU5 using a MCPU6 to execute

the host code. The serial version runs on a single core of the same MCPU. The execution

time is measured using the Linux system timer7, which measures the time accurate to

around 1 ms. The timer value before and after execution of either the serial or parallel

algorithm is differenced. In practice, parallel processing has overheads as specified in

Section 6.2. All overheads should not exceed the serial execution time less the parallel

execution time for the method to be effective.

Two Monte-Carlo simulations were run that consisted of three independent batches.

The first simulation generates random scenarios using the A(n, d, s) method, while the

second uses the S(n, d, s) method. Each batch varied by one independent variable, which

are either the network size n, the degree of constraints d or the size of constraints s.

The first batch of a simulation tested the effect of increasing the number of nodes in

the CSP network. For this batch the ratio d
n−1 of constraints was set to 1

2 . The average

constraint size in terms of operators in the randomly generated relations was the set to 9.8.

The number of intervals was then varied between 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128. The maximum

size of 128 was limited by the external memory of the GP-GPU used.

The second batch of a simulation tested the effect of changing the degree d of con-

straints that are not the set of all operators. The ratio was varied between 1
4 , 3

8 , 1
2 , 5

8 and

3
4 . In this batch the number of nodes in the CSP network was 128. This gives the values

for d as 31.75, 47.625, 63.5, 79.375 and 95.25. Furthermore, the constraint size s in terms

of operators in the randomly generated relations was 9.8.

The third and final batch of a simulation tested the effect of increasing constraint size

4The Pointisable class considers the end points of intervals as points and is not to be confused with
point algebra, where nodes are points and not intervals.

5Nvidia GeForce GT540M
6Intel Core i7-2670QM @ 2.20 GHz
7Ubuntu Linux Long Term Support (LTS) 12.04
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s in the CSP network. The five subclasses of IA were used leading to the values for s as:

3, 7.5, 8.6, 9.8 and 13. In this batch the number of nodes in the CSP network was 128.

Furthermore, the ratio d
n−1 was kept at 1

2 .

A single iteration of the batch then executes both algorithms on the same random

scenarios. The random scenario is generated once per iteration using the same method

and the values for n, d and s selected. Thus six Monte-Carlo batches were run in total,

where each made use of 1 000 iterations. The results for these simulations are captured

in separate figures in Section 6.3.

4.3.2 Rationale for research decisions

This investigation only considers the parallel processing performance enhancement that IA

path consistency can achieve. The reason for this is that our prior investigation into MSM-

SRN scheduling indicates that only path consistency is required. Arc consistency, a subset

of path consistency, seems to be less important, but total consistency may be required for

more complex multisensor scheduling. Nevertheless, research has been published into both

of these consistency algorithms, and these should also be able to be implemented similarly

for GP-GPUs.

OpenCL was chosen as the computing language to implement the parallel path con-

sistency algorithm. This programming language readily enables the use of MCPUs, GP-

GPUs and FPGAs. However, it must be noted that even so any algorithm implemented

in OpenCL is not guaranteed to be efficient or even provide speed-ups on any of the sup-

ported parallel processing architectures. GP-GPUs were then selected as they seem to be

the most promising architecture for path consistency to exploit. They have thousands of

computation units and each unit has a very small thread launch overhead. FPGAs could

also have been considered, but these are less prevalent as co-processing units and are much

more expensive.

Monte-Carlo simulations had to be run to remove the variation in execution time

achieved given that most systems use a modern operating system. Nevertheless, variation

in computation time was also constrained by ensuring that no other computational load

was present on the system. Published research into total path consistency was used to

identify methods of generating random IA networks. Two techniques were used from the
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work of Nebel [61]: one generates mostly inconsistent networks and the other consistent

networks. Furthermore, four sub-algebras of Interval Algebra was evaluated alongside IA.

The sub-algebras used are PA, the continuous-endpoint class, the Pointisable class and the

ORD-Horn class [3]. These algebras can be useful in multisensor scheduling even though

the multistatic radar scheduling investigation made use of Reduced PA8.

8Only using the ‘before’ and ‘after’ IA operators
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4.4 Conclusion

The hypothesis that Interval Algebra, as a temporal reasoning language, should perform

scheduling of sensor dwells efficiently and effectively is outlined. Three research questions

that if answered will prove the hypothesis are given. Can Interval Algebra allow a mul-

tistatic radar system to make more multistatic measurements of targets? Can Interval

Algebra perform as well as established multisensor scheduling techniques in terms of com-

putational requirements? Is it possible to enhance the performance of Interval Algebra by

making use of parallel processing architectures, and if so, what performance increase is

to be gained? Next, the methodology followed in arriving at these research questions and

the method in which they are answered is given.

The first two research questions are answered by considering Mechanically Steered

Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network (MSMSRN) scheduling. The simulation environ-

ments, defined in Section 4.2, give a suitable statistical framework to test the MSMSRN

scheduling algorithms9. Both define a binary multistatic surveillance radar network and

a rectangular observed area. The radars are mechanically steered and the rotators do

not change direction until a scan is completed. Using these simulations allows the per-

formance of scheduling algorithms utilising IA to be compared to those utilising GRASP.

Furthermore, nimble scheduling can be investigated for surveillance radars. The results of

the simulation runs are provided and discussed in Chapter 5.

The last research question is answered by comparing parallel path consistency execut-

ing on General-Purpose Graphical Processing Unit (GP-GPU) against serial path consis-

tency executing on a single Central Processing Unit (CPU) core. Section 4.3 provides a

framework within which the serial and parallel IA network consistency can be compared to

each other in terms of processing time required. This framework is compared to published

research that considers how IA algorithms could be utilised on parallel processing archi-

tectures. Using this simulation environment, multiple runs were executed for each of the

varied independent variables: number of intervals in the network, expressiveness of the IA

relationships and number of unknown relationships. These simulations were performed to

compare GP-GPU parallel processing of IA path consistency to that of a serial algorithm

9The simulation environments was also used to generate the conference paper [1] and journal paper.
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utilising only a single CPU core. The results of these simulation runs are captured and

discussed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 5

Multistatic Radar Scheduling

Investigation

5.1 Introduction

This chapter captures the details of the research conducted to answer the first two research

questions. Answers to the first two research questions (Section 1.5) made the most impact

on supporting the hypothesis statement. The methodology (Section 1.6) and methods

(Section 4.2) were followed to ensure the research provided valid results. The rationale for

the research decisions made was discussed in Section 4.2.2. This chapter1 forms the basis

for a research paper, as mentioned in Section A.3, which was published by the Elsevier

Information Fusion journal [2].

Section 5.2 provides the details of the algorithms developed to compare Interval Algebra

(IA) to Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) Mechanically Steered

Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network (MSMSRN) scheduling and test it against a nim-

ble scheduling problem. More details can also be found in Appendix B. This begins with

Section 5.2.1, which contains an overview of the initial IA scheduling algorithm [1]. This

is followed by a treatment of the most basic real-world constraint of uncertainties in the

angular order of target (Section 3.2.3) in Section 5.2.2. These uncertainties in the angu-

lar order of targets result from the fact that no sensors can have an infinitesimally small

measurement accuracy. Next, Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4 and 5.2.5 capture the improvements

1Along with the supporting Sections 3.2, 3.3, 3.4 and 4.2
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and optimisations that were made to the initial IA scheduler. Two of these optimisations

resulted in novel contributions. Finally, Section 5.2.6 looks at how IA can be used to solve

the nimble scheduling problem, a potentially important real-world constraint.

Section 5.3 the captures the results and how they were obtained by following the

methods in Section 4.2. This begins with Section 5.3.1, which contains the details of the

simulations executed to answer the research questions using the algorithms defined in the

previous section. Next, Section 5.3.2 gives the results of the comparison of IA to GRASP.

Finally, Section 5.3.3 gives the results of the nimble scheduling investigation.

In Section 5.4, an academic discussion around the meaning and significance of the

results is given. Section 5.4.1 is divided into four subsections, and discusses how well IA

compares to GRASP. The first three subsections look at how the comparison is impacted

when varying one independent variable: number of targets in the scene, radar beam widths

and number of radars in the multistatic network. The final subsection considers the

impact of the novel Reduced Point Algebra (RPA) format that was developed in Section

5.2.5. Section 5.4.2 then discusses the nimble scheduling results and the impact thereof

on surveillance sensor networks in general. Next, Section 5.4.3 looks at the importance of

sensor architecture and how other architectures can be accommodated with IA. Finally,

Section 5.4.4 considers the information gain that is achieved by using IA.

This investigation is concluded by Section 5.5, where all the most important results are

highlighted and future work is identified. The concluding section reiterates the research

that was conducted so that it can stand on its own.
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5.2 Calculation

Previous work presented by the author [1] compared IA to a heuristic algorithm that

was devised to solve the Mechanically Steered Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network

scheduling (MS) problem. This comparison did not demonstrate the effectiveness of IA

against established techniques. Thus, the IA MS (I-MS) algorithm was compared to a

conventional algorithm to evaluate the suitability of IA as a solution to the MS problem.

GRASP, a mathematical programming technique [33], was selected for the comparisons.

The GRASP MS (G-MS) algorithm, unlike the I-MS algorithm, performs a global

search by repeatedly performing multiple local searches. In each iteration of GRASP,

a solution is generated and then a local search is performed, which continually adds and

removes targets in order to find a better solution. In contrast, the I-MS algorithm generates

a single locally optimal solution and so is expanded by using it as the local search for the

GRASP algorithm to draw fair comparisons. This form of the I-MS algorithm was referred

to as the Iterative IA MS (II-MS) algorithm.

The comparison of the II-MS algorithm to the G-MS algorithm was then evaluated

from two different perspectives to ensure that a fair comparison was performed. The first

perspective compared the algorithms in terms of the computational gain they offer. The

algorithms were optimised such that they performed equally well against the tested metric

of mean multistatic measurements per scan. Algorithms that require less computation time

provide a better solution to the scheduling problem.

Conversely, the second perspective compared the algorithms in terms of the perfor-

mance gain they offer. The algorithms were optimised such that they perform in the

same amount of processing time. Algorithms that make more multistatic measurements

of targets on average per scan of the radars provide better solutions. While the II-MS

algorithm compared well to the G-MS algorithm when only considering the performance of

the algorithms, it also required three orders of magnitude greater processing time. This is

due to the fact that IA provides a much richer set of constraints than that which was being

used by the MSMSRN scheduler. To address this shortcoming the Iterative Reduced Point

Algebra MS (IRP-MS) algorithm was developed that can be regarded as an equivalent to

the G-MS algorithm in both respects, and is discussed in Section 5.2.5.
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5.2.1 Basic IA scheduling

Algorithm 12 IASchedulerInit (A : target order for each radar)

create IA network N = ∅
for all radars r do

create handled set H = ∅
for all bins b ∈ Ar in sequence do

for all targets t ∈ Ar,b in sequence do
create interval It
add row and column t to N for It
for all intervals In in H do

if n ∈ Ar,b then
PC (N , [n, t], {all})

else
PC (N , [n, t], {before})

end if
end for
H = {H, In}

end for
end for

end for
return N

As per Section 4.2, the IA scheduler receives an ordered lists of targets Tr from each of

the radars r forming a multistatic radar network, where Tr(n) is the location of the target

n in the list. The IA scheduler then creates an interval Ir,n per target for each of the

radars, which represents a task for the radar to track the target during the scan. Next,

the IA network is initialised by adding each of the created intervals and only populating

the IA relationships for tasks of the same radar.

This is done by consulting the two order lists and generating suitable IA relations. If

the relationship is unambiguous then it will only contain either the IA operator ‘before’ or

‘after’. The order list is consulted for each target and the relationship for a corresponding

interval is set as follows:

Ir,n{before}Ir,m | ∀ (r, n 6= m,Tr(n) ≺ Tr(m)) (5.1)

All other relationships are kept at their initial value of {all}.

Next, the scheduler must decide which targets will be measured by both radars si-

multaneously, thus a multistatic measurement can be made. For the IA scheduler, this
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requires setting the relationship between the intervals for the selected target n of all the

radars r and s to contain only ‘equal’.

Ir,n{equal}Is,n | ∀ r 6= s (5.2)

Each time a target is scheduled for a multistatic measurement, the IA scheduler first

makes a backup of the current IA network. Then the scheduler randomly selects a target

with the highest priority and sets the corresponding intervals to the ‘equal’ relationship.

If the network remains consistent the target is added to the list of targets that will be

measured simultaneously and the resulting IA network is retained. Alternatively, when

an inconsistency is generated, the IA network is reinstated to the backup and the target

is discounted from being measured simultaneously.

The final list of targets to measure simultaneously is the list that is generated once

each target has been attempted. Targets of a lower priority are only selected once every

target of a higher priority has been attempted. If there are two targets with the same

priority a random selection is made.

5.2.2 IA scheduling with uncertainties

Algorithm 13 IASchedulerRun (N : IA network, A : target order for each radar, Q :
target priority queue)

create schedule S = ∅
for all targets n ∈ Q select n randomly according to priority do

for all radars r do
pr = index of n in Ar

end for
set consistency c = true
for all unique combinations a and b in index of p do
c = c ∧ PC (N , [pa,pb], {equal})

end for
if c = true then
S = {S, n}

end if
end for
return schedule S

IA can easily manage the case where the azimuth angle of the targets cannot be

determined. As per Section 4.2, the scheduler now receives an order list of azimuth sectors
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Ar for each radar r. Each azimuth sector Ar,k can contain one or more targets, where

sectors containing zero targets need not be reported.

The same IA operators are used in the relationships of targets from different azimuth

sectors, which will again match their ordering in the list as follows:

Ir,n{before}Ir,m | ∀ (r, n 6= m,n ∈ Ar,k,m ∈ Ar,l, k < l) (5.3)

where n is the first target number, m is the second target number, k is the sector number

corresponding to target n and l is the sector number corresponding to target m.

However, the relationships between targets in the same azimuth sector are not updated

and remain {all}, as per

Ir,n{all}Ir,m | ∀ (r, n 6= m, {n,m} ∈ Ar,k) (5.4)

Targets are selected as per the case where the ordering is known exactly and the

list of targets to visit is generated again by using ‘equal’ relationships. Scheduling with

uncertainties then progresses exactly as per basic IA scheduling.

The IA scheduling algorithm, which can handle the uncertainties in the target sequence,

is presented as Algorithm 13. This algorithm requires using Algorithm 12 to initialise the

IA network once per scan.

5.2.3 Growing the IA network

Algorithm 14 RpaNetGrow (n : Reduced PA network, A : radars target order, Q :
target priority queue)

for all t ∈ Q select t randomly according to priority do
if t /∈ nk | ∀ k then
n = RpaNetAdd (n,A, t)

end if
end for
return n

Here the way IA is used to schedule is reconsidered by revisiting the way intervals

are added to the IA network. The I-MS algorithm first adds all intervals to the IA

network before performing any constraint processing. Thus each iteration of the IA path
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consistency algorithm executes on a maximum-sized constraint matrix.

A better method to perform the IA computations would be to only add the intervals

as they are required, thereby growing the IA network as processing continues. This is a

simple contribution, which has parallels with the work by van Beek and Manchak [148],

as this work focuses on adding intervals in the order of maximum impact to least impact.

This highlights the importance of adding intervals to the IA network in the best possible

order.

In the IA Growing-network MS (IG-MS) algorithm, multistatic measurement intervals

from each radar are added for one target at a time to the IA network. In this way, the

IA network only grows as more multistatic measurements of the targets are scheduled.

Algorithm 14 captures the essence of the growing technique by only adding intervals as

they are required.

Algorithm 15 RpaNetAdd(n : Reduced PA network, A : radars target order, t target
number)

d = length of vector n
for all s = 1→ d do

for all m ∈ ns do
R = {all}
for all radars r do
Rr = RpaGenRel (Ar, t,m)
R = R ∩Rr

end for
if R = ∅ then

return n
else if R = {before} then
ns−1 = {ns−1, t}
return n

else if R = {before, after} then
ns = {ns, t}
return n

end if
end for

end for
nd+1 = {t}
return n
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5.2.4 Constraint ordering

Ordering heuristics could then be considered from the work of van Beek and Manchak

[148] to be applied to the IG-MS algorithm. Constraint ordering is described in Section

3.3.3.

However, the ordering heuristics cannot be used directly for the IA scheduling algo-

rithm discussed. This is because the constraints with the ‘equals’ relation have the largest

impact and these are determined during the operation of the algorithm. These represent

the multistatic measurements, which must be selected by the scheduling algorithm.

The ordering heuristics did, however, lead to the notion of using a single interval per

multistatic tracking task. Doing so removes the need for the ‘equals’ constraints as there

is only one interval per target, which now represents the multistatic measurement task for

both radars.

All IA scheduling algorithms up until the IG-MS algorithm used an interval for each

target per radar; thus there were also two times more intervals than targets for these

algorithms. Using a single interval for a multistatic measurement task leads to a further

improvement in performance, as the IA constraint matrix size is reduced by three quarters.

Scheduling with IA allows either an interval per track or an interval per target to be

used. The single interval is then chosen to represent a group of tracks that are believed to

belong to the same target. Track-to-track association is performed in the research using

the auction algorithm, which is typically applied to detection-to-track association.

While targets move the interval stays the same but the relationship of the interval to

others changes. This requires rebuilding the IA network on each scan or only when the

targets have sufficiently moved on from their current location to require such a change. For

the research the network was rebuilt on each scan, but applying a more dynamic approach

could potentially alleviate much processing requirements, if an efficient way for checking

the scope of target movements has required a change in the network structure. Such a

technique was deemed outside the scope of the current research. I will add this to the list

of potential future work.

Using a single interval per target requires performing the intersect of the constraints

from the radar in the multistatic cluster. If the set is not null then the interval can be
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added to the IA network. The resulting algorithm was called the IA Simplified-Constraints

MS (IS-MS) algorithm.

5.2.5 Reduced PA networks

After the preceding optimisations, only two IA operators were used in interval relations,

namely the ‘before’ and ‘after’ IA operator. This is a subset of Point Algebra (PA)

which uses only ‘before’, ‘after’ and ‘equals’. This means that the relationships between

the interval for a single radar would either be {before}, {after} or {before, after}. The

intersect of the relationships from both radars would then be similarly constrained.

Using Matlab R© code analyser revealed that, in all cases, this PA network remained

consistent. This was as long as the intersect of the constraints from either radar was not

null. Looking at the PA relational matrix for the resulting PA network showed that each

row of the PA network matrix, for MSMSRN scheduling, is merely a permutation of every

other row if set inversion is applied. That is, one row captured all the information about

the relationships for the entire matrix.

Thus the entire PA network matrix could be captured more efficiently as a vector of sets

containing intervals. Intervals from different elements in the vector, a set, are temporally

organised as per their occurrence in the vector. However, intervals found in the set have

an ambiguous temporal relationship to each other. In this case, a surrogate interval could

be used in the vector to represent this ambiguous grouping of intervals.

The Reduced Point Algebra MSMSRN Scheduling (RP-MS) algorithm therefore uses a

vector of sets, containing intervals, to capture and maintain the relationships between all

the intervals. The Iterative RP-MS (IRP-MS) Algorithm again uses RP-MS as the local

search for GRASP. This leads to savings in memory and processing time, as the Reduced

Point Algebra (RPA) form does not require storing or maintaining all the relationships

between every interval. This algorithm is a novel contribution which demonstrates that

under certain circumstances the relationships in a PA network can better be captured as

a vector of sets than a matrix.

Algorithms 14-16 implement the Reduced PA defined as part of this research. All set

operations have their usual meaning, while subscripts denote the indexing operation. Sets

are in upper case, matrices are in bold upper case while vectors are in bold lower case.
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Finally, the target order matrices Ar are the azimuth angle ordering from a radar r, which

can incorporate uncertainties in this ordering. Each column represents the known angular

sequence and the true order of targets in the same column (on different rows) cannot be

discerned. The pseudo code for the Reduced PA scheduler is provided as Algorithm 17.

Algorithm 16 RpaGenRel (A : target order, n : target one, m : target two)

cn = column of n in A
cm = column of m in A
if cn < cm then
R = {before}

else if cn = cm then
R = {before, after}

else
R = {after}

end if
return R

Algorithm 17 ReducedPAScheduler (A : target order for each radar, Q : target priority
queue)

create reduced PA network n = ∅
create schedule S = ∅
n = RpaNetGrow (n,A, Q)
for all targets i ∈ n in sequence do
S = {S, n}

end for
return schedule S

5.2.6 Nimble IA scheduling

As discussed in Section 3.2.4, in certain circumstances it is not sufficient to perform

scheduling only when the scan commences. In these cases, the scheduling is performed at

scan boundaries as well as during the time the multistatic measurement is being made.

The Nimble IA Scheduler solves Equation 3.4 for each target before building the list of

targets that may contain uncertainties. In doing so, it assumes that the target will be

visited by moving the radar with the largest azimuth delta at the fastest positioner rate.

Furthermore, the assumption is made that no other target will be visited. The target

priority is also updated using Equation 3.5.

The selection of targets for multistatic measurement is then performed as per all the

other IA scheduling algorithms, except that the target priority is the area of the 2σ ellipse
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defined by the predicted tracking covariance. Thereafter, the low-level scheduler is tasked

with ensuring that the positioners of the two radars are moved so that the beams of the

radars intercept on the target. The low-level scheduler also solves Equation 3.4 but instead

of assuming no other targets are visited, it must compute the times as determined for the

entire sequence of targets. When reaching interception points, targets that can no longer

be measured in the multistatic mode are not considered by the nimble scheduler. These

targets are those that lie in the opposite direction from the radar beam scan direction and

have either been measured already using the multistatic mode or were measured using

only monostatic measurements. They can no longer be measured using any mode during

the current scan and will have to be revisited on the next scan.

Each time the scheduler is invoked at the boundaries of the scan or at target intercepts,

an IA network must be built from the remaining targets that can be visited. As the target

relationships change during the time it takes the radar beams to reach an interception

point, the IA network from previous iterations must be discarded as it contains invalid

information. In the current form IA can only further constrain relationships; however,

future work could address this by allowing IA also to permit more ambiguity in relation-

ships. Nevertheless, generating the IA network for subsequent rounds gradually requires

less computation so that total processing time increases logarithmically. The pseudo code

for the Nimble IA Scheduler is presented as Algorithm 18.

Algorithm 18 NimbleIAScheduler (x̂ : target state estimate vector for all targets, t0 :
current time)

for all targets f where θf (t0) � θr(t0) do
for all radars r do
δf,r = θf (t0)− θr(t0)

end for
find radar r with maximum |δf,r|
solve Equation 3.4 for t using r
x̄f = At

f · x̂f (t0)

compute P̄f (t) using Equation 3.5
add target f and priority P̄f (t) to priority queue Q
add target f to Ar bins as per δf,r

end for
N = IAScheduleInit(A)
S = IAScheduleRun(N,A, Q)
send target Sf with minimum |δf,r| to radar schedulers
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Interested readers can refer to Appendix B for the pseudo code all the scheduling algo-

rithms implemented during this research. Furthermore, the Matlab code for all algorithms

can be found on the accompanying disc, the contents of which are outlined in Appendix

D.
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5.3 Results

5.3.1 Simulation set-up

For each of the comparison simulations2 performed a 40× 40 km area was selected, while

a 10 × 10 km area was selected for the nimble simulations3 to reduce simulation times.

One radar is situated at coordinate (0, 0) km or the bottom left corner of the area. The

other radar is situated at the top left corner of the area (coordinate (0, 40) km or (0, 10)

km). Both radars are assumed to have a maximum detection range greater than 57 km.

The maximum slew rate of the positioners of the radar was selected to be Π/2 radians per

second, or a 90◦ rotation every second. The radars always scan over the area in opposing

directions; therefore, if one radar is scanning clockwise the other will scan anti-clockwise.

A number of targets are then generated with random starting points and random

motion profiles. The relative positions of the targets in relation to the two radars represent

a target geometry. During the scan, the radars are not allowed to change scan direction

until they have reached the boundaries of the surveyed area. With these constraints

and any given target geometry, a different upper limit of multistatic measurements can

be generated. The target geometry will change slowly as the targets move during the

simulation. Target motion for the nimble simulations is modelled according to the Singer

random-walk acceleration model [156]. The details of this model are given in Appendix

C.1.

Three Monte-Carlo simulation batches were performed to analyse the performance of

IA scheduling. The first two batches compared IA to GRASP, where one batch varied

the number of targets, and the other varied the radar beam width. For these batches

the simulation time, for each random run, was kept low at 1 000 seconds, which is not

necessarily equivalent to execution time. The final batch of simulations determined the

nimbleness of the IA scheduler when used in highly dynamic scenarios. Simulation time

had to be limited to 60 seconds due to the computational complexity of the nimble IA

scheduling simulation runs.

In all cases, the simulation time is realistic when considering the radar positioner slew

2Refer to Appendix D or https://code.google.com/p/multiple-radar-fusion-simulation-simple/
3Refer to Appendix D or https://code.google.com/p/multiple-radar-fusion-simulation-realistic/
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rates and target motion, but the simulation does not take into account the processing

time of the algorithms. During a simulation run, the target geometries vary slowly due

to the target movements. The initial target geometry is generated randomly and varies

greatly between two different random seeds. Therefore using more simulation runs tests

a greater diversity of the target geometries than using fewer simulations that run for a

longer simulation time.

The random seed was reinitialised every time the MSMSRN scheduling algorithm

changed. This was done for all the batches of simulations to ensure that the different

scheduling algorithms operated under exactly the same conditions. A global counter was

used as the random seed and was only incremented after testing all scheduling algorithms.

A 100 different global counter values were used for each batch of simulations. The random

seed determines the initial placement and paths of the targets, as well as the priority

change of each target within the priority queue when used.

5.3.2 IA comparison to GRASP

Varying the number of targets

Table 5.1: Results comparing IA to GRASP by varying the number of targets in the
scenario. Mean (µ) and standard error (ε) of scan duration (S), targets measured (M)
and total execution time (E) as the number of targets is varied for IA (I) and GRASP
(G). This table captures the results of 800 Monte-Carlo simulation runs, where the
number of targets in the scenario were varied between 10, 20, 40 and 80 targets. The
beam width of the radars was kept at a constant value of 1◦. The G-MS algorithm is
abbreviated to G while the IRP-MS algorithm is abbreviated to I.

Targets

10 20 40 80

µ ε µ ε µ ε µ ε

SG 5.9 3 · 10−2 6.0 2 · 10−2 6.1 2 · 10−2 6.2 1 · 10−2

SI 5.9 3 · 10−2 6.0 2 · 10−2 6.1 1 · 10−2 6.2 1 · 10−2

MG 3.7 7 · 10−2 5.5 7 · 10−2 8.3 7 · 10−2 13 8 · 10−2

MI 3.7 7 · 10−2 5.5 7 · 10−2 8.3 7 · 10−2 13 8 · 10−2

EG 5.2 4 · 10−2 18 8 · 10−2 66 20 · 10−2 260 60 · 10−2

EI 4.9 3 · 10−2 16 7 · 10−2 60 20 · 10−2 240 60 · 10−2
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Varying the beam width of the radars

Table 5.2: Results comparing IA to GRASP by varying the radar beam width of both
radars simultaneously. Mean (µ) and standard error (ε) of scan duration (S), targets
measured (M) and total execution time (E) as the beam width is varied for IA (I) and
GRASP (G). This table gives the results of 1 200 Monte-Carlo simulation runs, where
the beam width of the radars was varied between 10−6◦

, 1◦, 2◦, 4◦ and 8◦. The number
of targets was kept at a constant value of 20 targets. The G-MS algorithm is abbreviated
to G while the IRP-MS algorithm is abbreviated to I.

Beam Width ◦

µ
ε

10−6 0.5 1 2 4 8

SG 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.5 1.8 · 10−2

SI 6.0 6.0 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.5 1.8 · 10−2

MG 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.4 7.3 7.6 · 10−2

MI 5.3 5.4 5.6 5.8 6.4 7.3 7.7 · 10−2

EG 18 17 18 17 17 16 8.1 · 10−2

EI 16 16 16 16 16 15 7.0 · 10−2

5.3.3 Nimble scheduling with IA

Note that for both Figure 5.1 and 5.2 better performance could have been gained for the

Naive, Intercept and Nimble IA Scheduler by allowing the GRASP-like outer loop of the

algorithms to run more iterations.
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Figure 5.1: Effect of target initial velocity and acceleration on number of measurements
made using IA scheduling. Total measurements possible is assumed to be two multistatic
measurements per target, where 100% is only possible with a perfect AESA radar (i.e. off-
bore-sight scanning does not require longer dwells) and 40% is the theoretical maximum
for an MSMSRN scheduler. This is assuming the measurement dwell is 17 ms on average
and a measurement is made as the target enters both beams and as it leaves the beams.
Average number of multistatic measurements made for 900 nimble IA scheduling Monte-
Carlo simulation runs. Three different simulation scenarios were employed to investigate
the effect of highly dynamic targets. For each, the acceleration variance σa of the Singer
random-walk motion model and initial target velocity, a Gaussian random value with
mean µv, were set as follows: σa = 2 m · s−2 and µv = 25 m · s−1, σa = 2 m · s−2 and
µv = 50 m · s−1 or σa = 20 m · s−2 and µv = 25 m · s−1. Three MSMSRN scheduling
modes were tested: naive, once per scan using the current target geometry, thus ignoring
highly dynamic targets; intercept, once per scan simply predicting the location of the
target using the fastest beam intercept time; or nimble, at each intercept point where all
target locations are predicted using the fastest beam intercept time as per Section 5.2.6.
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Figure 5.2: Effect of target initial velocity and acceleration on number of measurements
attempted but missed using IA scheduling. Average number of multistatic measurements
attempted but missed for 900 nimble IA scheduling Monte-Carlo simulation runs. Total
measurements possible is assumed to be two multistatic measurements per target, where
100% is only possible with a perfect AESA radar (i.e. off-bore-sight scanning does not
require longer dwells) and 40% is the theoretical maximum for an MSMSRN scheduler.
This is assuming the measurement dwell is 17 ms on average and a measurement is made
as the target enters both beams and as it leaves the beams. Three different simulation
scenarios were employed to investigate the effect of highly dynamic targets. For each,
the acceleration variance σa of the Singer random-walk motion model and initial target
velocity, a Gaussian random value with mean µv, were set as follows: σa = 2 m · s−2 and
µv = 25 m · s−1, σa = 2 m · s−2 and µv = 50 m · s−1 or σa = 20 m · s−2 and µv = 25 m · s−1.
Three MSMSRN scheduling modes were tested: naive, once per scan using the current
target geometry, thus ignoring highly dynamic targets; intercept, once per scan simply
predicting the location of the target using the fastest beam intercept time; or nimble,
at each intercept point where all target locations are predicted using the fastest beam
intercept time as per Section 5.2.6.
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5.4 Discussion

5.4.1 IA comparison to GRASP

Running Monte-Carlo simulations comparing the IRP-MS algorithm to the G-MS algo-

rithm revealed that the two algorithms not only compute in a similar amount of time but

also perform equally in terms of multistatic measurements made. In the case of the IRP-

MS algorithm, the RP-MS algorithm would be run once per target in the scene. Thus, in

these respects the RP-MS algorithm is equivalent to the GRASP construction algorithm

used by the G-MS algorithm.

However, IA can cater for a richer set of temporal constraints without modifying the

underlying algorithm. The GRASP construction algorithm would need to be redesigned

to handle the new set of constraints and the modifications would become increasingly

complicated matching the complexity of the constraints. IA would be able to handle the

new constraints without modification, as long as these constraints can be expressed using

the temporal relationships defined by Allen [4].

Effect of increasing the number of targets

As the targets in the scene were increased, both the IRP-MS algorithm and the G-MS

algorithm could make more multistatic measurements per scan. However, the increased

number of multistatic measurements came at the expense of more computations. Table

5.3 shows that the number of multistatic measurements made decreases as a percentage

of the number of targets present in the scene. Furthermore, processing time required per

target in the scenario also increases as per Table 5.4.

Table 5.3: Scheduling performance versus number of targets

Targets Mean multistatic Percentage
measurements

10 3.7148 37.148
20 5.5500 27.750
40 8.3025 20.756
80 12.519 15.649

The reason for these trends is due to the fact that as the number of targets increases

linearly, the number of different choices of sequences of targets that can be measured in
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Table 5.4: Scheduling processing time versus number of targets

Targets Processing time Time per target

10 5.0505 0.5051
20 16.919 0.8460
40 63.406 1.5852
80 251.92 3.1490

the multistatic mode increases much quicker. The positions of the targets relative to the

two radars determines a unique geometry. The number of unique geometries of targets

that can be generated was the key factor and the longer sequences became less likely

when increasing the number of targets. Thus, on average, the total length of each of the

sequences of targets that solved the scheduling problem increased slowly. The statistical

distribution of the geometry of the targets within the area under surveillance affected both

of these factors. Each of the simulation runs within a batch of simulations, using the same

scheduling algorithm, tested a different geometry.

Effect of increasing the radar beam width

When the radar beam width increased this did not cause much change in the required

computation for either algorithm. This was due to the fact that the computation time

for both algorithms is not dominated by the number of uncertainties in the radar target

sequences. Both algorithms efficiently handled the uncertain order present in the azimuth

ordering of targets.

G-MS employed a very simple construction algorithm, which was also used to generate

mutated solutions. The mutated solutions were generated during the local search from

the first solution constructed. In both these algorithms, a single target was added at a

time and simple checks ensured that the target was only added if the sequence remained

consistent. Thus, this simple searching nature keeps the computational requirements low.

RPA has some benefits of normal IA, but with fewer processing requirements. This is

because the IA relationship matrix was collapsed from a matrix to a single row (or column)

vector of interval sets. Uncertainties in the list of targets from either radar changed the

input relationships whose intersection generated the IA relationships contained in the

vector. The same computation was performed regardless of the content of the relationships

for RPA. Thus, more uncertain orderings did not require more processing time.
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The slight decrease in processing time required can be attributed to the fact that as

the number of uncertainties in the ordering increased, the average length of the solutions

generated also increased. This means that, on average, more targets can be added to the

list of simultaneous measurements, and thus, on average, fewer mutated solutions need to

be generated in the search phase of GRASP.

Effect of increasing the number of radars

No simulations were performed to test the effect of increasing the number of radars; how-

ever, it is easy to extrapolate what will occur from the results given and the workings of

these algorithms.

G-MS will require a redesigned construction and mutation algorithm to handle the

dimension increase in the number of radars used. This will lead to more complicated

checks that need to be performed and will lead to a more complicated solution. The

processing time for the G-MS algorithm should increase linearly, as is the case when the

number of targets increases. This will be true as long as a sufficiently simple construction

and mutation algorithm can be generated for GRASP.

RPA and any other form of IA will easily handle the addition of multiple radars. In the

case of RPA, this only requires intersecting more relationships for the multistatic target

measurement intervals. Adding more sensors should also cause computation time of the

IRP-MS algorithm to increase linearly. The IRP-MS makes use of a vector of interval

sets to store the relationships between intervals, and the size of this vector bounds the

computation. Each time a radar is added, one more intersect per target addition will be

required, thus the processing time should double. Thus, a linear increase in computation

is expected for the IRP-MS algorithm as well.

IA network compression using RPA

The two novel contributions were key to allowing the IRP-MS algorithm to perform as

well as the G-MS algorithm. Without these modifications IA algorithms required more

processing than GRASP for the same sized MSMSRN scheduling problems. It is important

to note, however, that these modifications could be used in any IA algorithm. Thus they

are not exclusive to the MSMSRN scheduling problem.
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The technique of growing the IA matrix was similar to the work of van Beek and

Manchak [148] as the performance improvement results from the order that intervals are

added. Unlike the previous work, however, the key was that intervals should only be added

to the IA network when they are necessary to generate a solution. Adding the interval

prior to this time leads to wasted computations, which, even though they are initially

small, adds up over multiple iterations of the IA path consistency algorithm.

RPA became evident after considering the work of van Beek and Manchak [148]. It

also builds on the initial work of Allen [4], in which he noted that a set of intervals could be

summarised using a surrogate interval. However, details of when using a surrogate interval

would be beneficial were not clear. In the RPA algorithm, it is clear that surrogate intervals

could be used to represent a set of IA intervals that have simple relationships.

When the IA relationships amongst a set of IA intervals were purely of an ordering

nature (containing ‘before’, ‘after’, ‘meets’ and ‘met’) then the RPA form would be appli-

cable. For more complex IA relationships, especially those that consider various types of

overlapping intervals, the RPA format is insufficient and the matrix format must be used.

The relationships of the set of intervals with simple constraints can then be captured in

the more computationally efficient RPA format. Alternatively, a surrogate interval could

be used in the RPA relationship vector to represent portions of the network that could

only be represented using an IA relationship matrix. Which of these two approaches will

work best depends on the IA network, and thus both techniques may be usable to solve

future problems more efficiently. Similarly, a surrogate PA network can also be used to

reduce the size and computations of a large IA network and vice versa. This holds true

for any two constraint programming languages where parts of a network only require the

simpler constraint language.

Richer temporal constraints

So far richer temporal constraints have not been required to build schedules for the problem

at hand. However, there are scheduling scenarios where these constraints could be used

and then having a tool that incorporates a mechanism to allow for this would be beneficial.

One example would be to further optimise the dwell times of the radars. Currently, these

are seen as one interval starting from the first reception until the target echo for both the
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monostatic and bistatic measurements have been received. Alternatively, this task could

be further subdivided into three tasks for each radar: transmit energy, receive monostatic

and receive bistatic. The radars could then be allowed to transmit new waveforms while

the other radar is receiving the bistatic or monostatic echo. This scenario would require

the overlapping constraints of IA to solve correctly and would optimise the dwell time of

the radars on a particular target.

5.4.2 Nimble IA scheduling

None of the nimble scheduling results obtained are statistically significant due to the large

variance of the two tested parameters: multistatic measurements made and missed. On

average, however, the nimble scheduling strategy is able to make the most multistatic

measurements, approximately ten more than non-predictive scheduling strategy for all

simulation modes. This is due to the fact that the nimble scheduler is acting based on an

updated recognised surveillance picture and not on a single sample of the target geometry.

Unfortunately, it also requires much more processing than either of the other strategies,

as at each interception point all target locations are predicted for targets that can still be

visited. The updated recognised surveillance picture is then fed to the nimble scheduling

algorithm to recompute. Thus it appears that this simple intercept prediction strategy

offers the best alternative. It performs as well as the naive/non-predictive scheduling

strategy for both slow-moving targets and those with high accelerations, but performs

better for fast-moving targets.

In terms of missed multistatic measurements, both of the predictive scheduling strate-

gies provided a small improvement. However, once again, the results are neither sta-

tistically significant nor give a large improvement, and thus do not warrant the extra

processing.

5.4.3 Multisensor manager architecture

For this research a hybrid architecture was employed, where the multisensor manager is

centralised and the radar managers are decentralised. However, there are three ways that

this architecture could be decentralised.

One approach would be to simply replicate the fusion centre and multisensor manager
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at each radar. In this scheme, each radar would supply the tracks that occur in a region of

overlap to other radars. The tracks would be associated, fused and a scheduling decision

would be made. Each radar potentially arrives at a different locally optimal solution.

Then to reach consensus, the radars share their chosen schedule with each other. The final

choice of targets to schedule is the sequence that maximises Equation 3.1. This approach

is equivalent to running iterations of GRASP in parallel using IA as the construction

algorithm.

Another approach would be to divide up the sensed area into zones. Again the in-

formation fusion system and multisensor manager are replicated at each radar. However,

the radars now only share tracks with other radars managing the zone in which the track

lies. A radar with a decentralised multisensor manager then solves the IA constraints

for their zones. Each partial solution is then fed to the other radars collaborating in the

multistatic network. The final choice of targets to schedule is the concatenation of each

partial solution in the correct sequence. This approach is only practical when the search

volume can be divided up into zones that each radar scans in exactly the same sequence.

Finally, it is also possible to solve the scheduling with a Decentralised Constraint

Satisfaction Problem (DCSP) [48]. As per the previous approach, the sensed area would

still be divided up into zones. Each radar would be responsible for a zone and would need

to receive tracks from the other radars that fall in the zone. Each radar then associates

and fuses tracks for the zone it controls. These are then entered into the DCSP, where

the radars collaborate to solve the CSP as per our usage of IA in this research. For this

approach the choice of zones becomes completely arbitrary as a solution will be found

taking all constraints into account.

5.4.4 Information gain

It is important for a multisensor manager to improve the measures of effectiveness of an

information fusion system [157]. Performing multistatic measurements for radars achieves

this in three ways, and the Nimble IA scheduler offers the best improvement.

Firstly, the amount of information flowing into the fusion system is increased. This

is a direct consequence of the radars being able to make both bistatic and monostatic

measurements. Thus it is desirable to increase the number of multistatic measurements
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that can be made and reduce the ones that are missed. This is indeed the case for the

Nimble IA Scheduler and also the simple prediction scheduling. It is important to note

that given our comparison of IA to GRASP, similar results can be expected for GRASP.

Secondly, the quality of tracks formed for targets gaining multistatic measurement

should improve due to the increased information gain from the multistatic measurements.

Even when a multistatic measurement cannot be made due to partial occlusion, the target

will still be measured. More accurate tracks should provide better information to all

processes.

Finally, robustness of the information fusion system is improved. It is far less likely that

when a target is occluded for one radar that it will be occluded for all radars. Therefore

it is more likely that the target will be measured regardless.
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In this chapter, IA was compared to GRASP for scheduling MSMSRN. This was done to

show that IA is not computationally cumbersome and can provide equivalent performance

to that of GRASP. Furthermore, a realistic tracking environment was employed to show

how IA could be used to perform nimble scheduling. In the latter environment, three

different scheduling modes were tested: naive or no prediction, simple intercept prediction

and nimble scheduling.

Three Monte-Carlo simulations for a binary radar system were run to produce results,

where targets are randomly placed and move along random trajectories. The first two

simulation runs were used to vary the number of targets and the radar beam width in

order to compare IA to GRASP. The final simulation runs compared the three scheduling

modes used along with IA against slow, fast and rapidly accelerating targets.

While IA scheduling performed as well as GRASP in the binary radar simulations,

indications are that it would be easier to adapt this scheduling algorithm to cater for

more radars. IA is also more amenable to coping with a richer set of temporal constraints

that may be imposed. Since GRASP is based on simpler heuristics, its implementation is

more adversely affected by changes in imposed constraints than IA.

IA guarantees that a maximum length solution will be found for the target selections

that are made as it performs locally optimal examinations. Instead, conventional optimi-

sation algorithms carry out global searches. Thus, combinations of IA with conventional

optimisation algorithms such as IA should lead to even more effective scheduling algo-

rithms.

While the processing time required is within the real time available for both algorithms,

adding many more iterations or more targets would make this difficult to sustain. Thus,

while performing a global search is desirable, it would not always be possible. Employing

parallel processing architectures such as field programmable gate arrays, multi-core central

and general-purpose graphical processing units could make the use of a global search

technique practically feasible.

In most cases, the IA scheduling algorithm already provides good performance and

only a small incremental improvement is possible by utilising a conventional optimisation
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algorithm alongside IA. Thus, the performance given by the IA algorithm may be sufficient

and it then provides a computationally effective solution to a radar network scheduling

problem. The IA algorithm can be used as implemented in Matlab R©for around 10 targets

without requiring parallel processing.

IA path consistency can be run for 16 384 targets in about 0.5 s of execution time using

C4. Chapter 6 considers how parallel architectures can be leveraged to reduce the compu-

tation time required by IA. Doing so together with running the separate IA iterations in

parallel may make it possible to produce better results within realistic scan durations.

Given the present results it would appear that nimble scheduling is not a major problem

for a surveillance radar network that is tracking realistic targets that are neither ballistic

nor supersonic. However, the simple intercept prediction strategy does provide a minor

improvement and may be worth considering if there is spare processing capacity in the

system. Nevertheless, both multistatic measurements and nimble scheduling improve the

information gain of an information fusion system.

In the case of scheduling a multifunction radar, nimbleness is significantly more im-

portant as the platform housing the radar is usually moving quickly and it is likely that

ballistic and supersonic targets may be encountered. Thus, the Nimble IA Scheduler could

be adapted for use in multifunction radar networks and this would be an interesting topic

to pursue in the future.

IA can also be used in decentralised multisensor management solutions and does not

impose a specific architecture to the multisensor manager. Furthermore, IA is not only

useful in scheduling sensors but can be used to ensure that constraints are satisfied in

other information fusion functions.

4These are results from my C environment run on an Intel R© CoreTM i7-2670QM CPU at 2.2 GHz.
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Chapter 6

Parallel Processing Architecture

Investigation

6.1 Introduction

This chapter captures the details of the research conducted to answer the third and final

research question (Section 1.5). Answering this question ensures that the hypothesis, if

supported by the evidence, will be valid into the future. This is due to the fact that

modern parallel processing architectures are increasingly becoming the primary way of

ensuring that Moore’s law can be maintained. Ubiquitous parallel processing technologies

include Multicore Central Processing Units (MCPUs), General-Purpose Graphical Pro-

cessing Units (GP-GPUs), Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Digital Signal

Processors (DSPs). The methodology (Section 1.6) and methods (Section 4.3) were fol-

lowed to ensure that the research provided valid results. This chapter1 forms the basis

for a research note, as mentioned in Section A.4, which was submitted to the Elsevier

Artificial Intelligence journal.

The study in this chapter considers the impact of using path consistency with GP-

GPUs in general, whereas prior chapters have focussed on the multistatic scheduling

problem. Doing so does not limit the applicability of the solutions given in this chap-

ter to any particular problem solved with IA. However, the algorithms can still be readily

applied to any scheduling algorithm that makes use of the basic IA scheduler.

1Along with the supporting Sections 3.3 and 4.3
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Section 6.2 provides the details of the algorithms developed. An OpenCL form, of

Interval Algebra (IA) path consistency, allows modern parallel processing architectures to

be compared to a single Central Processing Unit (CPU) core using a serial form. The

parallel form was optimised for execution on a GP-GPU, and the rationale for this choice

was discussed in Section 4.3.2. Next, Section 6.3 captures the results obtained from run-

ning three Monte-Carlo simulation batches. Each batch was split into two partitions, one

operating on mostly inconsistent IA networks and the other on consistent IA networks.

Section 6.4 then represents an academic discussion of the results obtained and their sig-

nificance. Finally, Section 6.5 highlights the most important findings and lists some areas

of future work.
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The parallel form of Constraint Satisfaction Problem (CSP) path consistency presented

here was derived from the most general form of parallel path consistency [57]. An OpenCL

parallel path consistency algorithm that is optimised for GP-GPU is presented. The algo-

rithm may not be the optimal version achievable but does achieve speed-ups in execution.

The aim is to test whether there is any merit in using GP-GPU for path consistency

algorithms of CSPs. The goal is not to compare parallel processing on the GP-GPU to

that of a MCPU, FPGA or DSP. However, OpenCL was chosen as this should allow the

algorithm to be easily ported to MCPUs, FPGAs and DSPs.

The general form applies constraint propagation to the entire CSP relational matrix

[57]. This allows the algorithm to easily execute in parallel by performing the computation

for each cell simultaneously. The reason for this choice and not using other algorithms

[49, 50] is due to the basic structure of the general form. These structures generally give

good initial performance on GP-GPU as they contain the least amount of branching in

the computation.

The general form performs unnecessary computations, as all cells are updated even if

there is no prior update for a related cell. While this does not affect the total computa-

tion time it does affect device utilisation. Other optimisations to reduce the unnecessary

computations of the serial version are testing for the set of all operators {all} and quit-

ting when the empty set ∅ is generated [58]. For the GP-GPU process it is preferable to

perform the same computation on all nodes. This is because any branching unwinds into

sequential parallel computations, and therefore these optimisations are not used.

In the pseudo code, upper case bold face is used for matrices, lower case bold face is

used for vectors, upper case plain typeface for sets and lower case plain typeface is used for

scalar types. Constraint propagation is denoted using the mathematical ‘◦’ operator. The

mathematical operator ‘∪’ denotes set union,‘∩’ denotes set intersection and ‘⊂’ denotes

a proper subset of CSP relations. A set inversion operation for CSP relations is defined

as the ‘inverse’ algorithm, and for each operator present in the input relation places only

the inverse operator into the resulting set [4].

Algorithm 19 represents the pseudo code for the host portion of OpenCL total path
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Algorithm 19 ParallelPC (N : relation matrix)

copy N to GP-GPU
allocate relation matrix M same dimensions as N on GP-GPU
allocate Boolean matrix U same dimensions as N on GP-GPU
set path-consistent Boolean p = True
set update Boolean u = True
while p ∩ u do

execute PCKernel (N ,M ,U) on GP-GPU
execute CheckContinueKernel (M ,U , p, u) on GP-GPU
copy p and u from GP-GPU
swap N and M

end while
copy N from GP-GPU
return p

consistency. The algorithm receives one input: the input CSP relational matrix. The

algorithm returns the status of the network consistent as ‘true’ and inconsistent as ‘false’.

After the algorithm has completed the input CSP relational matrix is modified.

This part of the algorithm executes on the host CPU but invokes two OpenCL kernels

on the GP-GPU. Kernels are Graphical Processing Unit (GPU) native code generated

by either an OpenCL or a CUDA compiler from the applicable code for the algorithm.

These two kernels are presented as Algorithms 20 and 21. To execute these kernels and

continue computation for as long as necessary, it is necessary to copy the CSP network

to the GP-GPU and after each iteration copy back the consistency and update flags. All

copy operations, the launching of the kernels and the execution of the code on the host

are overheads that must be taken into account as part of the total execution time for the

parallel algorithm.

The algorithm sequentially computes successive updates on the outer loop [57]. There

is no way to execute this sequential loop in parallel, as each round requires the outputs of

the prior round as inputs. The algorithm presented here also stores the entire IA matrix

and not only the upper or lower triangle.

Now recall from Section 3.3.2 that Hogge constraint propagation reduces the processing

overhead of preforming constraint propagation, as instead of computing the values on the

fly a lookup table is used. The size of the lookup table does not currently fit into GP-GPU

internal memory. Using the external memory is possible but would reduce the efficiency of

the algorithm, as accesses to external memory are much more expensive due to the small
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caches for compute nodes and large latency of the synchronous dynamic Random Access

Memory (RAM). Thus, it was not possible to use the Hogge [59] constraint propagation

algorithm on the GP-GPU utilised for this study. However, these limitations do not exist

on the CPU and the results for the parallel implementation will also be compared to that

of the serial version using Hogge [59] constraint propagation on a CPU. The Hogge [59]

constraint propagation algorithm should be usable on a GP-GPU in future that has a

cache able to store the 72 KB look up tables.

Algorithm 20 PCKernel (N : input relation matrix, M : output relation matrix, U :
output Boolean matrix)

for all rows r of matrix N in parallel do
allocate relation row vector v
for all columns c of matrix N do
vc = N r,c

end for
for all columns c of matrix N in parallel do

relation R = N r,c ∩ inverse (N c,r)
Boolean f = False
for all columns k of matrix N do

relation C = R ∩ (vk ◦Nk,c)
Boolean s = (C ⊂ R)
R = R ∩ C
f = f ∪ s

end for
M r,c = R
U r,c = f

end for
end for

Algorithm 20 is used on each iteration of Algorithm 19 to update the CSP relation

matrix. This algorithm receives three inputs: a relation matrix to check, and a relation

matrix to store the updated network and a Boolean matrix to store which cells were

updated. Constraint propagation is applied to all cells in the same row or column as the

cell under test.

The structure of Algorithm 20 is very important to correct operation on the GP-GPU.

GP-GPU consist of a cell of compute nodes and each compute node can compute up to

32 parallel threads. In OpenCL, work-groups are assigned to individual cells of compute

node array and a work-item to a single compute, where each parallel run of the work-

item is executed on the threads (or warps). The algorithm breaks up the relation matrix
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into work-groups for each row and a work-item for each column. Work-groups cannot be

synchronised and thus there is no attempt to collate copies from the network in columns

rows. However, work-items assigned to a single work-group can be synchronised, and thus

each work-group makes a local copy of all elements in the same row. This should improve

memory access times by reducing the number of accesses on a single row.

Furthermore, there are no conditional statements in the algorithm. Where conditional

logic is required, it is performed by using masks and simple Boolean operations. This

ensures that the work-group does not compute the branches sequentially. All work-items

complete processing in the same amount of time as a side-effect of removing the branching,

but this behaviour is not required.

Each work-item then updates a single-row cell in both the output relation and update

matrix. As only work-items within a single work-group can be synchronised, multiple

accesses to the same location can be performed in any sequence. It is not safe to have

multiple write accesses to the same location nor write and read accesses at the same time.

This is the reason for the output relation matrix.

Algorithm 21 CheckContinueKernel (N : relation matrix, U : Boolean matrix, p :
path-consistent Boolean, u : update Boolean

p = true
u = false
allocate Boolean row vector q
allocate Boolean row vector v
for all columns c of matrix N in parallel do
qc = true
vc = false
for all rows r of matrix N do
qc = qc ∩ (N r,c 6= ∅)
vc = vc ∩U r,c

end for
end for
for all columns c of matrix N do
p = p ∩ vc
u = u ∪ f c

end for

Algorithm 21 then collates the consistency of the network and whether any updates

have occurred. This must be performed in a single work-group as synchronisation is

required to update the returned consistency and update flags. A work-item is assigned
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per column, where each work-item tests consistency across all rows. Updates in the rows

are also checked across all rows. Finally, the work-group will collate all the results outside

the parallel loop.

This algorithm, while not optimal at using the GP-GPU resources, is required to avoid

copying either matrix to the host processor. This is the only alternative as the host CPU

can also guarantee that checks are done atomically. Nevertheless, more recent GP-GPUs

can execute multiple kernels in parallel so this may not be such a big problem. On the

GP-GPU used, the two kernels (Algorithms 20 and 21) were run sequentially. It would

be possible to achieve greater performance with a GPU that allows parallel execution of

kernels by masking off the overhead time of Algorithm 21 with a parallel execution of

Algorithm 20.

The sequential algorithm is given by Allen [4] but changes to improve the operation of

the sequential algorithm [58] are used. To ensure fair comparisons are drawn we assume

the host CPU cannot use the Hogge [59] constraint propagation algorithm. This would

be the case if the memory required to store the lookup matrices are not available. It also

allows conclusions to be drawn without a bias towards the CPU implementation. More

advanced GPUs should allow the Hogge [59] constraint propagation algorithm to be used

and the results should still hold true but the speed-up will likely decrease. Results are

included for the serial path consistency algorithms using both Allen and Hogge constraint

propagation. Furthermore, the serial algorithm treats each cell as updated on the first

round as we generate a randomly generated scenario as a batch of nodes. The pseudo

code for the serial path consistency is presented as Algorithm 22 and Algorithm 23.

The C and OpenCL code for both algorithms can be found on the accompanying disc,

the contents of which are outlined in Appendix D.
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Algorithm 22 SerialPC (N : relation matrix)

allocate relation matrix M same dimensions as N
allocate Boolean matrix U same dimensions as N
allocate Boolean matrix V same dimensions as N
set path-consistent Boolean p = true
set update Boolean u = true
set U r,c = true ∀r, c
while p ∧ u do
u = false
for all rows r in N do

for all columns c in N do
if r = c then
M r,c = N r,c

V r,c = false
else
p = SerialPCIteration (N ,U , r, c,M ,V )
if ¬p then

quit both loops
end if
if (¬u) ∧ Vr,c then
u = true

end if
end if

end for
end for
swap pointer to N and M
swap pointer to U and V

end while
if p∧ pointer to N is set to M then

copy M into N
end if
return p
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Algorithm 23 SerialPCIteration (N : input relation matrix, U : input Boolean matrix,
r : row, c : column M : output relation matrix, V : output Boolean matrix)

relation R = N r,c ∧ Inverse(N c,r)
Boolean f = (R 6= N r,c)
for all k in the range 1 to number of intervals in N do

if (k 6= r) ∧ (k 6= c) ∧ (U r,k ∨Uk,c) then
if (b ∈N r,k ∧ bi ∈Nk,c) ∨ (bi ∈N r,k ∧ b ∈Nk,c) ∨ (d ∈N r,k ∧ di ∈Nk,c) then

skip this loop iteration
end if
relation T = R ∩ CP (N r,k,Nk,c)
if T = ∅ then

return false
else if T ⊂ R then
R = T
f = true

end if
end if

end for
M r,c = R
V r,c = f
return true
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Figures 6.1–6.6 plot the results for all three Monte-Carlo simulation batches.
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Figure 6.1: Mean execution time in seconds for path consistency when varying the network
size n between 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128; the mean is taken over 1 000 Monte-Carlo runs for each
point of the plots. Random CSP networks are generated using method A(n, d, s). Three
algorithms were evaluated: serial IA using Allen constraint propagation (SA), parallel IA
using Allen constraint propagation (PA) and serial IA using Hogge constraint propagation.
For these results the normalised degree of relations is d/(n − 1) = 0.5 and the average
constraint size is s = 8.6. The blue line plots the results for serial path consistency
using Allen constraint propagation (SA). The red line plots the results for parallel path
consistency using Allen constraint propagation (PA). The green line plots the results for
serial path consistency using Hogge constraint propagation (SH). The error bars denote
the standard error of the mean for each of the points.
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Figure 6.2: Mean execution time in seconds for path consistency when varying the network
size n between 8, 16, 32, 64 and 128; the mean is taken over 1 000 Monte-Carlo runs for each
point of the plots. Random CSP networks are generated using method S(n, d, s). Three
algorithms were evaluated: serial IA using Allen constraint propagation (SA), parallel IA
using Allen constraint propagation (PA) and serial IA using Hogge constraint propagation.
For these results the normalised degree of relations is d/(n − 1) = 0.5 and the average
constraint size is s = 8.6. The blue line plots the results for serial path consistency
using Allen constraint propagation (SA). The red line plots the results for parallel path
consistency using Allen constraint propagation (PA). The green line plots the results for
serial path consistency using Hogge constraint propagation (SH). The error bars denote
the standard error of the mean for each of the points.
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Figure 6.3: Mean execution time in seconds for path consistency when varying the nor-
malised degree of relations d/(n − 1) between 1

4 , 3
8 , 1

2 , 5
8 and 3

4 ; the mean is taken over
1 000 Monte-Carlo runs for each point of the plots. Random CSP networks are generated
using method A(n, d, s). For these results the network size is n = 127 and the average con-
straint size is s = 8.6. The blue line plots the results for serial path consistency using Allen
constraint propagation (SA). The red line plots the results for parallel path consistency
using Allen constraint propagation (PA). The green line plots the results for serial path
consistency using Hogge constraint propagation (SH). The error bars denote the standard
error of the mean for each of the points.
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Figure 6.4: Mean execution time in seconds for path consistency when varying the nor-
malised degree of relations d/(n−1) between 1

4 , 3
8 , 1

2 , 5
8 and 3

4 ; the mean is taken over 1 000
Monte-Carlo runs for each point of the plots. Random CSP networks are generated using
method S(n, d, s). For these results the network size is n = 127 and the average constraint
size is s = 8.6. The blue line plots the results for serial path consistency using Allen
constraint propagation (SA). The red line plots the results for parallel path consistency
using Allen constraint propagation (PA). The green line plots the results for serial path
consistency using Hogge constraint propagation (SH). The error bars denote the standard
error of the mean for each of the points.
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Figure 6.5: Mean execution time in seconds for path consistency when varying the average
constraint size n between 3, 7.5, 8.6, 9.8 and 13; the mean is taken over 1 000 Monte-
Carlo runs for each point of the plots. Random CSP networks are generated using method
A(n, d, s). Three algorithms were evaluated: serial IA using Allen constraint propagation
(SA), parallel IA using Allen constraint propagation (PA) and serial IA using Hogge
constraint propagation. For these results the network size is n = 127 and the normalised
degree of relations is d/(n − 1) = 0.5. The red line plots the results for serial path
consistency using Allen constraint propagation (SA). The blue line plots the results for
parallel path consistency using Allen constraint propagation (PA). The green line plots
the results for serial path consistency using Hogge constraint propagation (SH). The error
bars denote the standard error of the mean for each of the points.
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Figure 6.6: Mean execution time in seconds for path consistency when varying the average
constraint size n between 3, 7.5, 8.6, 9.8 and 13; the mean is taken over 1 000 Monte-
Carlo runs for each point of the plots. Random CSP networks are generated using method
S(n, d, s). Three algorithms were evaluated: serial IA using Allen constraint propagation
(SA), parallel IA using Allen constraint propagation (PA) and serial IA using Hogge
constraint propagation. For these results the network size is n = 127 and the normalised
degree of relations is d/(n − 1) = 0.5. The red line plots the results for serial path
consistency using Allen constraint propagation (SA). The blue line plots the results for
parallel path consistency using Allen constraint propagation (PA). The green line plots
the results for serial path consistency using Hogge constraint propagation (SH). The error
bars denote the standard error of the mean for each of the points.
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6.4 Discussion

The results indicate that the parallel path consistency algorithm in some cases requires

between 1
3 and 1

2 of the execution time of the serial path consistency algorithm. That is

for the serial path consistency algorithm using Allen constraint propagation. The gain

is achieved by performing multiple updates in parallel per iteration. Conversely, when

the network is inconsistent, small, sparsely constrained or the constraints are highly am-

biguous2, the parallel algorithm requires more execution time than either of the serial

algorithms.

The main reasons for the worse performance in some cases are due to the speed dis-

crepancies between the GP-GPU and CPU processing nodes and overheads. The GP-GPU

clock rate is 1.344 GHz, while the CPU is clocked at 2.2 GHz, thus an update to a sin-

gle node in the CSP takes longer. Therefore, the GP-GPU must compute more required

updates per iteration for the processing time to be the same as or lower than that of the

CPU.

The overheads arise from the need to copy the network to and from the GP-GPU.

These we call the copy overheads. These are incurred at the start and end of the execution

of the parallel algorithm. Note that there are also overheads that arise from launching

the algorithms on the GP-GPU and from copying the two flags to the CPU. One flag

is used to check if computation must continue and the other flag is used to check for

inconsistencies. These we call the iteration overheads, which accumulate for the entire

duration of execution. They contribute to the execution time of a single iteration as does

the processing of an update to a single node, as all the updates for all nodes, in one

iteration, occur in parallel on the GP-GPU.

There must be sufficient required updates per iteration to yield a lower total execution

time on the GP-GPU than executing serially on the CPU. Furthermore, the gains achieved

for all iterations run on the GP-GPU must also exceed the copy overheads.

The execution time gained by using the parallel version is almost equivalent to using

Hogge constraint propagation for serial path consistency on the CPU. This can largely be

attributed to the overheads of copying data to and from the GP-GPU, which means that

2The constraints contain many operators.
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even though the processing time is still faster, there is no gain in overall execution time.

For the remainder, we mostly compare the two equivalent algorithms.

Using more modern GP-GPUs should make it possible to also improve the execution

time of parallel path consistency using Hogge constraint propagation. All the GPUs

available to my research did not have sufficient cache sizes to store the Hogge lookup

matrices. The achievable speed-up of the parallel algorithm should decrease as Hogge

constraint propagation would require less processing per update. Furthermore, the ranges

where the parallel algorithm can achieve better performance than the equivalent serial

algorithm would also decrease. The remainder of this section will mainly compare the two

equivalent parallel and serial path consistency algorithms.

6.4.1 Effect of increasing the network size

Increasing the number of intervals, n, when using method A(d, n, s) leads to poor per-

formance for the parallel path consistency algorithm versus the serial path consistency

algorithms. This is due to the fact that the large networks (64 and 128) that are gen-

erated are all inconsistent and this inconsistency is found quickly by path consistency

algorithms. This again confirms that large random CSP networks are less likely to be

consistent [57]. For the smaller sizes the networks are increasingly consistent, which leads

to the downward concave curve in Figure 6.1.

In all cases, the parallel version requires two significant overheads, copying the network

to and from the GPU, that are not required for serial path consistency. Effectively, the

processing time contributes little to the execution time of the parallel path consistency

algorithm and the copy overhead dominates for large inconsistent networks. This over-

head increases quadratically for each network size increase and cannot be regained from

processing time improvements, as few checks are required to find the inconsistency.

In some cases, the large increase in execution time for the parallel version on net-

work sizes of 128 can be attributed to multiple iterations each with minimal updates. An

iteration of the parallel version has three overheads: launching the parallel path consis-

tency algorithm, launching the check continue algorithm and copying the two flags back

to the host. These overheads only become a problem when there are insufficient updates

performed in an iteration.
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Switching to the S(d, n, s) scenario generation methods leads to the parallel path con-

sistency having mostly superior execution time when the network size increases. This is

due to the fact that consistent networks require more updates to be performed by the path

consistency algorithms [49]. This is evident from the fact that in Figure 6.2 the processing

time for the serial version now exceeds that of the parallel version in 6.1. The overheads

are efficiently overcome for all network sizes, leading to a smaller total execution time

on average. Even for small networks, the parallel path consistency algorithm has a more

deterministic execution time and should be preferred for real-time applications. This can

be seen from the smaller variation in total execution time depicted by the bars showing

standard error.

6.4.2 Effect of increasing the normalised degree of relations

The results for varying the normalised degree of relations d
n−1 when using method A(d, n, s)

leads to poor performance for the parallel path consistency algorithm versus the serial path

consistency algorithm. In all these cases, the networks generated were inconsistent and the

number of required updates is low. For most of the cases the root cause of the increased

execution time on the GP-GPU is the iteration overheads. This can be seen in Figure 6.3,

where the parallel execution time exceeds the serial execution time in all cases.

When the network is under-constrained3, there are more iterations that require mul-

tiple updates. Thus, the processing time accounts for more of the execution time and the

iteration overheads on the GP-GPU do not impact performance as badly. However, the

gains are not enough to account for both the iteration and copying overheads. As the

number of relations that are constrained is increased, the number of iterations required

to find the inconsistency also decreases. Thus, the iteration overheads for launching the

parallel algorithm on the GP-GPU and the copy overheads dominate the total execution

time.

Using method S(d, n, s), scenario generation leads to cases where superior execution

time for the parallel algorithm is achieved. For sparsely constrained networks, a locally

consistent solution is found quickly and the overheads for the parallel algorithm dominates.

This can be seen in Figure 6.4, where the total execution time is almost equivalent to that

3There are few constraints that are not the set {all}.
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of the serial path consistency algorithms. Thus, for networks where fewer than a quarter

of their independent relations known, it is better to use the serial algorithm. The serial

algorithm can skip the processing of combinations that will lead to the set {all}, leading

to fewer serial checks required per iteration.

Figure 6.4 shows that the processing time for all algorithms decreases as the degree

of uncertainty in the network decreases. The reason for this behaviour comes from the

method of generating the constraint networks. The method S(d, n, s) used to generate

Figure 6.4, generates mostly consistent networks. First a consistent network is generated

and subsequently altered to have some random constraints. The higher the normalised

degree of relations, the less random constraints are present in the network. Thus, at about

37.5% the path consistency algorithms begin to be able to detect this original consistent

solution to the problem quickly. The speed of detecting the consistent scenario increased

as fewer random constraints are present.

When the constrained relations increase slightly, the number of iterations to find a

path-consistent solution also increase. The relationships interact more frequently, leading

to more cases where the processing cannot be skipped by the serial version. The gradual

decrease in execution time, from the maximum at a normalised degree of relations of

roughly 0.375, is due to the fact that gradually fewer iterations are required to find the

consistent network. This will mean that above a certain limit close to a normalised degree

of relations of 1.0, the execution time on the GP-GPU should again approach that of the

serial algorithm.

Interestingly, between a normalised degree of relations of roughly 0.44 and 0.75, the

parallel version takes on average less time to execute than the serial version using Hogge

constraint propagation. This can be attributed to the fact that there are many cells that

require updates in a large percentage of the iterations of both the serial and parallel algo-

rithms. Thus, even though Hogge constraint propagation is superior to Allen constraint

propagation, the parallel processing advantage dominates.

6.4.3 Effect of increasing the average constraint size

The results for varying the average constraint size when using method A(d, n, s) lead

to poor performance for the parallel path consistency algorithm versus the serial path
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consistency algorithms. The only exception to this can be seen in Figure 6.5 at an average

constraint size of 9.8.

For networks with constraints that have an average constraint size of less than 9.8 and

those that have more, the parallel version has a worse execution time. The copy overheads

are again the largest contributor to this decrease in performance. In some cases, the

iteration overheads also contribute significantly to the execution time and this leads to

the larger variation in execution time for the parallel algorithm.

When the S(d, n, s) method is used to generate the random scenarios, processing time

peaks for all the algorithms at an average constraint size of around 8.6 in Figure 6.6. This

can be attributed to the fact that for consistent networks with average size constraints,

the path consistency algorithm must iterate many more times to find the path-consistent

solution. Each of these iterations also require many updates to be performed. While this

is also the case for lower average constraint size, for these cases the amount of processing

required in an update and the number of iterations decreases. Thus, the parallel algorithm

execution time is better on average than both serial algorithms for networks with average

constraint sizes smaller than or equal to 8.6.

Once the average constraint size increases, however, the execution time for all the path

consistency algorithms again decreases. This is due to the fact that there are now many

fewer updates required to find a path-consistent solution. In these cases, the number of

updates per iteration is still large. Thus, the parallel path consistency algorithm total

execution time is within that of the serial algorithms. However, the copy overheads lead

to the situation that the total execution time for the parallel version does not improve

over that for the serial algorithms.

Nevertheless, these results are very positive for the work of Rodriguez and Anger [158],

who propose defining a new algebra that has relations that can cater for different temporal

reference points as per the theory of general relativity. My results seems to indicate that

such an algebra should be computationally feasible, and would likely not require much

more processing that is currently required by Interval Algebra.
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6.5 Conclusion

In this chapter, the execution time of parallel path consistency on GP-GPUs was inves-

tigated. Pseudo code for the OpenCL parallel path consistency algorithm was provided.

This OpenCL algorithm was based on the original work of Ladkin and Maddux [57] and

was optimised for execution on a GP-GPU. As the prevalence of parallel processing ar-

chitectures such as MCPUs and GPUs increases, it will become ever more important to

make use of parallel algorithms on these architectures.

Given the results it is clear that the parallel form of path consistency should be pre-

ferred for temporal constraint satisfaction problems where the network is more likely to be

consistent. This is due to the fact that in most cases when the random scenarios generated

were consistent, the parallel path consistency led to a decrease in total execution time.

While it was not possible to verify a parallel path consistency algorithm making use of

Hogge [59] constraint propagation, these results should still hold for GP-GPUs that are

able to use it. For networks that may be inconsistent, the serial version provides better

performance.

There are two strategies that can lead to quicker execution time in all cases. The first

requires an idle CPU core and GP-GPU. In this case, launching both the serial and parallel

algorithms at the same time is desirable, because whether the network is consistent one

of the algorithms will have a lower execution time. Alternatively, it is possible to first run

a few iterations on a CPU core. If no path-consistent scenario or inconsistency is found

after a few iterations, then the GP-GPU processing can be launched.

Considering only consistent networks the following should be a guide for using the

parallel GP-GPU algorithm. The GP-GPU path consistency should be preferred for all

network sizes greater than 64 nodes. However, the GP-GPU memory space will limit the

maximum network size that can be supported as there is typically less memory available

to the GP-GPU. When the network is constrained with fewer than 1
4 of the constraints

being known, the serial path consistency can always be preferred. For all other cases, the

GP-GPU version will provide a decrease in execution time. When the average constraint

size is greater than 9.8 operators, the serial path consistency can always be used. For

average constraint sizes of less than 9.8 operators, the GP-GPU path consistency again
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provides better performance for consistent networks.

Additional research is still required for other processing architectures such as MCPUs

and FPGAs. However, from the results of this study it does not appear that using MCPUs

will lead to very good speed-ups. This is due to the fact that the thread launch time

on these architectures becomes a significant contributor to the update processing time,

whereas for GP-GPUs this is relatively small. Even with these small parallel overheads

the GP-GPUs’ speed-up currently is only between 2 and 3 times as fast. Furthermore, even

using optimisations to the OpenCL code to mitigate the above problem, MCPUs also have

fewer computation cores than GP-GPUs. Nevertheless, in cases where the copy overheads

dominate, the MCPU path consistency would benefit. The same arguments hold for DSPs

as per MCPUs. Finally, it appears that FPGAs might provide better parallel execution for

path consistency, as efficient path consistency circuits could reduce the update processing

time [53].

Future work should consider what the impact of a more expressive algebra such as the

relativistic algebra considered by Rodriguez and Anger [158] is on the behaviour of path

consistency, as my results seems to indicate that such an algebra should be computationally

feasible. Other work can first apply the more sophisticated sub-graph closure techniques

of Gerevini and Saetti [60] to the full Interval Algebra. Thereafter, an analysis can be

performed for parallel algorithms utilising this technique on GP-GPUs, MCPUs, FPGAs

or DSPs.
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Chapter 7

Closing Remarks

7.1 Introduction

In the field of multisensor management, there is a diverse set of algorithms to solve for

the various aspects. Multisensor management includes modelling the sensor management

problem to devise a holistic solution. A realised sensor management system must then

perform task generation, task prioritisation and scheduling of all sensors. In this research,

the focus was on the scheduling aspect of managing a Mechanically Steered Multistatic

Surveillance Radar Network (MSMSRN)1.

MSMSRN was chosen as the sensors to manage in this evaluation of IA: as multistatic

radars are a type of sensor system that employs the strengths of both monostatic and

bistatic radar measurement capabilities to make better or more measurements of a target

of interest. Using multistatic radar enabled me to address realistic problems, such as small

boat detection, applying technologies being researched by both the Council for Scientific

and Industrial Research (CSIR) and the University of Cape Town (UCT).

Information fusion can be used to combine the information gathered by a multistatic

radar into better tracks of the targets. Multistatic measurements add value to information

fusion systems, not only at the higher level, but also at the lowest level in terms of mea-

surement fusion, which can happen on the receiving radar. This method of measurement

fusion is practical and should result in better detection, tracking and classification.

Sensor scheduling appears to have many heuristic approaches, which, while compu-

1After discussions with Prof. M. R. Inggs
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tationally efficient, are tightly coupled to the problems they solve. Other scheduling

approaches make use of optimisation and Monte-Carlo algorithms which can be very com-

putationally costly. Initial research into Interval Algebra (IA) showed it to be a simpler

and equally intuitive scheduling algorithm2.

IA is an interesting temporal reasoning language for intervals, or distinct periods of

time. IA contains a rich set of tools to enable the scheduling of tasks for any sensor type,

including temporal and durational organisation, and fuzzy and Bayesian logic extensions.

Thus IA is useful for scheduling sensors, as the goal in sensor scheduling is to use limited

sensor resources to perform as many tasks as possible. Using the set of tools in IA, a

timeline of tasks can be built that consist of a realisable scheduling plan. Examples of

tasks for radars include detection, tracking and imaging of targets of interest. In this work,

only tracking tasks were utilised, but the results should be extendible to the other two

radar functions. A published conference paper, created by the author along with L. O.

Wabeke and his supervisors, showed the initial merits of IA [1] against a simpler heuristic

algorithm.

This research hypothesis that, IA, as a temporal reasoning language, performs schedul-

ing of sensor dwells efficiently and effectively, was then formulated. The hypothesis could

be validated by answering the following three research questions. Can IA allow a multi-

static radar system to make more multistatic measurements of targets? Can IA perform

as well as established multisensor scheduling techniques in terms of computational re-

quirements? Is it possible to enhance the performance of IA by making use of parallel

processing architectures?

2After discussion with Dr J. P. de Villiers
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7.2 Multistatic Radar Scheduling Investigation

The simulation environments defined in Section 4.2 give a suitable statistical framework

to test the MSMSRN scheduling algorithms3. These were created to answer the first two

research questions. They define a binary multistatic surveillance radar network and a

rectangular observed area. The radars are mechanically steered and the rotators do not

change direction until a scan is completed. Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search Proce-

dure (GRASP) (meta-heuristic mathematical optimisation algorithm) and IA scheduling

algorithms that can schedule the binary radar system are provided.

The more practical concerns that must be addressed when scheduling a mechanically

steered surveillance radar network include: uncertainty in the azimuth sequence of targets;

the effect of target motion and therefore the need for scheduling nimbleness; handling of

monostatic scanning, tracking and confirmation tasks; and the implementation of schedul-

ing algorithms4.

Three Monte-Carlo simulations batches for a binary radar system were executed to

produce results, where targets were randomly placed and move along random trajectories.

The first two simulation batches were used to vary the number of targets and the radar

beam width to compare IA to GRASP. This was done to show that IA is not computation-

ally cumbersome and can provide equivalent performance to GRASP. The final simulation

batch compared the three scheduling modes used along with IA scheduling against slow,

fast and rapidly accelerating targets and looked at scheduling nimbleness for surveillance

radars. This was done to determine if nimble scheduling is required for surveillance radars.

The results of the simulation runs are provided and discussed in Chapter 5.

While IA scheduling performed as well as GRASP in the binary radar simulations,

indications are that it would be easier to adapt this scheduling algorithm to cater for

more radars. IA is also more amenable to cope with a richer set of temporal constraints

3The simpler simulation environment was also used to generate the conference paper [1]. The basic
elements of which were modified by L. O. Wabeke from his single radar scheduling simulations. This
enabled implementing the multistatic scenario and scheduling algorithms used in this research.

4The more complex simulation environment made use of some information fusion functions and a simple
multitarget tracking single-radar environment first developed by Dr J. P. de Villiers. In this environment,
the Nimble IA Scheduler along with the other two simple scheduling strategies were implemented. This
was achieved by generating a multistatic radar network feeding a centralised information fusion system (or
connecting the information fusion functions appropriately).
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that may be imposed. Since GRASP is based on heuristics, its implementation is more

adversely affected by changes in imposed constraints than IA.

IA guarantees that a maximum length solution will be found for the target selections

that are made as it performs local optima examinations. Instead, conventional optimi-

sation algorithms carry out global searches. Thus, combinations of IA with conventional

optimisation algorithms such as GRASP should lead to even more effective scheduling

algorithms.

While the processing time required is within the real time available for both algorithms,

adding many more iterations or more targets would make this difficult to sustain. Thus,

while performing a global search is desirable, it would not always be possible. Employing

parallel processing architectures such as multi-core central and general-purpose graphical

processing units could make the use of a global search technique practically feasible.

In most cases, the IA scheduling algorithm already provides good performance and

only a small incremental improvement is possible by utilising a conventional optimisation

algorithm alongside IA. Thus, the performance given by the IA algorithm may be sufficient

and it then provides a computationally effective solution to the radar network scheduling

problem. The IA algorithm can be used as implemented in Matlab R© for around 10 targets

without requiring parallel processing.

IA algorithms can be run for 16 384 targets in about 0.5 s of processing time using the

C programming language5. The research documented in Chapter 6 considers how parallel

architectures can be leveraged to reduce the computation time required by IA. Doing

so together with running the separate GRASP iterations in parallel makes it possible to

produce better results within realistic scan durations.

Given the results obtained, it would appear that nimble scheduling is not a major

problem for a surveillance radar network that is tracking realistic targets that are neither

ballistic nor supersonic. However, the simple prediction strategy does provide a minor

improvement and may be worth considering if there is spare processing capacity in the

system.

IA can make more measurements than simple heuristic algorithms but performs equally

5These are results from the algorithms, implemented in the C programming language, run on an Intel R©
CoreTM i7-2670QM CPU at 2.2 GHz.
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as well as mathematical programming techniques. It is often not possible to use more rig-

orous techniques to solve sensor scheduling problems as real-time performance is necessary.

Thus, IA should be preferred for its simplicity, which captures the intrinsic essence of tem-

poral information between time intervals, which can easily represent sensor tasks. While

only mechanically steered multistatic radar scheduling was investigated, there is nothing

that stops IA from being used to schedule heterogeneous sensors of different types. Given

the findings, IA should provide better performance within realistic sensor scheduling time

frames, which answers the first and second research questions.

Thus, after all optimisations IA was able to match the performance and computational

requirements of GRASP. This was proven in the journal paper, by the author of this work

et al., that was published in the Elsevier Information Fusion journal [2]. As shown in the

conference paper, the heuristic algorithm was no comparison to either IA or GRASP as it

required a lot of computational requirements to match the performance achieved. Further-

more, IA does not require modifications to handle a richer set of constraints in temporal

ordering. This is due to the fact that IA captures the intrinsic physical possibilities of

intervals of time in relation to others.
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7.3 Parallel Architecture Investigation

Section 4.3 provides a framework within which the serial and parallel IA network consis-

tency algorithms can be compared to each other in terms of processing time required. This

framework was created to answer the third and final research question. This framework

is compared to published research that looks at how IA algorithms could be utilised on

parallel processing architectures. Using this simulation environment, multiple runs were

executed for each of the varied independent variables: number of intervals in the network,

expressiveness of the IA relationships and number of unknown relationships. The results

of these simulation runs are captured and discussed in Chapter 6.

In Chapter 6 pseudo code for the parallel path consistency algorithm defined originally

by Ladkin and Maddux [57] ported to OpenCL is provided. This algorithm can make use of

Hogge [59] constraint propagation and can be run on General-Purpose Graphical Process-

ing Units (GP-GPUs), Multicore Central Processing Units (MCPUs), Field-Programmable

Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Digital Signal Processors (DSPs), unlike the algorithm of Lad-

kin and Maddux [57]. It will become ever more important to use parallel algorithms that

are capable of using these parallel processing architectures as their prevalence increases.

Given the results, it is clear that the parallel form of path consistency should be

preferred for temporal constraint satisfaction problems where the network is more likely

to be consistent. This is due to the fact that in most cases when the random scenarios

generated were consistent, the parallel path consistency led to a decrease in total execution

time. While it was not possible to verify a parallel path consistency algorithm making

use of Hogge [59] constraint propagation, these results should still hold for GP-GPUs that

are able to use it. For networks that are inconsistent, the serial version provides better

performance.

There are two strategies that can lead to quicker execution time in all cases. The first

requires an idle CPU core and GP-GPU. In this case, launching both the serial and parallel

algorithms at the same time is desirable, because whether or not the network is consistent

one of the algorithms will have a lower execution time. Alternatively, it is possible to

first run a few iterations on a CPU core. If no path-consistent scenario or inconsistency

is found after a few iterations, then the GP-GPU processing can be launched.
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Considering only consistent networks the following should be a guide for using the

parallel GP-GPU algorithm. The GP-GPU path consistency should be preferred for all

network sizes greater than 64 nodes. However, the GP-GPU memory space will limit the

maximum network size that can be supported as there is typically less memory available

to the GP-GPU. When the network is constrained with fewer than 1
4 of the constraints

being known, the serial path consistency can always be preferred. For all other cases, the

GP-GPU version will provide a decrease in execution time. When the average constraint

size is greater than 9.8 operators, the serial path consistency can always be used. For

average constraint sizes of less than 9.8 operators, the GP-GPU path consistency again

provides better performance for consistent networks.

Additional research is still required for other processing architectures such as MCPUs,

FPGAs and DSPs. However, the findings do not suggest that using either MCPUs or

DSPs will be useful for parallel path consistency. Nevertheless, these findings prove the

third research question, that IA can be used with modern parallel processing architectures,

and thus ensure that IA will remain relevant into the future.
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7.4 Future Work

It is often hard to gauge which scheduling algorithms are better to use than others, as not

only do the researchers solve very different problems, but often very little work has been

done to compare the algorithms in existing literature. More work is needed to perform good

comparisons of scheduling algorithms when they can solve the same problem. In addition,

which problems the algorithms solve best should also be explored more thoroughly.

In this research, the radar positioners/rotators were not allowed to change the direction

of rotation during a scan. Scheduling the antenna positioner rotation changes for the

radars could produce better solutions. This is due to the fact that the solution space

will drastically change if the radars change direction. Furthermore, it may produce more

interesting constraints, thereby proving the usefulness of the other IA relations. Thus, an

investigation into adding such tasks at the right time should be performed.

When the radars scan in an opposing direction the geometry of the targets seen by

that radar will produce one optimal sequence. On the other hand, if the radars scan in the

same direction, a different sequence of targets will become the optimal sequence. This is

because the geometry of the targets in the scene determines the maximum length sequence

of targets that can be measured in the multistatic mode. The turn-around event requires

more IA relations. This is because it can occur during, at the start or at the end of a

tracking task.

In this research, only mechanically steered radars were considered, as these systems are

currently employed more widely and such systems are available for further research at the

CSIR and UCT. However, Active Electronically Scanned Array (AESA) and Digital Beam-

Forming (DBF) radars are becoming cheaper and therefore more prevalent. AESA or DBF

radars would be ideal for multistatic measurements as their beams can be positioned very

quickly. This is due to the fact that the beams are positioned electronically and therefore

experience no inertia. This is very different behaviour to the mechanically steered radars

that were considered for this research. Thus, there is a need to investigate the use of IA

in AESA/DBF multistatic radar scheduling.

Furthermore, both AESA and DBF are multifunction radars, which are better suited

for tracking and searching as the beam can be scheduled much quicker than a mechani-
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cally steered radar. In the case of scheduling a multifunction radar, nimbleness is often

significantly more important as usually either the platform housing the radar is moving

quickly or it is likely that ballistic and supersonic targets may be encountered. Thus, the

nimble IA scheduler could be adapted for use in Multifunction Radar (MFR), and this

would be an interesting topic to pursue in the future.

However, for these types of radars, the beam width also increases as the beam is

pointed off bore-sight of the radar. This non-linear increase in beam width of the radar

would produce more uncertainties in the target sequences for off-bore beam locations. The

receive power of the signal also decreases as the beam is pointed off bore-sight of the array

face. Thus, this type of radar would also have different duration constraints, which would

need to be investigated.

The duration algebra of IA was alluded to by Allen [4] and should be investigated

as future work. However, no published works describing this in detail seem to exist.

Investigating Allen’s duration algebra or other duration algebras to add constraints around

scan times would be meaningful for all the above-mentioned radar systems. This is because

the scan duration is often fixed or tasks require a specific duration.

The duration of each task that needs to be performed during the scan will impact

the total scan duration. Radar tasks have duration requirements as well, for example so

as to meet a minimum probability of detection in a scanning task. Furthermore, moving

the positioners can also be seen as tasks that have a duration limited by the maximum

inertia the positioner can withstand. Thus, using a duration algebra would leverage this

information to build schedules for time-constrained systems that have scan duration re-

quirements. The allowable scan duration is very short for a time-constrained system, and

thus the duration of each executed task is important.

It was seen in this research that a parallel architecture, namely the GP-GPU, can be

used to speed-up IA processing. However, it was also found that the computation time

required would also increase if either the number of targets in the scene or the beam

width of the radar were to increase. Although not tested conclusively in the research, the

computation time must also increase when more radars are used in a multistatic radar

nework. The reason for the increased computation time is due to the fact that the parallel

form of the IA algorithm executes redundant computations. Thus, ways to reduce the
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amount of redundant computations are required to ensure that this form of IA will still

be usable under all conditions.

Without these optimisations more computational hardware will be required either

under increasing target load on the mechanically steered multistatic radars or if their

beam widths are increased. Usually systems with larger beam widths are designed to be

cheaper, and thus this would impose systems engineering problems with increasing cost

on the scheduling subsystem.

Further research could also formulate the algorithms defined by Gerevini and Saetti

[60], a more sophisticated sub-graph closure technique, for parallel processing of IA. Allow-

ing this technique designed for PA to be used for IA would be beneficial. An investigation

of the use of these adapted algorithms along with MCPUs, GP-GPUs, FPGAs or DSPs

would then also be beneficial.

Finally, the formulation of a general task-organising algorithm using IA could be an

interesting research topic. IA should be able to solve efficiently any problem requiring

temporal organisation. This research would, however, require background research into

other fields where task organisation is required.

Future work should consider the impact of a more expressive algebra such as the

relativistic algebra considered by Rodriguez and Anger [158] on the behaviour of path

consistency, as these results seems to indicate that such an algebra should be feasible.
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7.5 Conclusion

IA can provide equivalent performance to GRASP if the constraints are reduced. Given

problems that require a richer set of constraints, these can easily be handled using IA.

Nimble IA scheduling can provide a means to increase the multistatic measurements made

and reduce those that are missed due to prediction inaccuracies. IA path consistency can

also be used on GP-GPUs but only provides speed-ups under specific conditions.

Finally, through the various publications, it was possible to interact with many in-

ternational researchers and South African radar researchers. The initial work on IA and

mechanically steered multistatic research was presented in Chicago to an international

audience. Each of the journal publications, created from this thesis, allowed three im-

portant research institutes namely the CSIR, UCT and the University of Pretoria (UP)

to collaborate in the emerging field of multistatic radar. The IA scheduling algorithms

and parallel forms of IA implemented in IA should allow all three research institutions to

utilise radar networks to continue working in this important field. Multistatic radar is a

subset of Multiple-In Multiple-Out (MIMO) radar, and thus future work is enabled.
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Appendix A

Research Outputs

A.1 Implementing Interval Algebra to schedule mechani-

cally scanned multistatic radars

The content of this conference paper [1] is used in Chapter 4. The paper appears in IEEE

Xplore1 and was presented by the author on the 7 July 2011 in the Hyatt Regency Hotel,

Chicago, Illinois, USA at the 14th International Conference on Information Fusion.

A.1.1 Abstract

Resource management improves the performance of multisensor systems through efficient

sensor scheduling. An algorithm that utilises Interval Algebra is presented to schedule

multistatic measurements. Interval Algebra can capture temporally ordered sequences in

a consistent manner. Multistatic measurements result in better tracks of targets being

formed for various reasons. The algorithm is not intended to solve the problem of schedul-

ing electronically scanned phased arrays, although using Interval Algebra may certainly

be advantageous.

In this paper it is shown how Interval Algebra produces similar performance to a

simpler heuristic approach for a scenario utilising narrow radar beams. The algorithm

was not verified against existing resource management techniques. The intention is to

present Interval Algebra as an alternative approach to solving the multiple-in multiple-

out radar scheduling problem. When considering multiple targets simultaneously in the

1Available in IEEE Xplore at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpl/articleDetails.jsp?tp=&arnumber=5977496
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radar beam, the power of Interval Algebra is revealed. With no changes to Interval Algebra

and only minor tweaks to how the constraints are represented, Interval Algebra can utilise

this complexity to outperform the heuristic method.
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A.2 State of the art in multisensor management

This review paper contains the same content as Chapter 2. It was previously submitted

to the 16th International Conference on Information. A revised article may be submitted

to the IEEE Transactions on Aerospace and Electronic Systems journal.

A.2.1 Abstract

This article provides a review of the current state of the art in multisensor management.

Both the modelling and functional perspectives of multisensor management are evaluated.

Modelling of a multisensor management problem can often lead to better solutions. Typ-

ically, models can either be myopic or prudent (considering long-term) planning. Prudent

models fall into the Markovian decision processes or non-Markovian-decision/Stochastic

processes. Functionally, multisensor management must generate tasks for the sensors to

perform, prioritise the tasks as far as possible and schedule the sensors with as many

tasks as possible. Algorithms to solve these three main aspects are either heuristic in na-

ture or employ information theory, decision theory, rigorous mathematical programming

techniques or artificial intelligence techniques. This paper also investigates the future of

multisensor management.
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A.3 Interval Algebra – an effective means of scheduling

surveillance radar networks

This journal paper [2] contains similar content to Sections 3.3 and 4.2 as well as Chapter

5. It was first submitted to the Elsevier Information Fusion journal on the 10 December

2012 and was accepted with major revisions. The paper was revised and then resubmitted

on the 4 March 2014. A second minor revision was submitted on 10 March 2014, and a

third on 18 June 2014. The final minor revision was submitted on 2 August 2014 and

was accepted on 4 August 2014. The manuscript was published on 16 August 2014 on

ScienceDirect2.

A.3.1 Abstract

Interval Algebra provides an effective means to schedule surveillance radar networks, as

it is a temporal ordering constraint language. Thus it provides a solution to a part of

resource management, which is included in the revised Data Fusion Information Group

model of information fusion. In this paper, the use of Interval Algebra to schedule mechan-

ically steered radars to make multistatic measurements for selected targets of importance

is shown. Interval Algebra provides a framework for incorporating a richer set of require-

ments, without requiring modifications to the underlying algorithms. The performance

of Interval Algebra was compared to that of the Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search

Procedure and the applicability of Interval Algebra to nimble scheduling was investigated

using Monte-Carlo simulations of a binary radar system. The comparison evaluates both

scheduling performance and computation time required by the algorithms. The scheduling

performance of the algorithms was quantified by keeping track of the number of targets

that could be measured simultaneously. It was found that nimble scheduling is important

where the targets are moving fast enough to rapidly change the recognised surveillance

picture during a scan.

Two novel approaches for implementing Interval Algebra for scheduling surveillance

radars are presented. It was found that adding targets on the fly and improving perfor-

mance by incrementally growing the network is more efficient than pre-creating the full

2http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1566253514000888
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A.3 Interval Algebra – an effective means of scheduling surveillance radar networks

network. The second approach stemmed from constraint ordering. It was found that

for simple constraint sets, the Interval Algebra relationship matrix reduces to a single

vector of interval sets. The simulations revealed that an Interval Algebra algorithm that

utilises both approaches can perform as well as the Greedy Randomised Adaptive Search

Procedure with similar processing time requirements. Finally, it was found that nimble

scheduling is not required for surveillance radar networks where ballistic and supersonic

targets can be ignored. Nevertheless, Interval Algebra can easily be used to perform

nimble scheduling with little modification and may be useful in scheduling the scans of

multifunction radars.
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A.4 Parallel path consistency for general-purpose graphical

processing units

This research note contains the same content as Section 4.3 and Chapter 6. It was previ-

ously submitted on the 2 January 2013 to the Elsevier Artificial Intelligence journal but

was rejected as it did not contain practical results. This shortcoming was addressed by

using OpenCL to target GP-GPUs, and a major revision will be submitted to the same

journal.

A.4.1 Abstract

In this paper, the execution time of parallel path consistency on general-purpose graph-

ical processing units is investigated. Pseudo code for a novel Open Compute Language

total-path consistency algorithm is provided. The algorithm was based on the original

work of Ladkin and Maddux [57] and was optimised for execution on a general-purpose

graphical processing unit. As the prevalence of parallel processing architectures such as

general-purpose graphical processing units, multicore central processing units, digital sig-

nal processors and field programmable gate arrays increases, it will become ever more

important to make use of parallel algorithms on these architectures. Open Compute Lan-

guage algorithms can make use of all four of these architectures. Monte-Carlo simulations

are run, on a general-purpose graphical processing unit and a single core of a multicore

central processing unit, to solve randomly generated Interval Algebra networks. These

random networks were generated using two techniques from the work of Nebel [61].

The results indicate that the Open Compute Language total-path consistency algo-

rithm, executed on a general-purpose graphical processing unit in parallel, should be pre-

ferred for temporal constraint satisfaction problems where the network is more likely to

be consistent. Then for consistent networks this parallel algorithm can provide execution

time speed-up between 2 and 3 times that of the serial algorithm. This parallel algorithm

should be preferred for the interval networks: with more than 64 intervals; with more than

1
4 and less than 3

4 of the constraints partially known; and with average constraint sizes

greater than or equal to 3 and fewer than 9.8 operators.
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Multisensor Scheduling

Algorithms

B.1 Introduction

The Mechanically Steered Multistatic Surveillance Radar Network (MSMSRN) schedul-

ing algorithms documented in this appendix were implemented during this research in

Matlab R©. Matlab was chosen as it allows fast prototyping and evaluation of alternatives.

Matlab has over time become more efficient and can give results very close to those of tai-

lored applications. Nevertheless, as the goal of this research was not to solve the real-time

scheduling problem but rather to evaluate the effectiveness of Interval Algebra (IA), the

actual programming environment is less important.

Matlab allows fair comparisons to be drawn between various algorithms but does not

necessarily test the applicability of these algorithms to real-time systems. Furthermore,

since the sensors scheduled in this research are mechanically steered surveillance radars,

it could even be used to schedule systems which are used areas where not many targets

are encountered. This is due to the fact that the processing requirement is in the order of

seconds. For more challenging environments, my C and OpenCL algorithms have shown

that IA in itself can easily be used for real-time applications for up to 16 384 targets.

This chapter provides the pseudo code for the implementation of each MSMSRN al-

gorithm used during the research. The pseudo code is provided for engineers who wish

to continue this research but may not wish to use Matlab. The scheduling algorithms
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are broken down into three categories: those using IA, those using Greedy Randomised

Adaptive Search Procedure (GRASP) and those using both IA and GRASP. This chapter

should aid the usage of these advanced algorithms in further research endeavours.

Please refer to Section 3.3 for all the background preliminary theory required to un-

derstand this pseudo code better.
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B.2 Notation Used in the Pseudo Code

This guide on notation applies in the pseudo code of all the algorithms. Matrices use

upper-case bold italic characters, vectors use lower-case bold italic characters, sets use

upper-case italic characters and scalar variables use lower-case italic characters. Constants

and functions are given in regular type face. This includes all the normal mathematical

constants.

For all the IA algorithms, the values ‘b’, ‘m’, ‘o’, ‘s’, ‘d’, ‘f’ and ‘e’ represent the seven

basic IA operators. Their inverse operators ‘bi’, ‘mi’, ‘oi’, ‘si’, ‘di’, ‘fi’ and ‘e’ may also

appear. When the exponential function is implied it will appear outside of a set.

Sets are always contained inside the curly brackets ‘{’ and ‘}’. The set operators are

defined as follows: intersect ‘∩’, union ‘∪’, subset ‘⊂’, superset ‘⊃’, equality and assign-

ment ‘=’, subset equals ‘⊆’ and superset equals ‘⊇’. For all types of variables, assignment

statements are always contained outside of conditional statements, while equality checks

are always performed only for conditional statements.

The contents of vectors and matrices are contained inside square brackets ‘[’ and ‘]’.

Both can be indexed in the number of dimensions they contain and any indexing is denoted

by appropriate subscripts, where each dimension will be differentiated using a comma ‘,’.

An example is M r,c, where the two-dimensional matrix M is subscripted by the variables

r for rows and c for columns.

A range of numbers may be represented as an interval between two numbers. For

ranges the round bracket is used to show exclusion of the end point, while the square

bracket implies inclusion.

Finally, the set of real numbers is denoted by ‘R’, integers ‘I’, natural numbers ‘N’ and

natural numbers including zero ‘N0’.
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B.3 Scheduling using IA

The scheduling algorithms in this section utilise Interval Algebra, which was documented

in Section 3.3. In total, eight MSMSRN scheduling algorithms that utilise IA were imple-

mented during the course of this work. This section describes each of six algorithms that

only make use of IA. These six versions of the algorithm effectively perform a local search

during the scheduling, as IA will ensure that a locally optimal solution is found given the

target selections. The last two perform a global search and will be captured in Section

B.5.

The IA schedulers make use of two underlying IA algorithms: path consistency and

constraint propagation, as documented in Section 3.3. These two algorithms were origi-

nally published by Allen [4], but modifications from the work of van Beek [149] and van

Beek and Manchak [148] were used to improve performance. As will be seen in each

subsequent algorithm, further research in the field can be used to further optimise any

IA algorithm. As both path consistency and constraint propagation were documented in

Section 3.3, they will not be repeated here.

B.3.1 The I-MS algorithm (basic IA scheduling)

The Interval Algebra Mechanically steered multistatic surveillance radar network Schedul-

ing (I-MS) algorithm was described in Chapter 4. It was utilised as the IA scheduling al-

gorithm for the conference paper [1], which compared IA to a simple heuristic algorithm.

This was the first IA MSMSRN scheduling algorithm that was implemented. The I-MS

algorithm makes use of the IA path consistency and constraint propagation algorithm as

described by Allen [4] and the modifications to path consistency as per van Beek [149] and

van Beek and Manchak [148].

Algorithm 24 creates an interval per target t, which represents the measurement task

for radar r of target t. The algorithm receives a matrix, A, which contains three dimen-

sions. The first dimension is used to store the target azimuth ordering for a radar r; there

is one row per radar. The second dimension contains the azimuth bins b for the radar r.

The final dimension contains the targets t in the azimuth bin b.

The algorithm creates an interval for each target measurement task by a specific radar.
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B.3 Scheduling using IA

Algorithm 24 IASchedulerInit (A : target order for each radar)

create IA network N = ∅
for all radars r do

create handled set H = ∅
for all bins b ∈ Ar in sequence do

for all targets t ∈ Ar,b in sequence do
create interval It
add row and column t to N for It
for all intervals In in H do

if n ∈ Ar,b then
PC (N , [n, t], {all})

else
PC (N , [n, t], {b})

end if
end for
H = {H, In}

end for
end for

end for
return N

Thus, if there are T targets and R radars there will be T ·R intervals. The intervals for all

targets for a specific radar are then placed in the IA network. This is done by consulting the

target azimuth ordering. Targets in the same bin have no constraints in the relationships

between their intervals. Targets in different azimuth bins have the IA relationships defined

by the order of their bin number.

Algorithm 25 then uses the IA network created by Algorithm 24 to schedule as many

targets as possible. This algorithm receives the IA network created previously, the azimuth

ordering of targets as defined above and a priority queue of targets. The priority queue

is a set of targets each paired with their priority. Targets are selected by their priority

to schedule the multistatic measurements, but in the case of equal priorities a random

selection will apply. Then the measurement tasks for all radars are temporally set equal

to each other using the IA equals operator ‘e’ for all radars. If the IA network is consistent,

then the target is added to the set of scheduled multistatic measurements.

B.3.2 The IH-MS algorithm (Hogge constraint propagation)

The Interval Algebra Hogge constraint propagation Mechanically steered multistatic

surveillance radar network Scheduling (IH-MS) algorithm makes use of Hogge [59] con-
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Algorithm 25 IASchedulerRun (N : IA network, A : target order for all radars, Q :
target priority queue)

create schedule S = ∅
for all targets n ∈ Q select n randomly according to priority do

for all radars r do
pr = unique index of n in Ar

end for
set consistency c = True
for all unique combinations a and b in index of p do
c = c ∩ PC (N , [pa,pb], {e})

end for
if c then
S = {S, n}

end if
end for
return schedule S

straint propagation, which is an optimised implementation of [4] constraint propagation.

Apart from this change the IH-MS algorithm is identical to the I-MS algorithm and thus

no scheduling pseudo code will be provided. All calls to ‘CP (·)’ in Algorithms 24 and

25 should be replaced with ‘HoggeCP (·)’ defined here as Algorithm 31. Furthermore,

one call to ‘HoggeInit (·)’ defined here as Algorithm 26 should be called before using this

IA scheduling algorithm. For all these algorithms, the IA relationship is assumed to be

represented as a 13-bit number, where each bit is used to denote the presence or absence

of one IA operator.

Algorithm 26 HoggeInit (N : IA network, Tr : target order per radar r, Q : target
priority queue)

global Ha = HoggeMatrixA ()
global Hb = HoggeMatrixB ()
global Hc = HoggeMatrixC ()
global Hd = HoggeMatrixD ()

Algorithm 26 creates the four required Hogge matrices as per Section 3.3.2.

Algorithm 27 creates the first Hogge matrix, which is the enumeration of [4] constraint

propagation for using only the lower set of operators in both reference relationships.

Algorithm 28 creates the second Hogge matrix, which is the enumeration of [4] con-

straint propagation for the lower set of operators used in the first reference relationship

against the upper set of operators used in the second reference relationship.

Algorithm 29 creates the second Hogge matrix, which is the enumeration of [4] con-
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Algorithm 27 HoggeMatrixA (N : IA network, Tr : target order per radar r, Q : target
priority queue)

H = ∅
for all n ∈ I{1, · · · , 127} do

for all k ∈ I{1, · · · , 127} do
Hn,k = CP (n, k)

end for
end for
return H

Algorithm 28 HoggeMatrixB (N : IA network, Tr : target order per radar r, Q : target
priority queue)

H = ∅
for all n ∈ I{1, · · · , 127} do

for all k ∈ I{1, · · · , 63} do
Hn,k = CP (n, k · 128)

end for
end for
return H

straint propagation for the upper set of operators used in the first reference relationship

against the lower set of operators used in the second reference relationship.

Algorithm 30 creates the fourth Hogge matrix, which is the enumeration of [4] con-

straint propagation for using only the upper set of operators in both reference relationships.

Algorithm 31 uses the four Hogge matrices to compute the constraint propagation

resulting from two known IA relationships. Each relationship is split into their upper and

lower set as per the choices made for the IA operators defined in Section 3.3.2. Then if

necessary, four lookups are performed into the four Hogge matrices. The result of each

lookup is combined using the set union operator.

Algorithm 29 HoggeMatrixC (N : IA network, Tr : target order per radar r, Q : target
priority queue)

H = ∅
for all n ∈ I{1, · · · , 63} do

for all k ∈ I{1, · · · , 127} do
Hn,k = CP (n · 128, k)

end for
end for
return H
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Algorithm 30 HoggeMatrixD (N : IA network, Tr : target order per radar r, Q : target
priority queue)

H = ∅
for all n ∈ I{1, · · · , 63} do

for all n ∈ I{1, · · · , 63} do
Hn,k = CP (n · 128, k · 128)

end for
end for
return H

Algorithm 31 HoggeCP (R1 : first IA relation, R1 : second IA relation)

T = ∅
low1 = R1 ∧ 127
low2 = R2 ∧ 127
high1 = d R1

127e ∧ 63

high2 = d R2
127e ∧ 63

if low1 6= 0 ∧ low2 6= 0 then
T = T ∪Halow1,low2

end if
if low1 6= 0 ∧ high2 6= 0 then
T = T ∪Hblow1,high2

end if
if high1 6= 0 ∧ low2 6= 0 then
T = T ∪Hchigh1,low2

end if
if high1 6= 0 ∧ high2 6= 0 then
T = T ∪Hdhigh1,high2

end if
return T

B.3.3 The IG-MS algorithm (growing IA network)

The details of the Interval Algebra Growing-network Mechanically steered multistatic

surveillance radar network Scheduling (IG-MS) algorithm documented here are an ex-

panded version of Section 5.2.3. Referring back to the I-MS algorithm, the IA network

is created using an initialisation algorithm. That is for both the radars in the scene an

interval was created to represent the tracking task for each of the targets. Next, the in-

tervals for both radars were added to the IA network along with the known constraints.

The constraints came from the azimuth angle scan ordering in which the targets would be

illuminated by the radars. This results in an IA relationship matrix that has two times

the number of intervals as per targets.

The approach taken in this algorithm was instead to start off with an empty IA net-
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work. An interval is added for both the radars for the target selected for multistatic

measurements. Thereafter the two intervals are set equal to each other using the equals

relationship {e}. Next, the constraints to all other intervals already in the IA network is

populated by consulting the azimuth angle ordering of targets. This is done for each of

the intervals created for each of the individual radar measurement tasks.

This approach then has the benefit that IA path consistency is not applied over an IA

network that is large on every iteration. Instead, as the IA network grows, the computation

required by IA path consistency gradually increases. This leads to a performance gain in

the total computation time as IA path consistency is run on a matrix that is smaller than

the matrix of I-MS on each iteration. Only once all targets have been added for multistatic

measurements, does IA path consistency need to process a fully populated IA relationship

matrix. The pseudo code is presented as Algorithm 32.

B.3.4 The IS-MS algorithm (simplified IA constraints set)

The Interval Algebra Simplified-constraints Mechanically steered multistatic surveillance

radar network Scheduling (IS-MS) algorithm makes use of constraint ordering to simplify

the set of constraints used [148]. Constraint ordering was first mentioned in Section 5.2.4.

Here a more detailed description of how constraint ordering was applied to scheduling is

given.

Constraint ordering

Constraint ordering is a technique which determines the order in which intervals are added

to the IA network. Each of the IA relationships associated with that interval are given

a weight using a scoring algorithm. The best approach to use is a scored based on the

impact that it may have on the IA network. Several scoring algorithms can be devised

[148].

As the IA relationship is composed of up to 13 IA operators, each IA operator can

potentially be given a different score. The final score of the IA relationship is the sum of

each of the scores of the IA operators that are present in the relationship. In the weighted

constraint ordering, the score is determined by how each IA operator will restrict the

allowable operators in the rest of the IA network [148]. The IA operator that has the most
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Algorithm 32 IAGrowingNetworkScheduler (A : target order for all radars, Q : target
priority queue)

create IA network N = ∅, create schedule S = ∅
for all targets n ∈ Q select n randomly according to priority do

for all radars r do
pr,n = bin of n in Ar

end for
set consistency c = true, create IA network M = N
for all radars r do

add row and column qr to M for target n measured by radar r
for all radars a 6= r do
c = c ∩ PC (M , [qr, qa], {e})

end for
end for
for all intervals i already in N do

for all radars r do
pr,i = bin of i in Ar

if pr,i < pr,n then
R = {b}

else if pr,i = pr,n then
R = {all}

else
R = {bi}

end if
c = c ∩ PC (M , [i, qr], R)

end for
end for
if c then
S = {S, n}
N = M

end if
end for
return schedule S

weight in this scoring algorithm is the equals operator. The weighted constraint ordering

algorithm provides the best improvement to the IA algorithms.

Constraint ordering is used to reduce the amount of processing time required by IA path

consistency. It reduces the processing time by adding the intervals whose relationships

have the most impact on the network first. This is due to the fact that relationships

with a higher score will result in multiple updates on each cycle, thereby requiring more

iterations of IA path consistency. Thus, it is better to have multiple cycles of IA path

consistency while the network is still small as opposed to when it is much larger.
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Simplified constraint IA scheduling

In the I-MS algorithm, the IA operators required are ‘before’, ‘after’ and ‘equal’. According

to the weighted constraint ordering [148], the ‘equal’ operator has the highest impact on the

IA network. The ‘before’ and ‘after’ operators have a medium impact on the IA network.

Thus, to utilise the ordering constraints it would be best to add the ‘equal’ operators

first. However, the scheduling algorithm currently uses these to make decisions about

multistatic measurements. Thus, it is not possible to use weighted constraint ordering

directly.

Alternatively, all the target tracking tasks (or intervals) could be added to the network

with only their ‘equal’ operator relationships set. Then as targets are selected for mul-

tistatic measurements their azimuth ordering constraints are applied to the IA network.

If the network becomes inconsistent, the target tracking tasks that caused the inconsis-

tency would be removed. In this way, the IA network would slowly be pruned down to

the feasible list given the selections made. However, this approach would again lead to a

maximum size matrix over which IA path consistency must be applied. Thus it does not

lead to an algorithm that executes more efficiently than the IG-MS algorithm.

The approach taken was to remove the need for the ‘equal’ constraints altogether. This

was done by instead having a list of multistatic measurement tasks for the radar network.

Thus, there is only one interval in the IA network for every target. The matrix size is

immediately reduced to half the required size of the preceding IA algorithms.

The radars still provide a relationship for each of the intervals, which are determined

by the azimuth angle ordering the targets will be illuminated during the next scan. When

the target is selected for a multistatic measurement, the IA relationships from both the

radars are first combined using set intersection. The interval for the target is then added

to the IA network using the IA relationship that results from the set intersection. If the

network remains consistent the target is scheduled, otherwise the target is excluded. All

targets are attempted in the order of their priority and randomly for equal priority.

This algorithm also makes use of Hogge [59] constraint propagation. Algorithm 33

represents the pseudo code for the operation of the IS-MS algorithm.
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Algorithm 33 IASimpleConstraintsScheduler (A : target order for all radars, Q : target
priority queue)

create IA network N = ∅, create schedule S = ∅
for all targets n ∈ Q select n randomly according to priority do

for all radars r do
pr,n = bin of n in Ar

end for
set consistency c = true, create IA network M = N
add row and column q to M for target n measured by radar r
for all intervals i already in N do
R = {all}
for all radars r do

pr,i = bin of i in Ar

if pr,i < pr,n then
R = R ∩ {b}

else if pr,i = pr,n then
R = R ∩ {all}

else
R = R ∩ {bi}

end if
end for
c = c ∩ PC (M , [i, q], R)

end for
if c then
S = {S, n}
N = M

end if
end for
return schedule S

B.3.5 The RP-MS algorithm (vectorized IA network)

The Reduced Point Algebra Mechanically steered multistatic surveillance radar network

Scheduling (RP-MS) algorithm was the final optimised IA algorithm that achieved similar

performance to GRASP in Chapter 5. For this IA scheduling algorithm the IA network

was collapsed to a vector of interval sets. It was found that for the set of constraints used

this leads to a sufficient representation. This algorithm is a further optimisation of the

IS-MS algorithm of Section B.3.4. The details of the algorithm given here are an expansion

of the contents of Section 5.2.5.
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Reduced PA representation

Following on from the optimisations of the IS-MS algorithm, the IA networks formed were

analysed. It was found that using only the ‘before’, ‘after’ and ‘equal’ IA operators, the

entire IA network could be represented as a vector of interval sets. The order of the

intervals within the vector would denote their temporal ordering. However, each element

of the vector is a set of intervals. The intervals of this set have an ambiguous relationship,

and thus their relationships contain the set {b, bi, e}.

Using this notion, the path consistency algorithm reduces to simply finding the inser-

tion index in the vector or simply the set to which the interval belongs. There is no longer

a need for using constraint propagation as once the location in the vector is found, the

relationship to all the other intervals is known.

These findings are only true when using a subset of the IA operators similar to those

above. In the scheduling algorithms used here there are only two distinct operators, in this

case ‘before’ and ‘equal’. Each also has one inverse ‘after’ and ‘equal’. Similar findings

would be made for the other IA operators when using one operator, its inverse operator

along with the ‘equals’ operator. They also hold if none of the containment IA operators

are used (‘start’, ‘during’, ‘finish’, ‘started by’, ‘contains’ or ‘finished by’) or the overlap

IA operators (‘overlap’ and ‘overlapped by’).

Using only the pure temporal ordering IA operators (‘before’, ‘meets’, ‘equals’, ‘after’,

and ‘met by’) means that the temporal sequence of the intervals is either well known or

ambiguous (Figure 3.10). If they are well known then their ordering is evident from their

location in the vector and can be further emphasised by placing the IA relationship in

the IA network vector. If there is a local ambiguity, this ambiguity only affects the two

intervals which are ambiguous, as long as their relationships to all other intervals is well

known.

This type of behaviour is present in MSMSRN scheduling as typically targets can

be ordered in azimuth angle for one of the scanning radars. Since as per the IS-MS

algorithm, the IA relationships for both the radars are combined using set intersection,

the most constrained IA relationship will dominate. Thus, unless the azimuth ordering of

the target is uncertain for both radars, the resulting IA relationship from the set union
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operator will not be ambiguous.

Targets that have an uncertain azimuth order for both of the radars in the geometry

described in Section 3.2.3 would have to be very closely spaced within a small kite quadri-

lateral. Thus only a cluster of targets within this polygon will have an uncertain azimuth

order for both radars. So for sparsely populated scenes most targets would have a defined

azimuth order and only a small number would have an uncertain azimuth order unless

the targets were all closely clustered. The ordering of intervals for targets within these

clusters does not matter in the vector form of IA. While there may be multiple clusters

that are adjacent, the ordering of targets between the clusters of targets with uncertain

azimuth order will always be discernible.

Reduced PA scheduling

Given the details of the previous discussion, the RP-MS algorithm then only needs to

maintain a vector representing the IA network entirely. Targets are selected for multistatic

measurement by the two radars as per the I-MS algorithm. Then for each target in the

list of those to be measured in the multistatic mode, the IA relationships to the selected

target from the two radars are combined using set intersection. If the set intersection

results in an empty set at any point then the target is discounted from being measured in

the multistatic mode and a new target is selected. Alternatively, the target is added to

the list of multistatic measurements. The pseudo code for the algorithm is repeated from

Section 5.2.5 as Algorithm 34.

Algorithm 34 ReducedPAScheduler (n : reduced PA network, A : target order for all
radars, Q : target priority queue)

create schedule S = ∅
n = RpaNetGrow (n,A, Q)
for all targets t ∈ n in sequence do
S = {S, t}

end for
return schedule S
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B.4 Scheduling using GRASP

There is only one algorithm listed in this section, which is the Greedy Randomised Adap-

tive Search Procedure Mechanically steered multistatic surveillance radar network Schedul-

ing (G-MS) algorithm. This algorithm makes use of the Greedy Randomised Adaptive

Search Procedure (GRASP) to perform a global search on the scheduling solution space.

The algorithm consists of multiple iterations and makes use of a Restricted Candidate List

(RCL) to build solutions. At the begining of an iteration, a candidate solution is built

using a heuristic construction algorithm by consulting the RCL. Next, a local search is

performed, where the candidate solution is altered slightly using elements not contained

in the candidate solution but present in the RCL. At the end of the local search, only

the best solution is maintained as the candidate solution for this iteration. Finally, this is

checked against all solutions from prior iterations to determine the best solution found.

B.4.1 The G-MS algorithm (GRASP scheduling algorithm)

The G-MS algorithm was compared to both the II-MS algorithm and the IRP-MS algo-

rithm in Chapter 5. This scheduling algorithm makes use of GRASP to generate and

pick candidate solutions to the scheduling for the next scan. The GRASP algorithm for

scheduling MSMSRN is documented in Section 3.4.
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B.5 Scheduling using IA and GRASP

The algorithms listed in this section make use of GRASP to perform global searches.

However, the construction and mutation algorithms make use of IA. Two algorithms were

implemented, one using IA and the other making use of the reduced PA algebra defined

in Section 5.2.5.

B.5.1 The II-MS algorithm (iterative IA scheduling)

The II-MS algorithm is the iterative form of the I-MS algorithm. It was used in Chapter 5

to compare to the G-MS algorithm. It provides equivalent performance in scheduling solu-

tion as per the G-MS algorithm but requires more execution time. The extra computation

is caused by the rich set of constraints of IA.

Briefly, the algorithm creates an initial solution using the I-MS algorithm at the start

of each iteration of GRASP. Furthermore, local searches are performed by first adding a

random target to the IA network that was not part of the initial solution. Thereafter,

targets are randomly attempted starting with those that formed part of the initial solution

and followed by all the remaining unselected targets.

Local search scheduling

Up until this point, each of the IA algorithms defined have performed a local search of

the scheduling solution space. Each begins by selecting a target for measuring in the

multistatic mode at random. This randomly selected target will always be added to the

IA network, as initially the network is empty. Therefore, the first selection reduces the

solution space to only those solutions that contain this target.

All IA scheduling algorithms will then generate a maximal length scheduling solution

given the random order in which the targets are selected. This is because all targets that

satisfy the scheduling constraints will be added. Each target that gets added in sequence

further constrains the solution space. Thus, while the solution is guaranteed to be as long

as possible, the IA scheduling algorithms only find a locally optimal solution.
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Global search scheduling

The GRASP algorithm attempts to find a globally optimal solution by searching the solu-

tion space using multiple iterations of local searches. Thus, to compare the IA scheduling

algorithms fairly with GRASP scheduling, they needed to be adapted to perform a global

search. For the II-MS algorithm this was achieved by using the I-MS algorithm as the

construction and mutation algorithms for GRASP scheduling. Now on each iteration an

initial solution is first found using the I-MS algorithm.

Each time a solution is generated it is tested against the best solution found. Naturally,

the first solution generated will initialise the best solution. The GRASP fitness algorithm

is used to generate a score for both solutions, where the best solution has the highest

score. The GRASP fitness algorithm is defined in Section B.4.

During the local search a target not already part of the initial solution is added to the

IA network first. Thereafter, targets that occur in the initial solution are randomly selected

and added to the IA network. Finally, all remaining targets are attempted to ensure that

the solution is as long as possible. Only those targets that do not violate constraints

imposed by the previously added targets will result in a consistent IA network. These

targets represent the schedule of targets to measure using multistatic measurements.

The best solution found after all iterations is used as the final scheduling solution. The

pseudo code for this algorithm is presented as Algorithms 35 and 36.

Algorithm 35 IterativeIAScheduler (A : target azimuth ordering per radar, Q : target
priority queue, iterations : integer)

create best schedule B = ∅
for i = 1→ iterations do

create current schedule C = ∅
create IA network N = ∅
C = IAScheduleRun (N ,A, Q)
C = IALocalSearch (A, Q,C)
B = GraspUpdateSolution (Q,C,B)

end for
for all radars r do

GraspCheckSolution (B,Ar)
end for
return B
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Algorithm 36 IALocalSearch (A : target azimuth ordering per radar, Q : target priority
queue, S : schedule)

create best schedule B = S
create max fitness m = GraspFitness(Q,S)
for all t ∈ Q, t /∈ S select randomly according to priority do

create mutated schedule C = {t}
create IA network N1,1 = {e} for target t
create priority queue P = Q ∀ t ∈ S
set mutated schedule C = C ∪ IAScheduleRun (N ,A, P )
set mutated schedule C = C ∪ IAScheduleRun (N ,A, Q)
set mutated fitness f = GraspFitness (Q,C)
if f >= m then

set best schedule B = C
set max fitness m = f

end if
end for
return s

B.5.2 The IRP-MS algorithm (iterative Reduced PA scheduling)

The Iterative Reduced Point Algebra Mechanically steered multistatic surveillance radar

network Scheduling (IRP-MS) algorithm is the iterative form of the RP-MS algorithm.

The IRP-MS algorithm makes use of GRASP to perform global searches of the scheduling

solution space. It was compared in Chapter 5 to the G-MS algorithm. The IRP-MS

algorithm compares well to GRASP both in terms of performance and execution time.

The RP-MS algorithm is used to generate the initial solution at the start of an iteration.

Thereafter, one target not part of the initial solution is randomly selected to form part of a

new solution during the local search. Targets that are part of the initial solution are then

randomly selected and attempted, where only targets that maintain consistency in the

temporal constraints are added to the multistatic schedule. Finally, all targets that were

not part of the initial solution are also attempted in a random order. The final schedule

of targets will be the maximum length possible given the random selection of targets. The

GRASP fitness function is used to test which solution is better and only the best solution

is kept. This process is repeated until each target not part of the initial solution has been

attempted as the first target in a new solution for the local search.

The final schedule of targets to measure using multistatic measurements is the best

solution found after all iterations. The pseudo code is Algorithms 37 and 38.
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Algorithm 37 IterativeRpaScheduler (A : target azimuth ordering per radar, Q : target
priority queue, iterations : integer)

create best schedule B = ∅
for i = 1→ iterations do

create current schedule C = ∅
create reduced PA network n = ∅
C = ReducedPASchedule (n,A, Q)
C = RpaLocalSearch (A, Q,C)
B = GraspUpdateSolution (Q,C,B)

end for
for all radars r do

GraspCheckSolution (B,Ar)
end for
return B

Algorithm 38 RpaLocalSearch (A : target azimuth ordering per radar, Q : target
priority queue, S : schedule)

create best schedule B = S

create max fitness m = GraspFitness (Q,S)

for all t ∈ Q, t /∈ S select randomly according to priority do

create mutated schedule C = {t}

create reduced PA network n1 = {t}

create priority queue P = Q ∀ t ∈ S

ReducedPASchedule (n,A, P )

set mutated schedule C = ReducedPASchedule (n,A, Q)

set mutated fitness f = GraspFitness (Q,C)

if f > m then

set best schedule B = C

set max fitness m = f

end if

end for

return s
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Tracking and Information Fusion

Algorithms

C.1 Singer Random-Walk Acceleration Model

The Singer random-walk acceleration model [156] transforms the target (f) state xf by a

Markov process, where xf is given by:

xf = [px, py, vx, vy]
′ (C.1)

where px is the first dimension of the Cartesian position (m), py is the second dimension

of the Cartesian position (m), vx is the first dimension of the Cartesian velocity (ms-2)

and vy is the second dimension of the Cartesian velocity (ms-2).

The equation for this Markov process is of the form:

a (k + 1) = ρma (k) +
√

1− ρ2
mσmr (k) (C.2)

where ρm = e−βT , β = 1
τm

, τm is the target manoeuvre time constant, σm is the tar-

get manoeuvre standard deviation, r(k) is a zero-mean unit-standard deviation Gaussian

distributed random variable and T is the sampling time interval.

For the case where τm � T an accurate prediction of the acceleration cannot be

obtained, and this leads to the following two equations. The Singer filter state transition
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matrix Af for the target is:

Af =



1 0 T 0

0 1 0 T

0 0 1 0

0 0 0 1


(C.3)

where T is the sampling time interval. The Singer filter process noise covariance matrix

Qf for the target is:

Qf = 2σ2
mτm



T 3

3 0 T 2

2 0

0 T 3

3 0 T 2

2

T 2

2 0 T 0

0 T 2

2 0 T


(C.4)

where T is the sampling time interval. In all the simulations captured in this document,

τm = T
2 and σm is chosen independently for the simulation batch to be run.
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C.2 Kalman Filter

Radar measurements are first converted to Cartesian using Equation C.5 and then a lin-

ear Kalman filter is applied. While this approach is suboptimal, it produces adequate

results for surveillance radars. Typically, an Extended Kalman Filter is required to pro-

duce optimal estimations of Cartesian position when the filter is provided polar radar

measurements. Polar radar measurements are converted to Cartesian coordinates,

yf =

[
dr,f cos (θr,f ) dr,f sin (θr,f )

]
(C.5)

where dr,f is the radial distance and θr,f is the angle of target f from radar r.

The Kalman filter is an extention of recursive Least Squares Error (LSE) for tracking

with random dynamics [20], where k represents the iteration for the recursive function.

Many papers make use of the form of the Kalman filter described here and the Kalman

derivation given here is based on the paper by Bar-Shalom [62] and reworked from Black-

man and Popoli’s [20] book. Given the same definition of target (f) state, xf , and target

state transition matrix Af as per Section C.1, the state transition matrix over time can

be written in a discrete-time Markov form as:

xf (k + 1) = Afxf (k) + qf (k) + f r (k + 1|k) (C.6)

In Equation C.6, qf is the zero-mean white Gaussian process noise with assumed covari-

ance Qf and f r is the assumed deterministic process noise caused by the motion of the

sensor platform r. For the simulations used f r was assumed to be zero for all sensor

platforms.

Then the radar measurements observe the target position and velocity as follows:

yr (k) = Hrxf (k) + vr (k) (C.7)

where Hr is the measurement matrix for the radar (r) and vr is the zero-mean white

Gaussian process noise caused by the radar when making measurements. All simulations
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in this document used:

Hr =

1 0 0 0

0 1 0 0

 (C.8)

and the maximum value for vr as:

max (vr) =

30

30

 (C.9)

Given all the above, and dropping all subscripts for ease of notation, the Kalman filter

equations are given by:

x̂ (k|k) = x̂ (k|k − 1) +K (k) [y (k)−Hx̂ (k|k − 1)] (C.10)

K (k) = P (k|k − 1)H ′
[
HP (k|k − 1)H ′ +R

]−1
(C.11)

P (k|k) = [I −K (k)H]P (k|k − 1) (C.12)

x̂ (k + 1|k) = Ax̂ (k|k) + f (k + 1|k) (C.13)

P (k + 1|k) = AP (k|k)A′ +Q (C.14)

In most cases, Equation C.12 should rather be of the form:

P (k|k) = [I −K (k)H]P (k|k − 1) [I −K (k)H]′ +K (k)RK (k)′ (C.15)

as the gain calculation is seldom exact or needs tweaking to account for modelling inac-

curacies compared to that of realistic radars.

In Equations C.10–C.15, K is the Kalman gain, P is the zero-mean Gaussian estima-

tion error:

P (k) = E
(
[x (k)− x̂ (k)] [x (k)− x̂ (k)]′

)
(C.16)

and I is the identity matrix. E (·) is the statistical expectation function of a random

variable. All other variables are defined the same as in Section C.1.

The measurement covariance is computed using Equations C.17 and C.18. The matrix
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B uses the sampling time T which is assumed to be fixed:

B =

T 2

2 0 T 0

0 T 2

2 0 T


′

(C.17)

The final measurement covariance is the product of the square of the target acceleration

variance, matrix B and the transpose of matrix B,

Qf = σ2
a,f

(
BB′

)
(C.18)

where σa,f is the assumed or estimated target acceleration variance.
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C.3 Auction Algorithm

Kadar et al. [63] define an auction algorithm to assign observations to tracks of a sensor.

This algorithm can also be used to associate tracks of sensors to each other. This section

captures the essential details of the algorithm [20].

[
max
i

(aij − Pi)
]
− (aijj − Pij ) ≤ ε (C.19)

Equation C.19 can simply be interpreted as each track wants to pay the minimum price

for an associated track.

Here aij is the margin by which the statistical distance d2
ij passes the gate Gij . Pi is

the price of a track and Pij is the price of assigning track j of sensor 2 to track i of sensor

1. The factor ε determines the maximal value for the assignment and is selected as:

ε =
1

N + 1
(C.20)

for N tracks to be associated with.

The steps of the auction algorithm then are:

1. Initialise all tracks as not associated and all sensor 1 track costs Pi to zero.

2. Select a track from sensor 2 that is not associated. If none remain the algorithm

completes.

3. Find the best track from sensor 1 ij for each track of sensor 2 j.

aijj − Pij = max
i=1,...,n

(aij − Pi) (C.21)

4. Mark the previously associated tracks as not associated and associate ij with j.

5. Update the price of track ij to a level at which j is almost optimally priced:

Pij = Pij + yj + ε (C.22)

Here yj is the difference between the best and second best assignment for track j.
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6. Repeat from step 2.

This model is useful in simulations that require realistic manned targets.
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C.4 Information Filter/Track Fusion

Chang et al. [64] gives an optimal form of the information filter (also known as the track

fusion). The optimality is achieved by using the prior fusion, and can under certain

conditions improve track fusion. The fusion equations for the case of two sensors is then:

x̂c = P c

[
P−1
i x̂i + P−1

j x̂j − P−1
pi x̂pi − P−1

pj x̂pj + P−1
p x̂p

]
(C.23)

P c =
[
P−1
i + P−1

j − P−1
pi − P−1

pj + P−1
p

]−1
(C.24)

In Equations C.23 and C.24, x̂c is the current fused estimate of target state matrix

and P c is the current fused covariance matrix. Similarly, x̂p is the previous fused estimate

of the target state matrix and P p is the previous fused covariance matrix.

Next for the first sensor’s track of the target, x̂i is the current estimate of the state

matrix and P i is the current covariance matrix. Similarly, x̂pi is the previous estimate of

the state matrix and P pi is the previous covariance matrix for the same track of sensor 1.

Finally, for the second sensor’s track of the target, x̂j is the current estimate of the state

matrix and P j is the current covariance matrix. Similarly, x̂pj is the previous estimate of

the state matrix and P pj is the previous covariance matrix for the same track of sensor 2.
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Appendix D

Contents of the Accompanying

Disc

I. MIT

A. open course work

1. Contains useful open courses from MIT.

II. UCT

A. MSc Eng EEE

1. Conference Papers

a. Contains the LaTeX source code for the published FUSION 2011 con-

ference paper [1].

2. Data Association

a. Literature used for data association research.

3. Dissertation

a. Draft Dissertation that was generated in 2011, and was intended to

be submitted to UCT to fulfil the requirements of a M.Eng in Electri-

cal Engineering degree. An upgrade to a Doctoral Degree was recom-

mended after this dissertation was reviewed by Prof. M. R. Inggs and

Dr J. P. de Villiers.

4. Journal Papers
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a. Paper 1

(1) Contains the LaTeX source code for the draft versions of the Elsevier

Information Fusion journal paper (Chapter 5) [2].

b. Paper 2

(1) Contains the LaTeX source code for the draft versions of the Elsevier

Artificial Intelligence journal paper (Chapter 6).

5. Linux

a. Batch scripts that were used to execute simulations on the CSIR Insight

Server.

6. Matlab

a. Simulation environment used to compare IA to GRASP, written in

Matlab.

7. PhD Proposal

a. Contains the LaTeX source code for the Ph.D. proposal submitted to

UCT in 2011.

8. Python

a. Contains prototype IA code for the parallel architecture investigation,

written in the Python programming language.

9. Sensor Fusion

a. Literature used for sensor fusion research.

10. Sensor Scheduling

a. Contains the literature survey for multisensor scheduling as well as the

results obtained when running the Matlab simulation environment.

11. Tracking

a. Literature used for radar tracking research.

B. PhD Eng EEE

1. Code

a. Contains IA code for the parallel architecture investigation, written in

the C and OpenCL programming languages. This version is portable

but was only tested on Ubuntu Linux LTS 12.04.
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2. Conference Papers

a. Contains the LaTeX source code for the submitted FUSION 2013 con-

ference paper (Chapter 2).

3. Journal Papers

a. Paper 1

(1) Contains the LaTeX source code for the final version as well as

the draft versions of the Elsevier Information Fusion journal paper

(Chapter 5) [2].

b. Paper 2

(1) Contains the LaTeX source code for the final version as well as the

draft versions of the Elsevier Artificial Intelligence journal paper

(Chapter 6).

4. Literature

a. Additional literature used during the author’s Doctoral studies. In-

cludes documents on multisensor management, Nvidia devices and

OpenCL.

5. Matlab

a. Simulation environment used to test nimble IA scheduling, written in

Matlab.

6. MSVC++

a. Contains IA code for the parallel architecture investigation, written in

the C and OpenCL programming languages. This version can only be

run using the Microsoft Windows operating system1.

7. Results

a. Contains the results obtained when running the nimble IA scheduling

simulations.

8. Thesis

a. Contains the LaTeX source code for this thesis document.

III. UP
1Microsoft Visual Studio 2010 and Microsoft Windows 7 was used
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A. EIN732 – Introduction to Research

1. Useful course for any researcher beginning a masters or doctoral degree.

The course is presented at UP by Prof. J. A. G. Malherbe The folder

contains the three assignments completed for the course. This work formed

the precursory work in the first year of the author’s masters degree program.

· THE END ·
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